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DEBATE
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fOII THE

ABOLITION
or t h i

SLAVE-TR A D E, Sec.
On Monday the 2d of April, 1792.

AGREAT number of PETITI O N S* were presented*
praying for the ABOLITION of the SLAVE
TRADE.
The Right Honourable Mr. Dundas presented one from
the Inhabitants of the City of Edinburgh, and Sir Watkiw
Lewes one from the Livery of London in Common Hall
assembled.-—Reserred to the Committee on the Slave Trade.
Mr. Wilberforce moved that all the Evidence given oil
this Trade be reserred to the Committee.—Ordered;
He then moved the Order of the Day, which was « for
" the House to resolve itself into a Committee of the whole
" House, to consider of the circumstances of the African
« Slave Trade."
• Tht whole number of Petitions presented to this D*y, was 508.
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The House resolved itself into a Committee accordingly,.
Sir William Dolben in the Chair : .
Mr. Wilberforce.—In entering on the great business of
this day, a business in itself of the first importance, and
which, aster having so long occupied the minds of men, is at this
moment the subject of univerfal expectation and solicitude, it is
natural to imagine that I must seel no small degree of dissi
dence and apprehension. It is, however, a fatisfaction to me
to reflect, that it will not be necessary for me to take up so
much of the time of the House, as I have selt myself compelled
to do on former occasions ; for besides that I might well be
content to leave the task of enforcing the proposition I {hall
bring forward, to the greater abilities and more powersul elo
quence of those by whom I have the honour to be supported,
the whole of this subject has been already so thoroughly in
vestigated ; every part of it has been so canvassed and scruti
nized, that it may be sussicient for me now merely to reser you.
to our past discussion?, and to spare the House and myself the
pain of a laborious and minute detail.
. I have besore had occasion to remark, that nothing has-;
tended more to prevent the impartial and candid consideration.
of our arguments, than the indiscriminate censures which have
sometimes been really cast on the whole body of West Indians.
There may have been those who, suffering their passions to
hurry them to hasty and immature conclusions, have connected
With. the evils of the system, the personal character of every
iadividual embarked in it, as being closely and inseparably as
sociated; the charge rashly brought has been indignantly
repelled; heat and acrimony have prevailed on both sides,
reproaches and invectives have been mutually retorted, parties
have been formed with all their consequent effects of prejudice
arid bitterness, the West Indians in this state of things have
grown incapable of listening dispassionately to the voice of:
reason, and many perhaps of the very best and m.ost benevo
lent amongst them have been the most warm, because most
conscious of the injustice of the accufations they deemed cast
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on them, and reseating and spurning at them with emotions of
honest disdain.
The House will do me the justice to recollect, whatever may
have been faid to the contrary, that this is a language I have
never held, nor have I been kept from it by motives of deco
rum or of personal civility ; it is a language to which in my
heart I have never assented, and which has always appeared to
me not only injudicious and impolitic, but contrary to truth and
justice, and to what abundant experience has taught us of the
nature of the human mind : and I the rather make this decla
ration at the outset of my speech, in order, that if i'n the course
of what I shall fay on a subject which cannot but excite the
strongest emotions in any man who is not dead to the seelings
of his nature, any over-warm or too general expressions
should escape me, it may be understood what are the cool deli
berate opinions of my mind. I wish to speak the words of
conciliation ; I wish particularly to call on the Gentlemen
of the West Indies to accompany me in my progress; I call
upon them to investigate with me sully and fairly the various
evils arising from the Slave Trade, and those evils especially,
which belong to the West Indies. If I can but bring them tu
do so, I am persuaded we cannot differ in the result : I cannot
but believe that they will acknowledge the desects of their own system, and deplore the evils with which it so abounds ; for
Sir, though I have acknowledged that there are many Owners
of Slaves of benevolent tempers and generous hearts, who
would be glad to use their absolute power for purposes of kind
ness and beneficence, yet this must not reconcile us to the
system of West Indian slavery itself; pregnant as it is withgreat and innumerable miseries. A Trajan and an Antoni
nus do not reconcile me to a despotic monarchy ; we should
distinguish in these cases between what belongs to the person
and what belongs to the system ; we should rejoice indeed in a
splendid exception to the ordinary character of tyranny ; but
not allow ourselves to be thereby seduced into an approbation
9s tyranny.
Yet
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Yet even under a Trajan and an Antoninus the
fetal effects of this system were but too discernible, though
more slagrant and palpable under a Nero and Caligula. Aa
impartial West Indian, therefore, instead of being incensed by
the frankness of my investigation, should rather join me in it,
and assist me in tracing the mischiess to their proper source ;
these will appear by no means greater than might be expected
from considering the various circumstances of the present
case. It has been justly remarked, that aristocracy is a worse
form of government than monarchy, because the people
have been subject to many tyrants instead of one ; but if this
be true, what shall we fay to the present case, where despotic
power is not the privilege of high birth, or of extraordinary
eminence, or wealth, or talents, but where it is an article to
be bought at market like any other commodity, by every man
who has £-4-0 in the world. There is often an elevation and
liberality of mind produced by-the consciousness of superior
rank and consequence and authority, which serve in some de
gree to mitigate the fierceness of unrestrained power, and
counteract the evils of which it is naturally productive ; but
when it comes into the possession of the base and the vulgar,
the evils will then be selt in their sullest extent. The causes
of this we will not stop to examine, but the truth itself is im
portant, and it bears directly on the present question. It sug
gests to us the wretched state of the Slaves in the West In
dies, where they are often liable to the uncontrouled domina
tion of men of all ranks, understandings, tempers, often per
haps of the most ignorant and worthless, and meanest of the
human race. This is no picture of the imagination, but the
very sentiment which the scene itself impresses on the mind of
ajudicious observer. Every man almost who can have a horse
here, might be possessed of a slave there ; who is there that con
siders this, but must expect to find scenes of wretchedness and
cruelty,
indignation
onr which it is impossible to look, without shame and
But let us recollect, that this is not the whole of the present
case ; for of the more opulent and more liberal West India pro
prietors
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prietors of West India properties, how many are there wh«
are absent from their own estates, residing in this country, or
in other parts of Europe ? They send across the Atlantic, de
clarations and directions dictated by the humanity of their
own minds ; but the execution of these, must be left to persons
of a description altogether different. This forms a very lead
ing seature in the delineation of the present system, and I wish
every Gentleman to consider it in its various bearings and re
lations. It is not I only that make this remark, or the friends
of the Abolition of the Slave Trade ; it was long ago strongly
insisted on by Mr. Long, the historian of Jamaica ; he pointed
cut the abuse ; he specified the many evils which flowed from
it ; he stated that the insurrections had chiefly been found to
break out among the Slaves of Absentee proprietors ; he re
gretted that often the Manager had an interest altogether
distinct from that of the Owner ; that it was frequently his
object to make large crops of sugar, regardless of the cruelties
to be exercised on the Slaves, or of the ruinous load of expence to be incurred, in purchasing new Slaves, to replace
such as should be worn out by excessive labour ; and then at
last, fays he, they retreat like a rat from a house in slames, and
go with the credit of large crops on their backs to another part
of the island. The truth of these animadversions has been con
firmed by the positive testimony of many respectable witnesies ;
they conyerscd on the spot with the Managers, and it was easily
to be collected, nay, sometimes it was frankly consesled that
this was their main principle.
This alone would be sussicient to fliew that the
orders of the absentee Planters, however good, will
net be executed, and will be constantly operating to deseat
the effects of their benevolence. But it would not be necesfary to (hew this distinction of interest, many causes concur to
produce a difference pf feelings ; the very circumstances cf
these poor people being distinguished by their colour from the
rest of the community, prevents their calling forth the seelings
'of sympathy } they area marked species, they are looked upon
as a different race of Beings, and are not considered as being
entitled
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Entitled to the fame humanity and tenderness, which the worst
of men would allow to be the right of those whom they ac
knowledge to be their sellow creatures. Consider how in the
case of minds originally tender, the seelings will be blunted by
habit; reckon up all these various circumstances and estimate
their amount, and you will naturally conclude, that the situa
tion of the Slaves in the West Indies, must indeed be deplora
ble.I shall not here detail the particulars of their state, hav
ing done so minutely on a former occasion : I then proved my'
assertions by the positive testimony 6f our own witnesses ; by'
various circumstances and considerations arising out of the?
very nature of the case, or suggested by scrutinizing and laving
together different assertions from our Opponents. I then spe
cified many general evils resulting from the nature of the
system, and shewed its tendency to render the state of the Slave
to be lamented in what regards his food, cloathing, lodging
&c. Legal protection I shewed he had none, and fhoald be
again ready to bring indisputable proof of the asserti&h, if it
should be denied ; but I would gladly spare myself the painsul
recital. 1 willingly pass over the detail of all those circum
stances of degradation to which they are subjected, their being
worked in the fields under the whip like cattle, instead of being
treated like moral agents, capable of forecast and' reflection;
their being often branded ; theft- being excepted out of the system
of decency, and a thoufand other disgracesul and humiliating
particulars. Surely I must believe, when all these things are
considered, that the gentlemen of the West Indies themselves
will eagerly join with us in endeavouring to do away these
grievances, and put an end to miseries so complicated and in
tolerable. I will do them the justice to believe that they
have looked aster a remedy, but they have looked ih vain ;
they have not found it ; nor will they ever find it but in
the Proposition which I bring forward. I deliver it as my
decided opinion, the result of a caresul investigation of the
whole of this great subject, that the only practicable remedy is
staffing the further importation os Slavesfrom Africa.
What
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What other remedy has been suggested ? Colonial regula
tions ! Into this subject I went at large when the Question of
Abolition was last before the House, and I could now only
repeat the arguments I urged on that occasion ; the hinge on
which it all turned was the inadmissibility of Negro evidence ;
the efsects of this have been frankly avowed by many of our
opponents themselves, and are indeed so obvious as to render
it superfluous to insist on them. What would be the situation
of the bulk of the people in this country if Gentlemen . of
£.500 per annum were alone admitted as witnesses ? But the
case in the West Indies is much worse : for where, two or
three White Men being on a plantation, it might be hoped
one would come forward against the other (provided the per
petrator of any enormity had been so imprudent as to commit
it in his presence, instead of taking the opportunity os hisi
being out of the way) he would be kept back by a thoufand
considerations of mutual connivance, of similarity of situation,
of intimate connection—They are sellow-managers, brother,
overseers, whom even the esprit de corps would prevent from
undertaking so invidious an ossice, as that of criminating each
other.
But colonial regulations, if sutile and ineffectual for the pro
tection of the Slave, would be abundantly operative in another
way, if it were attempted to carry them into execution. If
you were to give them the protection of laws, not nomi
nally but really, not the shadow but the substance of Civil
Rights, you would awake in their minds a consciousness of
freedom which would only turn alike to thsir ruin and that
of their masters. It is in vain to attempt to reconcile im
possibilities, freedom and slavery cannot be made to coalesce :
instead of being fatissied with what they should get, they would
only more seel the want of what should be with-held from them ; <
the privileges which should be granted them would only serve
to render the galling and ignominious distinctions under which
they should still be kept more irritating and vexatious; insurrec
tions would too soon follow, and the whole be one scene of
consusion and slaughter. Look to the history of paft insurrecC
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tions, and you will find these assertions confirmed by actual
experience. Let Gentlemen recollect the immense dispropor
tion of the Blacks and Whites in our Islands, and consider it
in conjunction with the positions I have been laying down, and
h is impossible we can differ in the conclusion : but if such is
their present wretched and degraded state, surely there is no
man who must not long for that happy moment when they can
be rescued from it without danger. What I have faid suggests
the great cause which tends to continue them in their state of
degradation, and even almost to render it necessary for their
own no less than for their master's comfort and security ; this
is no other than the constant influx of slaves from Africa ; torn
from their homes for ever, resenting the wrongs they have sufferred ; looking on their masters and on all around them not as
friends and protectors, but as enemies and tyrants, they are
ever ready to rife and wreak their vengeance on their enemies.
This was acknowledged long before I brought forward the
Question of Abolition; Mr. Long has argued at great length
on the danger of importing such numbers of Africans, "27,000
slaves imported in 2 years, and our importations are now still
greater, are alone sussicient to account for mutinies, insurrec
tions, &c." and the rebellions in 17^5 and 6 he states to have
been occasioned by the imported natives of the Gold Coast.
This is not only Mr. Long's doctrine, but that of every reaso
nable and observing man. I met with a curious proof of it the
other day in a pamphlet lately published in Carolina, by a plan
ter, who was endeavouring, not apparently actuated by motives
of justice and humanity, but of policy, to continue the prohibi
tion of African Slaves, which had already subsisted for some
years ; he urges various arguments, but that on which he chief
ly insists is the danger of an insurrection ; he reminds his coun
trymen of a former rebellion in South Carolina, occasioned by
the rising of the Angola Slaves, thence vulgarly called the
Gulla war; he points to the island of St. Domingo, where
fays he, you have a striking exemplification of the truth of
xny position.
And this. leads me, Sir, to fay a few words on the late
unhappy
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unhappy tranfactions in that unfortunate Island ; I shall not,
however, go at large into them at present, but must reserve
to myself the right of doing so, if it should be rendered neces
fary by any thing urged in the course of the debate. I selt it
my duty to investigate the causes of the disturbances in ques
tion, and I do declare myself decidedly convinced, and will
enter if required into proof of the assertion, that they did not
arise from any attempts to abolish the Slave Trade, or from
the efforts of Societies established in France for that purpose.
The case was simply this ; the free people of colour, though
the privileges of citizens were bestowed on them by law a
century ago, had never in fact been admitted to the enjoyment
of them, but had been treated, though many of them men of
property and of education, as beings of an inserior order ; the
animosities had almost grown to their height, and had nearly
broken out into actual hostilities before the period of the
French Revolution ; what passed then and since, the violence
with which the white inhabitants of the Island asserted their
own rights, whilst with equal warmth they were denying them
to the men of colour, the contradictory decrees of the Na
tional Assembly, sometimes granting the desired immunities,
sometimes retracting the grants, and thus trifling with their
seelings, and working them up into a rage too big to be sup
pressed ; agreements in the Island made and broken as conve
nience suggested ! What wonder if the serment occasioned
by all these circumstaneeSj and the favourable opportunity
afforded by these divifions in which their masters were occu
pied) produced a general rifing of the slaves, Who had re
belled before in conjunctures less suited to their purpose ? They
did rise, and dreadsul was the consequence. No man, I am
sure, deplores more than myself those cruel and humiliating
transactions, and I make this very Motion because I deplore
them, and would in our own Islands prevent the repetition.
Consider the immense disproportion of numbers ; there are
now in Jamaica near 300,000 staves, and but about 20,000
whites of all ages and descriptions : We are every year im
porting into that Island a greater strength of blacks than there
C 2
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is of whites to be opposed to them. Where is this to stop f
Do you seriously mean to continue this system ? I should
really have thought the West India Gentlemen would them
selves have implored us, if we had entertained no such design,
to arrest the surther progress of this growing and pernicious
malady. Thus, fir, were the safety of the Islands only
in question, you could not but agree to my proposition.
But I must recur to what I before laid down, that these im
portations do not tend more to produce consusion and disorder
than to retain the unhappy slaves themselves in their actual state
of wretchedness and degradation. It is this that would even
render it unfase to punish white men for the ill treatment of
their slaves, except very rarely and in the most atrocious
instances. But surely, Sir, we cannot bear to leave these
poor creatures thus sunk below the level of their species ; and
I am persuaded the West India Gentlemen themselves would
be glad to asford them relief; they would be glad, I trust, to
put them under protection of laws, but this must be done
rationally and soberly. After what I have faid, I am not
afraid of being told I design to emancipate the slaves ; I will
not indeed deny that I wish to impart to them the blessings of
freedom ; who is there that knows their value, but must
join with me in this desire ? But the freedom I mean is that
of which at present they, alas ! are not capable. True Liberty
is the child of Reason and of Order ; it is indeed a plant of
celestial growth, but the foil must be prepared for its recep
tion : he that would see it flourish, and bring forth its proper
fruits, must not think it sussicient to let it shoot as it will in
unrestrained licentiousness :
Luxuriantia compescet, nimis aspera fano
Lævabit cuku, virtute carentia toilet.
Would you then impart to them these inestimable benefits,
take away that cause which at present obstructs their introduc
tion ; nor would the good effects of stopping the importations
be confined to the slaves, nor would the fasety of the Islands only
be
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be thereby promoted, it would tend to the planter's benefit in
another view : by the facility of purchasing African slaves he
is often drawn into fresh expences, he is at length plunged
into inextricable embarrassments, and wishes at length this
Channel of Supply had been shut up from him. This evil also
was insisted on by Mr. Long, the Historian of Jamaica, who
actually proposed a temporary prohibition of the importation
of African slaves with a view to its prevention. I hope it
will not be deemed invidious that I so often quote the work
of this Gentleman, but rather a proof of the respect I pay to
its authority, and I appeal to it the more willingly, because it
was written long before the Abolition of the Slave Trade had
become the subject of public discussion. But I frankly ac
knowledge that the consideration of the planter's benefit, from
stopping the importations, does not interest me in any degree
fo much as that to be thence derived by the unhappy slaves.
Losing by degrees the painsul recollection of their native and
early connections, conceiving new attachments to their dwel
ling places, to their families, to their masters, they would
gradually rise in the scale of beings ; no longer ready every
moment to start into insurrections, they would cease to be the
continual objects of the planter's jealousy and suspicion; it
would be no longer neceflary for the general sasety to extin
guish in them the principle of moral agency ; they would seal
more respectable in themselves and be more respected by others,
and by degrees, the harshness of their present bondage being
transformed into the mildness of patriarchal servitude, they
would become capable of still greater blessings and more en
nobling privileges : and Gentlemen will observe it is the pecu
liar merit of this Plan, that though its sull effects cannot be
produced at once, we are all the while tending to their com
plete enjoyment, with a uniform and uninterrupted course.
The slaves will daily grow happier, the Islands faser, the
planters richer ; the whole will be like the progress of vegeta
tion, the effects are not at first perceptible, but the great
principle operating in ten thoufand ways, will gradually change
the whole face of things, and substitute sertility and beauty in
the
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the place of barrenness and desolation. Who is there that
contemplates this delightsul prospect, but must long to have it
realized ? It is, I am persuaded, our common wish, our uni
verfal, our impatient expectation.
But it Was formerly urged that this was a remedy whlchj
however desirable in itself, the Islands were not as yet in a
state to admit. It was contended that they could not' keep
up their numbers without farther importations from Africa i
that were these stopped, their gangs Would Continually be
growing weaker and weaker, until at length their estates
should be thrown wholly out of cultivation. When the
question of Abolition was last before the House, I went into
this subject so much at large, that I need only now advert to
what I then urged ; if it be thought necessary I shall repeat
and confirm it. It was then made out by my Right Honour
able. -Friend with his usual accuracy, and that too from
documents surnished by our opponents themselves, that the
Islands were actually keeping up their Stocks of Slaves.
His calculations, so far from being resuted, have not, that I
know of, even been denied ; and the fact was confirmed
by the positive testimony of a Gentleman of great experi
ence examined in the Island of Jamaica. I shewed you that it
had taken place under every possible circumstance of difadvan
tage ; that the various evils under which the slaves laboured,
and above all the general inattention to the breeding system,
would have led us to expect a great decrease ; but that in spite
of them all, great and numerous as they were, an increase
having begun to take place, we were warranted in believing
that the amendment of one or two particulars out of man)",
would alone'be sussicient to render the increase rapid ; and we
found that Negro Slaves had actually increased considerably
in various countries, and climates, and situations, many of
them extremely ill adapted to their constitutions. I pointed
out also many modes wherebv, if it should be deemed neces
fary, the chasm could be filled up which some might think
would be occasioned by immediate abolition : a great supply
of hands might be obtained by turning into the field some of
the
-\
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the superfluous domestics, with whose immense number every
Gentleman who knew any thing of the West Indies was per
sectly acquainted. Improvements in machinery were sug
gested ; the transser of the lands from sugar to cotton, which
requiring sewer hands would let loose a number of labourers
for other purposes ; these and other modes were proposed,
whereby'the quantity of laborious industry might receive sup
plies. But what above all other circumstances I' must now
insist on, is this : that five years importations have since
taken place ; had there therefore been any small error in
the calculations of my Right Honourable Friend, or had I
strained my subsidiary arguments a little too far, it is impos
sible to deny but that this must now be more than rectified,
and that the Islands are at length in a state to susser not even
a temporary inconvenience from the admission of this falutary
expedient. If therefore you have any regard for the happiness
of the slaves, or for the fasety of the Islands ; nay if you are
even dead to these powersul incentives, and were alive only to
considerations of the planters interest, you could not but con
sent to the measure I recommend to you, offlopping the fur
ther importation of African Slave's.
And now, Sir, abstaining for a while from those topics, which
I consess are after all the nearest to my heart, I will slightly
touch on what was originally faid to be other difadvantages
that would follow from the Abolition. I wish to add up
every possible item before I proceed to place any thing on the
opposite side of the account, by this mode it will more plainly
appear how much the balance is in my faveur. It was origi
nally urged that the African trade was a nursery for seamen,
and that its abolition would therefore be highly injurious
to its naval strength ; this part of the subject was very early
taken up by a Gentleman whose services in the whole of
this great cause can never be over-rated (I need hardly fay I
allude to Mr. Clarkson) ; he asserted, as the result of a long
and laborious inquiry, that of the failors employed in the
African trade, between a fifth and a sixth actually died, and
that they seldom brought home more than half of their ori
ginal
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ginal crews. Nothing was more vehemently repelled or more
obstinately resisted than these positions, till at length having
long borne with these clamorous contradictions, we moved
last year for the muster rolls, documents prepared by our
opponents themselves, and kept in their possession, and
which cannot therefore be supposed to have been fabricated
to serve our purpose i from these Mr. Clarkson's calculations
were sully justified. It appeared that of 12,263 persons, the
number of the original crews, there had died 2,64.3, tnc
average length of their voyages being twelve months ;
whilst on the contrary in the West India trade, in which
the length of the voyage was seven months, of 7,64.0, the
number of the original crews, there had died but 118.
But the loss by deaths was not the whole loss to the country ;
for besides the broken constitutions of the survivors, which
Tendered many of them for the rest of their lives incapable of
the duties of their prosession, so many left their ships in con
sequence of ill ufage, that they seldom brought home more
than half of the persons they had taken out. This last cir
cumstance was attempted to be accounted for, from the natu
ral capriciousness of failors ; and it was faid that they ran away
in as great number from the West India as from the Guinea
ships. The direct contrary appeared from the muster roils,
and this too, though from the different ways of paying them
in the two trades, their forseiting little or nothing by quitting the
West India men, but much by quitting the Guinea men, the
reverse might be naturally expected. I could fay much more
on this subject, and in particular I could open to you such
scenes of cruelty to these unhappy men, as must excite at
once the concern and indignation of every man who seels for
that mass of his sellow citizens to which this nation owes so
much of her fasety and of her honour. But I will abstain
from this painsul detail, and only repeat what I just now
observed, that in the outset of this business nothing was more
obstinately denied than our now no longer controverted asser
cure
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prove that it is hot necessary for bur opponents to be correct
in order to be positive.
I will; but just touch on the effects of immediate Abolition
on our general policy, on our commerce and manufactures,
and on the prosperity of the places whence the Slave Trade
is chiefly carried on. We have seen from the accounts upon
your table how small a part it constitutes of the trade of Bri
stol and of Liverpool ; and that it has become less prositable
of late, cainot be d nied by those Gentlemen who asserted
that the regulations actually introduced would make it a,
losing concern : for though it were faid that in the heat of
opposition they might have pushed their assertions a littles
too far, yet it will be hardly allowed them at one moment
to speak- of an actual loss, and at another of a gain so
great that it would ruin those opulent towns to be deprived
of it. After the statements we have lately heard of the pub
lic finances and our immense exportation? of British manu
factures, who is there that will insist much on our exportations to Africa to the amount of about 400,0001. or who that
will not admit we might soon establish a commerce with
that country more beneficial and more innocent, were' we toi
put a stop to this inhuman trassick in the flesh and blood of
our sellow creatures ?
Nor can it even be urged that the immediate Abolition of
the Slave Trade would in this view be productive of con
siderable present inconvenience.
Consider what happens
both at the commencement and close of every war, how
in the former case the existing channels for the conveyance
of our manufactures are suddenly- barred up. The system
es political œconomy is of- so complicated a nature, that in
innumerable instances we find the effect of the evils we had
apprehended prevented by means, of which before we had no
actual ascertainment or distinct perception. I remember it is
observed by Mr. Adam Smith, in his incomparable Treatise on
the Wealth of Nations, that at the conclusion of every war
more than 100,000 soldiers- and failors are at once discharged ;
and we see no alteration in the wages of btbour, or in any
D
other
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other particular which the sudden influx might be expected to
affect.
As to another branch of national policy, that I mean
which concerns the extension of our cultivation in the Weft
India Islands, I will fay nothing at present. From our evi
dence it abundantly appears, that the opening of new planta
tions with imported Africans is a system the most ruinous to
the individuals concerned ; and the intelligent reasonings of
Mr. Irvine must have convinced the House that if this exten
sion of cultivation be considered only in a national view, it is
by novmeans to be desired by any real well-wisher to the secure
and abiding prosperity of this country. Thus, Sir, it appears
that, leaving Asrica wholly out of the question, Justice and
Humanity would dictate to us the Abolition of the Slave
Trade in the strongest terms, as the only sure expedient for
bringing the slaves into that state of comfort wherein it must
be our common wish to see them placed ; and that this mea
sure is enforced on us by the principles of found policy, and
a regard to the political interests of the British empire.
But, Sir, though I have suffered myself to dwell so long on
these considerations, I now proceed to that part of the subject
which indeed most interests my heart. Look to the Con
tinent of Africa, and there you will behold such a scene
of horrors as no tongue can express, no imagination can re
present to itself. The effects of this inhuman commerce are
indeed such that we lend our assent to them reluctantly: yet
they are proved so clearly, that it is not possible for any man
to doubt of their reality; and were positive testimony de
sective, the reason of the thing would have rendered it al
together unnecessary. How can it but follow, from our go
ing to that country, and offering our commodities to the petty
Chieftains for the bodies of their subjects, but that they will
not be very nice in the means they take to procure the ar
ticles, by the fale of which they are to supply themselves with
the gratifications of appetites we have diligently and but too
successsully taught them to indulge.
One mode they take is that of committing depredations.
rpon
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upon each other's territories ; and the very nature and cha
racter of wars in Africa is Aich as might have been expect
ed from the great motive from which they originate : they
are a fort of predatory expeditions, of which the chief ob
ject is the acquisition of Slaves ;—not but that, as it is natural
to imagine, these often prove the occasion of more general
and continual hostilities, inasmuch as they greatly add to the
causes of dissention between neighbouring communities. —
When on a former occasion I urged somewhat to this effect,
I remember the direct contrary was asserted, and in direct
defiance of reason and common sense it was faid, that wars
had never been caused by the Slave Trade. I repeated my
reasoning, and urged that it was not to be expected that I
could be able to adduce specific instances in a country where
letters were unknown, and the very existence, as well as the
causes, of past events, must in general be soon forgotten.—
Again, I was challenged to produce a single instance : the
natural barbarity of these people was descanted on as being
alone sussicient to render Africa a scene of general carnage,
and in particular the cruelties of a certain King of Dahomey
were enlarged on, and the dreadsul slaughter which attended
his invasion of a neighbouring kingdom. To fay nothing of
the unfairness of extending to the whole of that vast district
from which we collect slaves, what at the utmost was only
proved of a single kingdom, I must own I was a little shaken
in my belief of the representations of the state of this very
kingdom itself, when I heard it faid by another Gentleman,
(who though not favourable to the cause to which I wished
well, gave his evidence with a frankness and fairness which
did him great honour, I mean Mr. Devaynes,) that the
Dahomans were a very happy people. But how was I
astonished, how did I admire the strange coincidence, when
I found in this very king of Dahomey, the very specific
instance that had been required of me ; and that these very
cruelties of his, in the conquest of Whydah, on which such
stress was laid, were committed by him in a war undertaken
with the view of punishing the adjacent nation for having
stolen away some of his subjects, for the purpose of selling
D 2
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them for Slaves. This curious anecdote was brought to my
notice by a noble friend * of mine, to whose friendship on
this, as on many other occasions, I am greatly indebted : in
his valuable compilation you will re id the tranfaction at large ;
and the reflection is very remarkable which the conduct of
the king of Dahomey, in this instance, extorted from an,
historian, who though himself concerned in the .slave Trade,.
seems not to have lost all sense of its enormity. " The;
king's actions carry great refutation, sor by the destruction of
this Trade, he relinquished his own private iiitce'ss f r the
fake of publick justice and humanity; and I have a natural
propensity to wish the king of Dahomey well, since he ha§
redeemed his countrymen from be ng fold as Slaves."
But, Sir, the exciting of wars between nei ihbou ing States
is almost the lightest «f the evils Africa is doomed to luster
from the Slave Trade: it is indeed one ,f the greatest cala
mities to which we are liable in this more highly savoured
quarter of the world, but it is a Luxury in Africa. Still
more intolerable are those acts of outrage which we are con
tinually stimulating the Kings to commit on their own sub
jects ; these are iiill less to be guarded against, and the cruelty
of them is aggravated by the consideration that they are com
mitted by thoie who, instead of the despoilers and ravagers,
ought to have been the Guardians and Protectors of their
people. A Chieftain is in want of European commodities,
and being too weak or too timid to attack his neighbours, he
fends a party of soldiers by night to one of his own desence
less villages; they set fire to it, they seize the miserable inha
bitants as they are escaping from the slames, and hurry with
them to the ships of the Christian Traders, who, hovering
like vultures over these scenes of carnage, are ever ready for
their prey. Innumerable are the initances of this kind to be
met wuh in the a urse of the evidence. Captain Wilson, a
gentleman of unquestionable yeracity and honor, faw armed
parties going out to scour the country for many successive
• Lord Muncaster.
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evenings. You have in the Evidence more detailed stories
of this kind, which cannot but affect the hardest heart. We
are told perpetually of villages half consumed, and bearing
every mark of recent destruction ; and more than one of our
witnesses has been himself engaged in one of these verv night
expedi ions above described. Nor do we learn these tranfactions
pnlv from our own witnesses, but they are proved by the tes
timony of Slave Factors themselves, whose works were written
and published long before the present inquiry. But it is not
only by the Chief ains that these disorders are committed,
(though even from their attacks poverty itself is no security)
every one's hand is against his neighbour : whithersoever a
man goes, he it to the watering place, 01 to the field, or
wherever else it may be, he is no where fase ; he never can
quit his house without sear of being carried off by fraud or
force ; and he dreads to come home again, lest, on his return,
he should sind his hut a heap of ruins, and his family torn
away into perpetual exile. Distrust and terror every where
prevail, and the whole country is one continued scene of
anarchy and desolation.
But there is more yet behind ! It might naturally have been
imagined that no means of procuring Slaves would be left
jinreforted to; and accordingly the inventive genius of man,
strained to the verv utmost in this pursuit, has made the
administration of justice itself a sertile source of supply to this
inhuman trassick. Every crime is punished by Slavery, and
false accufations are perpetually brought in order to obrain the
price for which the party convicted is to be fold ; sometimes
the judges have a considerable part of this very price, and
univerfally sees on every trial. But it is needless to insist on
the acts of injustice which must hence arise : if with all that
we have done by securing the independence of judges, by the
institution of juries, and by all pur o;her legal machinery,
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of the price for which he will sell, and where he knows the
Judge, who is to preside, has himself an interest in the con
viction. In corroboration of these reasonings, we have again
the testimony of the Historians of Africa ; and we may trace
the laws, which were originally mild, gradually growing
more and more severe, in proportion to the predominance of
the Slave Trade. Mr. Moore, an author of credit, and
himself seven years Factor to the African Company, fays,
" Since this Trade has been used, all punishments are changed
" into Slavery ; there being an advantage in such condemna" tion, they strain the crimes very hard, in order to get the
" benefit of selling the criminal. Not only murder, theft, and
*' adultery are punished by selling the criminal for a Slave, but
" every trifling crime is punished in the fame manner." This,
and many other instances of a similar sort, will be found in
the compilation already reserred to.
Nor do we leave it to the Natives of this devoted country
to commit merely on each other these acts of depredation I
Many are the acts of violence perpetrated immediately by the
Europeans themselves. Many, many are the instances of this
kind recorded in the course of our voluminous Evidence ; and
if there had been any doubt of the existence of such practices,
they have been confirmed past a doubt by some late tranfactions
which, much as I wish to avoid detail, I seel it my duty
briefly to relate to the Committee ; the rather because they.
are master-pieces in their kind, and surnish a complete speci
men of the various enormities that attend this detested
system.
Some Gentlemen will perhaps recollect, that in the year
1789, 1 stated to the House a curious incident that had passed
in the neighbourhood of the River Cameroons, whence the
Master of a Liverpool ship, of the name of Bibby, fraudu
lently carried off thirty-two relations of one of the Chiefs of
the country, who had been put on board as pledges for goods.
The enormity of the proceeding excited the utmost indigna
tion in the Governor of one of our West India Islands, who
complained of the outrage in the strongest terms, and spoke
in
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in the language of a man who expressed himself the more
vehemently from having long smothered his indignation.
Scarce had this scene passed at the Cameroons, when another
succeeded of a nature still more (hocking. Early in the year
1790, the Captain of an English ship, which had long been
lying in that River, having already dispatched one cargo of
Slaves, by an attendant vessel, to the West Indies, happening
one day to send two or three men to get water, a Black Slave,
who was along with them, was seized by a native Trader on
the ground of the ship's owing him goods to the value of a
Slave or two. It cannot be expected that the Captains of
Slave Ships will be men of peculiar mildness in resenting
injuries : the revenge however of the Captain in this instance
was really an effort of genius, and must appear somewhat
singular to Gentlemen less acquainted than myself with the
habits of the Slave Trade. In the evening he called all- the
healthy part of his crew on deck, and ordered them to strip
and blacken their bodies all over, putting a piece of cloth
round their loins, that they might appear like the natives of
the country. They shewed some backwardness ; but being
threatened to be shot through the head if they resused, they
reluctantly complied. Thus accoutred, and being armed with
musquets and cutlasses, the Captain himself, blackened like
the rest, and breathing implacable revenge, led them forth,
about midnight, to the execution of his purpose. They soon
reached the dwelling of the unfortunate Trader : they fired
upon his wretched family ; three of his children were killed
on the spot; the man and his wise were desperately wounded;the former died as they were dragging him down to the boat,
the latter half an hour aster slie was on board the fliip.—
The state of society in Africa is such as to produce univerfal
watchsulness ; the Trader had no sooner heard the noise of a
party of men at his door, than he beat his drum : this, with
the report of the musquets, alarmed the neighbourhood, and
it was with dissiculty the Captain and his party escaped to the
(hip, several of them being severely wounded, and one after
wards dying of the injury he had received.
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I do not know that there is any one part of this whole
tranfaction more curious than what I am next to relate, or
that tends to prr.ve more indisputably that such scenes as
I have been describing are c nsidered as common ordinary
tranfactions. The Captain does not seem to have expect
ed reprifals ; his trade appears to have suffered no inter
ruption, and he continued there for several weeks aster in
at state of quiet and composure. But, Sir, Africans are '
men, and they have the se, lings of men. All this while
the fire was not extinct, it only slumbered, and was soon
to break forth. In this part os the story also there is
much well worthy of notice. Several weeks asterwards, one
of- the Chieftains came on board to pay a friendly visit, and
borrow some cutlaOes and musquets, alleging the natural
pretext, that he was going up into the country to make war,
in order to get Slaves, and that the Captain should have
half of the booty. The request was so reasonable, that it
could not be resused ; any lurking suspicion that might have
been entertained of his visit's being hostile was done away,
and he was readily surnished with what he required : indeed it
would have argued the Captain's being very inattentive to the
interest of his employers if he had failed to comply with so
reasonable, so customary a requisition. Now, Sir, I dare fay,
whatever credit Gentlemen may be disposed' to give me for
the ground- work of the story, they conceive these at least are
merely my own comments ! But astonishing as it may seem,
this is almost in terms the Captain's own account. So dead
and callous does this trade render those who are engaged in
it to every sentiment of personal danger and personal character ;
they have so forgotten the impressions such tranfactions must
once have produced in themselves ; and are so lost to the sense
of the seelings they must still excite in others, that the Captain
himself, in a Protest he asterwards drew up on account of the
loss of the ship, stated, that the Chieftain came on board
under pretence of borrowing some arms, as he was going up
into the country to trade, and that he surnished him with
musquets and cutlasses, having often knt him arms before.
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He seems not to apprehend it possible that any other blame
tOuld attach on him than that of an improvident expenditure
of stores, and with all the solicitude of a man intent to pre
serve his commercial character unimpeached, he is only anxious
to exculpate himself from this imputation. Is it possible for
any thing to surnish a more striking exemplification of the
principles and nature and mode of conducting the Slave
Trade ! The Chieftain and his party perceiving the general
state of things favourable to their design, "(all the healthy part
of the crew being absent on shore) and having thus put the
Captain off his guard, suddenly seized him, and threw him
overboard, haled him into their canoe, and hurried him to
land ; where a party of the Natives, who had been lying in
ambush for the purpose, immediately surprised that part of the
crew before spoken of. You doubtless expect to be told that
they were all forthwith murdered by these favage Africans :
No such thing ; they only desired the Captain to give them
an order for goods on the vessel, with which he was obliged
to comply. Now then at least you are prepared to hear that
they proceeded to fatiate their revenge ; and is this might seem
something like bad faith, considering the ransom had been
paid, the Captain himself had set them the example: for on
the night before he had fallied forth in the execution of his
bloody enterprise he had drawn the black Chieftain on board
by a friendly invitation, and had detained him as a pledge for
his own fasety. But, Sir, these barbarians are not yet so
improved as ourselves in cruelty and treachery : they set the
Captain and his men free without injury, and sent them back
to tell the world how much they come behind us in fraud, and
outdo us in humanity and honour.
There is nothing more striking to my own mind, (I dd hot
know if it may produce the fame impression on the Commit
tee) than the way in which this tranfaction came out. It was
indeed on a trial in a British Court of Justice ! But was it a
trial for piracy or murder ? — No, Sir: on a mere civil suit,
instituted for wages on the part of some of the poor seamen,
E
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who, sick and difabled, as I have before mentioned, having
been obliged to quit the ship, because the Natives threatened
to set fire to her, and put them to death aster they had
taken the Captain and healthy part of the crew, were resused
by the owners this wretched compenfation for all their danger
and sufferings. Glad am I to fay they obtained a verdict. I beg
the Committee will bear in mind the whole of this tranfaction,
which shews (if any thing can shew it) the dreadsul nature of
the Slave Trade ; its cruelty, its perfidy, its effects in Africa,
and on the minds of those who carry it on ; but that to which
I particularly wish to point your attention, is the nature of
the Chieftain's application, coupled with the Captain's decla
ration, that he had often given them sire-arms before, whence
you may collect, that these ravages are customary things, the
regular mede of doing business in the Slave Trade. Remem
ber too, that these tranfactions were carrying on at the very
time our inquiry was going forward, and whilst: our Oppo
nent's witnefl'es were strenuously denying not only the actual,
but even the possible, existence of any such depredations.
There is however another instance yet behind, which in
some respects surpasses in enormity even that I have just now
slated. Gentlemen may perhaps recollect some instances in
our Evidence wherein, when the Natives have persisted in
asking too much for their Slaves, a Captain has sired on their
towns, and used other compulsory means to bring them down
to more reasonable terms. If a sew lives should be lost in
this mode of adjusting the bargain, it does not much signify ;
human lise is appreciated bat at a low rate in Africa.
Now, Sir, it will astonish the House to hear of a recent
tranfaction of this fort, exceeding all former ones in magnitude
and enormity. This happened no longer ago than last August,
after all our arguments and discussions, when, if ever, you
would think the Slave Captains would have been on their good
behaviour. Six British ships, three belonging to Liverpool,
three to Bristol, were anchored oft* the Town of Calabar.
Gentlemen will recollect the place,—it was the scene of a
dreadsul massacre about twenty years before. The Captains
of
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them to moderate their conditions, held a consultation how
they should proceed, and agreed to fire upon the town, unless
their terms should be complied with. They one evening
notified their determination, and acquainted the Traders that
if they should continue obstinate, they would put it in exe
cution the next morning. In this instance they kept their ward.
They brought 66 guns to bear upon the Town, and sired on
it for two or three hours ; not a single shot was returned.—
A canoe then came off to offer terms of accommodation,
stating that much execution had been done, which was indeed
the less to be wondered, because the guns had been pointed by old
men-of-war seamen. How dishonourable an exercise of their
Ikill ! The parties still not agreeing, whilst the poor people,
taking advantage of this cessation, were seen on all sides mak
ing their escape into the woods, or puddling off in their
boats, some one way, some another, the firing recommenced;
more damage was done, and the obstinate Natives were at
length forced into submission. There are no certain accounts
of their loss ; report faid 50 were killed ; but some were af
terwards seen m the agonies of death, by those who were
afterwards sent on shore to buy Slaves, and others badly
wounded : the affair however ended, as it oughts and I have
no doubt we may have the fatisfaction to think many of the
Liverpool and Bristol Owners are some hundred pounds richer
for the tranfaction. One circumstance I must add, which I
had before omitted though for my Country's fake I would
gladly luppress it, and I recommend it in particular to the
consideration of those who have urged it as an argument for
our carrying on the Slave Trade, that it would be taken up
by other nations if we were to desist from it : a French ship
was at the fame time in the Calabar River, the Captajn of
wh'ch could not be prevailed on, by the British Captains, to
join in their enterprize. He bought at the high price ; and
they were obliged to suspend their bloody purpose until he had
sailed away with his cargo. Sir, it shocks me more than all
E 2
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the reft to be obliged to fay, that I sear these matters are not
altogether unknown at Bristol ; and yet I hear these very
Captains are furnished with fresh births, as if they had raised
their estimation by this instance of their activity. Yes, Sir,
at this very moment, whilst we are fitting here, and talking
of Abolition, in contempt of pur debates, in defiance of
our inquiries, nay, as if they thought hereby to recommend
themselves to the fanction and countenance of a British House
pf
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in speaking of such proceedings. The House being here cla
morous for the names, Mr. W. stated them : The Thomas,
of Bristol, Capt. Phillips; Wasp, of ditto, Capt. Hutchenson;
Recovery, of ditto, Capt. > Kimber ; the Martha, os Liver
pool, Captain Houston ; the Betsey, of ditto, Capt. Doyle ;
the Amachree, of ditto, Capt.
, I am not quite cer
tain of the name, but I believe Captain Lee.
I think, Sir, I have already laid enough to the charges of
this detested trassic; yet believe me if 1 were so disposed,
I could add much more of a similar nature ; but J will pass
it over, just only suggesting one new topic on which I might
enlarge, that I mean, of our staining the Commercial Honour
of Great Fritain, by descending to every petty fraud in our
dealings with the Natives.
But not to take up any more of your time on this part
of the subject, I must pass on to another, which originally
struck my mind as being more horrid than all the rest,
and which I think still retains its superiority ; I mean the
situation of the Slayes on board a ship, or what is common
ly called the Middle Passage. I will spare the Committee,
however, the detail of all those persections in cruelty which
it exhibits j but two or three instances I must mention, be
cause they are of a recent date, and still more because they
will tend to convince those who are inclined rather to regulate
than abolish the Slave Trade, that so long as it is suffered to
exist, the evils of the Middle Passage must exist also, though
jn respect of them more than any other class, regulation might
have
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have been deemed effectual. We were told, I remember,
in an early stage of our inquiry, that formerly indeed the
Negroes were but ill accommodated during their conveyance,
and perhaps there was now and then a considerable mortality;
but such had been the improvements of late years, tiiat they
were now quite comfortable and happy. Yet it was no longer
ago than in the year 1788, that Mr. Ifaac Wilson, whose in
telligent and candid manner of giving his evidence, could not
but impress the Committee with a high opinion of him, was
doomed to witness scenes as deeply distressing as almost ever
occurred in the annals of the Slave Trade. I will not con
demn the Committee to listen to the particulars of his dread
sul tale, but for the present will content myself with pointing
your attention to the mortality. His ship was a vessel of 370
tons, and she had on board 602 Slaves, a number greater
than we at present allow, but rather less I think, than what
was asserted by the Slave Merchants to be necestary in order
to carry on their trade to any tolerable profit. Out of these
602 she lost 155. I will mention the mortality also of' three
or four more vessels which were in company with her, and
belonged to the fame owner. One of them bought 450,
and buried 2C0 ; another bought 466, and buried 73; ano
ther bought 546, and buried 158; besides 155 from his
own ship, his number being 602 ; and from the whole four
after the landing of their Cargoes there died 220. He sell
in with ano,her vessel which lost 362, the number she had
bought ^was not specified: to these actual deaths during and
immediately aster the voyage, add the subsequent loss in what
is culled the seasoning, and consider that this loss would be
greater than ordinary in Cargoes landed in so sickly a statr.
Why, Sir, were such a mortality general, it would in a sew
months depopulate the earth. We asked the Surgeon the
causes of these excessive losses, particularly on board his own
ship, where he had it in his power to ascertain them; the sub
stance of his reply was this : —that most of the Slaves ap
peared to labour under a fixed dejection and melancholy,
interrupted now and then by lamentations and plaintive songs,
expressive of their concern for the loss of their relations
and
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and friends, and native country. So powersully did this ope
rate, that many attempted various ways of destroying them
selves ; some endeavoured to drown themselves, and three
actually effected it ; others obstinately resused to take suste
nance, and when the whip and other compulsive means were
used to compel them to eat, they looked up in the face of the
ossicer who unwillingly executed this painsul task, and faid in
their own language " presently we shall be no more." Their
state of mind produced a general languor and debility, which
were increased in many instances by an unconquerable absti
nence from food, arising partly srom sickness, partly, to use
the language of Slave Captains, from " sulkiness." These
causes naturally produced the flux, the contagion spread, num
bers were daily carried off", and the disorder aided by so many
powersul auxiliaries resisted all the force of medicine. And
it is worth while to remark, that these grievous sufferings ap
pear to have been in no degree owing either to want of care
on the part of the owner, or to any negligence or harshness of
the Captain. When Mr. Wilson was questioned if the ship
was well fitted ; as well. fays he, as most vessels are, and the
Crew and Slaves as well treated as in most ships; and he
afterwards speaks of his Captain in still stronger terms, as
being a man of tenderness and humanity. The ship in which
Mr. Claxton the Surgeon failed, since the Regulating Act,
afforded a repetition of all the fame horrid circumstances I
have before alluded to. Suicide, in various ways, was at
tempted and effected, and the fame barbarous expedients were
resorted to, in order to compel them to continue an existence
too painsul to be endured : the mortality also was as great.
And yet here also it appears to have been in no degree the fault
of the Captain, who is represented as having selt for the
Slaves in their wretched situation. If such was the state of
things under Captains who had still the seelings of their nature,
what must it be under those of a contrary description ? It
would be a curious speculation to consider what would be the
conduct towards his Cargo of such a man as one of the six I
lately spoke of ? it would be curious to trace such an one in
idea through all the opportunities the Middle Passage would
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afford him of displaying the predominant seatures of his
character. Unhappily, Sir, it is not left for us here to form
our own conjectures ! Of the conduct of one of them at
least, I have heard incidents which surpass all my imagination
could have conceived. One of them I would relate, if it
were not almost too shocking for description ; and yet I seel
it my duty, in the situation in which I stand, not to suffer
myself to pay too much attention to what has been well
called squeamishness on the part of the Committee. If it be too
bad for me to recite, or for you to hear, it was not thought
too bad for one of those poor creatures to susfer, of whom I
have this night the honour to be the Advocate. There was
a poor girl on board, about fifteen years of age, who had
unfortunately contracted a disorder, which produced effects
that rendered her a peculiar object of commiseration. In this
situation the poor girl being quite naked, bent down in a
stooping posture, wishing out of modesty to conceal her infir
mity, the Captain ordered her to walk upright, and when she
could not, or would not obey, he hoisted her up, naked as she
was, by the wrists, with her seet a little distance from the
deck ; and whilst she there hung, a spectacle to the whole
crew, he flogged her with a whip with his own hands. He
then hung her up in a similar way by both legs, and lastly by
one leg; till at length having thus exhausted the efforts of his
favage invention, he released her from her torments. The
poor girl never took heart again ; what with the pain, and
what with the shame she suffered, she sell into convulsions,
and died within three days. The person who related this fact
to me is a prosessional man, who is ready to declare it upon his
oath. He has related to me other acts of barbarity, nearly
as atrocious ; and you will be little surprised to hear, that the
cruelties of this wretch were not confined to Slaves only, but
that the Sailors came in for their share. Mr. Wilberforce
being called upon sor the name of the Captain, faid, Captain
Kimber is the man who performed these seats, the Com
mander os one of the six ships in the affair of Calabar. —
Think only that these things passed but a sew months ago,
and
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and her? too, as I have before rtfd occasion to remark, yoii
will observe that this was at the very moment of our inquiry
and discussion ; and yet even then they could not$ though but
sor a short interval, suspend their wo'rk of cruelty, but pur
sued it more daringly and desperately than ever. And so will
jt ever be whilst you employ such Agents as the Slave Trade
either finds or makgs.: you will in vain endeavour to pre
vent the efsects of those frocious dispositions which this favage
trafKck too commonly creates ; till your regulations can
counteract the force of habit, and change the nature of the
human mind, they will here be of no avail
Nor,as you must have already collected, can they have all that
efsect which has sometimes been supposed even in preventing the
mortality. 1 do not, indeed, deny that the Regulating Act has
lessened this, but not in the degree in whicn it is generally ima
gined ; and even in the last year I know the deaths on shipboard
will be sound to have been between 10 and i per cent on the
whole number that wis exported. —In truth, you cannot reach
the cause of this mortality by all your Regulations.—Until
you can cure a broken heart, until you can legislate for the
affections, and bind by your statutes the passions and seelings
of the mind, you will in vain fit here devising rules and orders :
your labour will be but in vain : you cannot make these
poor creatures live against their will : in sp'te of all you can
do they will elude your Regulations ; they will mock your
Ordinances ; and triumph, as they have done, in escaping out
of your hands.
O, Sir ! are not these things too bad to be any longer
endured ? I cannot but persuade myself that whatever dif
serence of opinion there may have been, we shall this night
be at length unanimous. I cannot believe that a British
House os Commons will give its fanction to the continuance.
of this insernal trassick. We were for a while ignorant of
its real nature, but it has now been completely developed, and
laid open to your view in all its horrors. Never was there
indeed a system so big with wickedness and cruelty : to what
ever part of it you direct your view, whether to Africa, the
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Middle Passages or the West Indies, the eye finds no comfort,
no fatisfaction, no relief. It is the gracious ordination of
Providence, both in the natural arid moral world, that good
should often arise out of evil: hurricanes clear the air, and
the propagation of truth is promoted by persecution : pride,
Vanity, prosusion, in their remoter consequences contribute
often to the happiness of mankind ; in common too what is
in itself evil arid vicious, is permitted to carry along with it
some circumstances of palliation ; even those descriptions of
rnen that may seem most noxious have often some virtues
belonging to their order ; the Arab is hospitable, the robber
is brave ; we do nOt necessarily find cruelty associated with
fraud, or meanness with injustice! But here the case is far
otherwise \ it is the prerogative of this detested trassick to
separate from evil its concomitant good, and reconcile discordant
mischiess ; it robs war of its generosity, it deprives peace of
its security ; you have the vices of polished society without
its knowledge or its comforts'; and the evils of barbarism with
out its simplicity. Nor are its ravages restricted as those of
other evils to certain limits either of extent or continu ance ;
in the latter it is constant and unintermitted, in the former it
is univerfal and indiscriminate. No age, no sex, no rank;
no condition, is exempt from the fatal influence of this widewasting calamity ! Thus it attains to the sullest measure of
pure, unmixed, unsophisticated wickedness, and scorning all
competition or comparison ; it stands without a rival in the
secure, undisputed possession of its detestable pre-eminence.
Such being the true character of that abhorred system
which I this night call upon you to abolish, it would I think
be matter of inexpressible astonishment to any one, who be
ing new to the discussion of this subject, should be told for the
fiist time, that it had been sometimes attempted to be de
fended on the ground of humanity and benevolence. I do
not know that it is necessary to urge any thing in reply to
this strange argument, and I doubt whether any man
possessed of all the powers of eloquence could make its ab
surdity appear more strongly than by simply stating it, and
F
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leaving it to itself. To honour it however with somewhat
more particular attention than it- deserves; it has been faid
the Slaves we take are captives and convicts, who, if we were
not to carry them away, would all be butchered, and many of
them facrificed at the sunerals of people of rank, according to
the favage custom of Africa. Now, here, I beg it may be
observed in the first place, that this argument applies only to
the case of those Slaves who are prisoners of war and con
victs, and what I have already faid must have convinced the
Committee, how much of our supply is derived from other
sources. And were it even true that you faved all of these
two descriptions of people from certain death, these advocates
for humanity would not have much on which to congratulate
themselves, would they but estimate the total waste of the
species which resulted from this exercise of their philanthropy.
But this plea, miserable as it would be if it were true, is al
together false and groundless. I could prove it so by a thou
fand quotations if I were not asraid of trespassing on the pa
tience of the Committee ; you have but to glance on the
Evidence, and find it acknowledged by our opponents them
selves, that the custom of ransoming prisoners of war prevails
in Africa; and as for what has been faid of human facrifices,
I do not deny that there have been some instances of these,
but they have been by no means proved more numerous or
. frequent than amongst other barbarous nations, and where
they exist, being acts of religion in order to quiet the Manes
of the deceased Chieftain, they would probably not be waved
for the fake of a little commercial advantage. In the very
instance of the King of Dahommey, which has been so much
insisted on, one of the most intelligent and strenuous of the
witnesses against the Abolition, declared he believed that if the
convicts should fall short for these facrifices, the requisite
number would be supplied by innocent people who would be
seized for that purpose : so that admitting even the truth of
your own assertion, you bring away such as have deserved te
suffer, in order to leave the innocent to be facrificed in their
ft**d.
. * :
But
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But if not sacrificed, the slaves, if we were to refuse to
buy them, would be destroyed. —To this assertion also we can
oppose not only the reason of the thing, but abundant, com
plete, indisputable testimony : in fact nothing can be more
ridiculous than the grounds on which it has been asserted
that the resused Slaves are destroyed or facrificed. I will men
tion to the Committee a single instance or two as a specimen
Iofwas
the curious
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is to
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in athe
person
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declared
of Capt.
to beFrazer.
in ge
neral a man of an amiable temper, could reconcile it to his
principles and seelings to carry on the Slave Trade : The
solution was surnished me when I found that he had im
bibed this notion of the unhappy fate of the resused Slaves.
Considering that he himself told us of other modes wherein
they were disposed of in various places, I thought him a little
unreasonable in this opinion: however, he frankly gave us
the grounds of it : I must beg the Committee to hear them
in his own words :— " I had a Cabenda boy with me as a
" linguist, who informed me, one evening, that a Slave, whom
" I would not purchase, was put to death in the following
" manner : —the owner of this Slave who came from the iu** land country, as I was informed, called the traders and
" fishermen together under a large tree. He told them that
" the Slave whom the White Man would not buy, had run
" away from him several times in his own country. He ac" cused him of dishonesty. He declared that by the custom
II of that country, every man that met a runaway Slave was
" obliged to bring him back to his master, for which the
** master was obliged to pay him. He said that this Slave run
" away three times from him : that he paid more for bring" ing him back than he was worth : that he derived no bc" nefit from his labour : that he had offered him to a White
a Man, who resused to purchase him at the price he asked :
" that he was determined to put him to death to prevent the
" necessity of paying any more for bringing him back, and
^ as an example to the rest of his Slaves."
F*
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He then recites the particulars of the rnode wherein the
owner proceeded to the execution of his purpose. But can
any thing be more unfair than to urge this as a proof that
resused Slaves in general are put to death. It seems almost
as if the owner of this boy had been on his guard to prevent
the possibility of such a construction: he does not act like a
man who thinks he may take away the lise of his Slave on the
mere impulse of his own caprice, but he is solicitous not tp
subject
tify
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natives,; who
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anxious
otherwise
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resent his conduct ; he accordingly convenes them for that
purpose, and explains at large the grounds of his proceed
ing. Another instance is mentioned by Captain Frazer,
wherein a sucking child was about to be put to death, if he
had not humanely rescued it by the offer of a jug of brandy.
But he has himself surnished you with an explanation of this
incident ; and on reading a little farther you find that it was
the child of a woman who had been purchased the fame day
by another' Captain. Captain Frazer carried the child on
board and restored it to its mother, who went on her knees
and kissed his seet.
But leaving this topick of the massacre of resused Slaves, it
is added by the fame votaries of humanity, that the genera)
state of things in Africa is such, that the Slave Trade cannot
render it worse ; that it is kindness to the inhabitants of thaf
country to take them out of it. In short, that instead of be
ing the worst enemies as I have stated, we have been in fact
the benefactors of the Africans. This is a part of the sub
ject on which very mistaken notions have prevailed, and I
beg leave to read certain extracts I have made with relation to
it ; they are many of them selected from the publication of
my noble friend before reserred to.
From these it will appear that the state of things in Africa
js by no means so barbarous as has been represented, and that
the situation of those who are in the condition of Slaves.
themselves, is in no degree a state of hardship and degrada
tion. *? Axim, fays Bosnian, is cultivated, and abounds
with
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Vith numerous large and beautisul villages ; its inhabitants
£re industriously employed in trade, fishing, or agriculture ;
they export rice to all the Gold Coast"—" there is a great
number of fine populous villages on the River Ancobar"—,
ff The inhabitants of Adorn always expose large quantities
of corn, &c. to sole, besides what they want for their own use."
fl The people of Acron seldom or never go to war ; they
husband their time and grounds so well that every year pro
duces a plentisul harvest." Speaking of the Gold C'.vst, he
fays, " their most artsul works are the gold and silver hat
bands they make for us, the thread and contexture of which
is so fine that I question whether our European artists would
not be put to it to imitate them ; and indeed if they could,
and were no better paid than the Negroes, they would be
obliged to live on dry bread. " —" The people of Fida are so
strongly bent on trade and agriculture, that they never think
of war."— Speaking of the Fetu country, he fays, " fre
quently when walking through it, I have seen it abound
with fine well-built and populous towns, agreeably enriched
with vast quantities of corn and cattle, palm wine and oil.
The inhabitants all apply themselves without distinction to
from
agriculture
the palm
: some
trees."
sow corn, others press oil, and draw
i - wine
I will now read from the evidence certain extracts de
scriptive of the state of Slaves in Africa ; and from these
it will appear whether even their situation is suchi a one
as to give them much reason to envy the condition of their
brethren, who have been carried to the West Indies.
?* The Slaves are well sed, their labour is not constant, and
there is no driver in Senegal and Gambia."—".Domestick
Slaves have all the advantages of free men."—" Borrr Slaves
cannot be sold but for a crime on trial by their own clan."
—And again, " domesticks are not sold by their masters but
for enormous crimes, and aster trial by their own clan."
'" Many slaves in Africa are not easily distinguished from
their masters."—" Slaves are treated well and familiarly at
Angola."—" On the continent of Africa Slaves are sew in
number,
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number, they are treated well, eat with their masters, work
along with them, and are well clothed."—" The Slaves of
persons in Africa are treated by them as Europeans treat
people of their own family ;" and not to multiply extracts
unnece'slarily, I will only add on this head the declaration of
a witness, who informs us, that though " Blacks in Africa
have faid they were Slaves, he never discovered this from
their treatment."
I c*mot dismiss this branch of the subject without begg
ing the Committee to attend to some sew sarther extracts
from authors of credit, which suggest how far Africa has
benefited from her connection with Europeans. They shall
be but sew, for were I disposed to multiply them, there would
be no end of my labour. I will pass over many I had selected
for the purpose of stating them to the House, which respect the
practices of breaking up villages, and of depredations both of
the Whites on the Blacks, and of the Blacks on each other,
encouraged and stimulated by the Europeans ; but I must
beg leave to read to the Committee a sew which speak of
the exertions of our active benevolence in inciting them to
war, and of the effect of the Slave Trade upon the criminal
law and the administration of justice. From these last it will
appear how far we can pretend with any decency, that by our
humane interserence we had rescued their convicts from the
barbarous severity of their fanguinary laws, and introduced
a milder system of criminal jurisprudence.
Smith, who was sent out by the Royal African Company,
in 1726, assures us, that " the discerning natives account it
their greatest unhappiness that they were ever visited by ths
Europeans. They fay that we Christians introduced the
trasHck of Slaves, and that before our coming they lived in
peace. But, fay they, " it is observable wherever Christianity
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they would be apprehensive of drying up the source of it, were
they to encourage the people to live well together."-—" The
neighbourhood of the Damel and Tin keep them perpetually
at war, the benefit oi which accrues to the Company, who
buy all the prisoners made on either side, and the more there
are to sell, the greater is their profit ; for the only end of
their armaments is to make captives to sell them to the White
Traders."
Artus of Dantzick fays, that in his time " those liable to
pay fines were banished until the fine was paid, when they
returned to their houses and possessions."
Bosman assirms, that " the punishment for adultery is by
fine; the fine among the common people is 4, 5, or 6 pounds,
and among the rich more, perhaps iool. or 200I. he has
heard of fines of 5,oool."—" The punishment for theft on the
Gold Coast is by fine."—" The greatest crimes at Whydah
are generally compenfated by money." Speaking of the Gold
Coast, he fays, " Nobody is here fined above his ability, unless
by an accumulation of crimes he hath given occasion there
to, and then he is sent into Slavery."—At Benin he informs
us, that " theft is punished by restitution and fine, and if the
thief is poor, after the restitution of the goods, if in his power,
he is very well beaten."
Moore, who resided seven years on the Coast, as Factor t«
the Company, fays, " since this Trade has been used, all pu
nishments have been changed into Slavery; there being -an
advantage in such condemnation, they strain the crimes
very hard in order to get the benefit of selling the criminal.
Not only murder, theft, and adultery, are punished by selling
the criminal for a Slave, but every trifling crime is punished
in the fame manner."
Atkins, speaking of adultery and theft, fays, " Trade has
so insected them with covetousness and fraud, that the Chiess
will put snares both for the one and the other, driving at the
profit, and not at the punishment of a crime."
Loyer assirms, that " the King of Sain on the least pretence
sells his subjects for European goods. He is so tyrannically
severe,
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severe, that he makes a whole village responsible for the faults
of one inhabitant, and on the least offence sells them all for
Slaves."
Such, Sir, are the testimonies that have been borne, not
by persons whom I have summoned, not by friends to the
Abolition, but by men who were, many of them, themselves
engaged in the Slave Trade. Many, many more I could
add of the fame kind, but these are abundantly sussicient to
resute the unfounded assertions of these pretended advocates
for humanity. But in truth were they even to make good
their assertions, they would in my mind little mend their
cause : were it ever so true, as it is most false, that you
made them happier by taking them away, this would give
you no right to take them against their will,
I have sometimes been reproached with my extravagant hu-»
manity. But I may now repel the accufation, and for myself
declare, as I have faid before, that I rest this question not on
the ground of humanity, but of religion and j ustice. It has
sometimes also been imputed to me, that I am actuated by a
spirit of fanaticism and bigotry; but I beg it m?.y here be
observed, that it is on my opponents and not on me that these
.charges may be fairly urged ; their's are the very principles on
which have been rested the grossest systems of bigotry and
superstition that ever disgraced the annals of mankind. On what
other principles was it that Mahomet sent forth his Mussulmen
to ravage the world. Was it not these that lighted the fires
of the inquisition ? Have not both these systems been founded
on the notion of your having a right to violate the laws of
justice, for the purposes of humanity ? Did they not both
kind
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tified on the dictates of true and enlarged benevolence ? But
the religion I prosess is of another nature ; it teaches me first
to do justice, and next to love mercy; not that the claims of
these two will ever be really found to be jarring and incon
sistent ; When you obey the laws of God, when you attend
to
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to the claims of justice, you
most advance the happiness of
is enlarged benevolence ; and
the unparalleled language of a

will then also best consult arid
mankind. This is true, this
of this it may be assirmed in
great writer. lC that her seat

" is the bosom of God, her voice the harmony of the world :
" all things in heaven and earth do her homage, the very
u least as seeling her care, the greatest as not exempted
from her influence : both angels and men, and every other
creature, though each in disferent sort and order, yet all
u with uniform consent, admiring her as the mother of their
tc peace and joy."
I shall next touch for a moment on a ground whereon
our opponents, driven as they are from place to place
in quest of argument, have often attempted to take their
stand ; that I mean of other nations being likely to carry on
the Slave Trade if we were to abandon it; on which the.
conclusion is then rested, that if so, however wicked, how
ever cruel it is, we might as well carry it on ourselves.
Admitting the supposition to be just, the inserence that is
drawn from it was so completely exposed last. year by thRight Honourable Gentleman opposite to m»; that it can
hardly be necessary for me now to fay a syllable on the subject.
I will therefore only repeat what I have declared an former
occasions, that I have no doubt if we were to abolish the
Slave Trade, other nations would follow our example.
Nor can any thing be more unreasonable than for Gentle"men to urge against the probability of this event, that
the nations in question so far from abolishing, have even
lately pasted edicts, and granted bounties for the encourage
ment of the Trade. If for four or five years we have been
carrying on a laborious investigation into its nature and cir
cumstances; if aster developing its genuine character aud
ascertaining its dreadsul effects, We still hang back and hesi
tate, was it fair to expect, as I argued on a former occasion,
that the nations irt question should relinquish the Trade with
out inquiry, little acquainted as they must be supposed to be
with its accumulated horrors, and even confirmed by our
G
delay
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delay in the idea of their having been exaggerated ? And is it
just to inser, that they will continue in the commission of
these crimes knowingly, because they have hitherto done it
itmorantly ? In fact, Sir, an incident that has lately happened
in a neighbouring kingdom, tends to confirm this very rea
soning, and it should encourage the friends of Abolition to
find that their generous efforts have already produced some
effect. Denmark has consented to abolish the Slave Trade
in 10 years. Dreadsul indeed is the idea of tolerating for a
moment, much more for so Ung a term, such a system of
' wickedness ; but let it be faid in excuse for Denmark,. that she
knew but little of its enormity in comparison with us, and
that she also with somewhat more colour of reasoning, if the
argument can in any case be endured, may allege that the
number of Slaves she takes off was so small, that her going
out of the trade would make no real difference in the number
exported from Africa. But can we fay this, who carry off
almost as many as all the rest of Europe put together ? There
is in fact no nation in the world by which this argument may
not be used with more decency than by ourselves.
But miserable as this pretext is, I am afraid it will be found
©n a closer inquiry that we have no right to avail ourselves of
it : let us ask ourselves honestly, if we act like those who are
really influenced by this consideration : if we were sincere in our
prosessions, we should surely labour to convince the nations
•f Europe of the enormities of the Slave Trade, and strive to
prevail on them to desist from it; whereas we do the very re
verse, we fanction it by our example, we push it to an un
paralleled extent, and surnish them with this very argument*
which it they accept,. the Slave Trade can never be abolished
at all. But there are some persons who adopt a still bolder
language, and who declare without reserve, that religion and
justice, and humanity command the Abolition of the Slave
Trade, but that they must oppose the measure because it i&
inconsistent with the national interest. I trust and believe
no such argument will be used this night ; for what is it
but to establish a competition between God and Mammon,.
and,
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and to adjudge the preserence to the latter ? what but to de
throne the moral Governor of the world, and to fall down
and worlhip the Idol of Interest ? What a manifesto were
this to the surrounding nations ; What a lesson to our own
people ! Come then ye Nations of the Earth", and learn a
new Code of Morality from the Parliament of Great Britain.
We have discarded our old prejudices ; we have discovered
that religion and justice, and humanity, are mere rant and
rhapsody. Why, Sir, these are principles which Epicurus
would have rejected for their impiety, and Machiavel and
Borgia would have disclaimed as too infamous for avowal, and
too injurious to the general happiness of mankind. If God
in his anger w«uld punish us for this formal renunciation of
his authority, what severer vengeance could he inflict than
our successsul propagation of these accursed maxims ? Con
sider what effects would follow from their univerfal preva
lence ; what scenes should we soon behold around us ; in publick affairs, breach of faith, and anarchy and bloodshed ; in
private lise, fraud and distrust, and perfidy, and whatever can
degrade the human character, and poison the comforts of social
and domestick intercourse. Men must retire to caves and
deserts, and withdraw from a world become too bad to be
endured.
If it be, however, our formal determination thus to sur
render ourselves, without reserve, to the domination of hard,
unseeling avarice, if we do resolve thus to sell ourselves for
gain, let it not, at least, be for such a gain as this, so minute
so dubious, which the ablest and best informed men in the
kingdom declare to you to be an injurious, rather than a
beneficial possession ; let us atchieve some clearly profitable
villany, some master-stroke of wickedness ; we shall then at
least be justified on our own principles : but in tais instance
you incur the utmost guilt in pursuit of the smallest and most
questionable profit, and discredit not your hearts only, but
your understandings. And if ever there were a season when
we should least of all act on this principle, it is the present
day of our unexampled prosperity : shall we chuse this very
G 2
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moment, when we are enjoying so much from the bounty q
Providence, for openly trampling its laws under our feet, an<
pouring contempt on its most authoritative injunctions
Why, Sir, if there were one of the brute creation, who, bc^
ing himself pampered to the sull, were thus to make his hap
piness consist in vexing and persecuting those weaker animal;
whom his strength enabled him to injure with impunity, we
should drive it from us as top bad £o be domesticated by
mankind. Oh Sir ! let us spare a small part of our full cup
of happiness, in order to give comfort and joy tp thoufands
upon thousands of our sell w creatures who are now groan
ing under oppression and wretc ednefs : nay you are not even
called upon in this instance to give up any thing yotj enjoy ;
.but hei'e you may dpgooJ by wholefale, and at no expence ;
you may enrich others and be yourselves no poorer. Surely it
is considerations like these, it is the desire of ceasing from
- the guilt of abusing the bounty of Heaven, and a sense qf
the obligation they are unler to communicate to others the
.happiness they themselves enjoy, that has caused the people of
Great Britain to step forward on this occasion, and express
their
stancesense-more
wherein they
generally
have ever
and unequivocally
b.fore intersered.
than Iinshould
any' inrin
yain attempt to express to you the fatisfaction with which it
has filled my .mind, to see so great and glorious a concurrence,
to see this great cause triumphing over all lesser distinctions,
and substituting cordiality and harmony in the place of distrust
and opposition : ;ior have its effects amongst ourselves been in
this- respect less distinguished or less honourable; it has raised
the character' of Parliament. Whatever may have been
thought or|aid concerning the unrestrained prevalency of our
political divisions, it has taught surrounding nations, it has
taught our admiring country, that there are subjects still be
yond the reach of party, there is a point of elevation where
we get above the jarring of the discordant elements that ruf
fle and agitate the vale below: in our ordinary atmosphere)
clouds and vapours obscure the air, and we are the sport of a
jhousend conflicting vyincjs and adverse currents ; hut her.e>
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we move in a higher region, where all is peace and clear and
fcrene, free from perturbation and discomposure :
As some tall cliff that lifts its awsul form,
Swells from the vale and midway leaves the sto.rm ;
Tho' round its breast the rolling clouds are spread,
Eternal sunshine settles on its head.
Here then, en tais august eminence, let us build the tem
ple of benevolence ; let. us lay its foundation deep, in truth
and justice, and let thte inscription on it? gates, be Peace and
good Will towards men. Here let us offer the first sruit of our
prosperity ; here let us devote ourselves to the service of
these wretched men, and go forth burning with a generous
ardor to compenfate, if possible, far the injuries- we have hi
therto brought on. them : Let us heal the breaches we have
made : Let us rejoice in becoming the happy instruments of
arresting the progress of rapine -desolation, and of in
troducing into that immense country the blessings of Christi
anity,- the comforts of civilized and the sweets of social lise.
I am persuaded,! Sir, there is no man who hears me who
would not join with me in hailing the arrival of this happy
period ; who does not seel his mind cheered and solaced by
the contemplation of these delightsul scenes. The first step
towards realizing them, must be to agree with me this night in
the motion I bring forward.
But it has been sometimes faid, these are all idle and illu.sive .expectations ; the Africans are unconquerably favage;
.all attempts to civilize them must be in vain. Whatever,
I might have thought of the argument itself, I should have
given those who urged it, more credit for their sincerity, if
I had found them acting like men who were convinced of its
truth; but surely, it argues their distrust of its validity, when
you see them not merely abstaining themselves from attempt
ing the civilization of Africa, but, even obstructing and
opposing others who are engaged in the prosecution of
this benevolent design. It is with shame and humiliation,
I remind the Committee of the resistance that was made to
an honourable friend of mine, when he brought forward a
measure
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measure for establishing one little settlement in Africa, where
in the natives, secure from the ravages of the Slave Trade,
might cultivate the ground in peace ; where we might insti
tute a bloodless trasfic in the productions of the foil, instead of
this wicked commerce in the flesh and blood of our fellow
creatures. How was he thwarted in the exercise of his bene
volence ? Petitions poured in from the African Traders, the
whole state of things was changed, and the natives, who had
been before described as being so insuperably indolent, that it
was impossible to prevail on them to work, were now stated
to be an industrious people, who surnished the African ships
with rice and other provisions in great quantities, and at rea
sonable rates. But, Sir, these inconsistencies and contradic
tions were not wanted to convince any reasonable man, that
there was no foundation for the opinion, that it was impossi
ble to civilize the continent of Africa. After having so long
troubled the House, I dare not enter into the wide field ; k
would be necesfary for us to investigate, in order to the com
plete discussion of this argument : I may do it hereaster, if it
be required of me ; mean while, I will not only remark, that
there are no instances of barbarism amongst the Africans, for
which we may not find a parallel in the history of our own an
cestors. In fact, Sir, this argument when traced to its foundation; will be found to bottom on the opinion, that the Ne
groes are not of the human species : this is now, I hope and
believe, an exploded idea ; but let it never be forgotten, that
none was originally contended for with more shameless obstinacyr and I now mention it the rather, because I am per
suaded that the Slave Trade can find no other resting place.
And, give me leave to fay, that the advocates for this inhu
man trassic, acted more honestly, and fairly, and openly
whilst they took their stand here, than they do now in conti
nuing to contend aster they have been forced to abandon the
premises. Oh ! Sir, for their own happiness it were to have
been wished, that these poor creatures had not been possessed
of human seelings ! but they have shewn the contrary, by
ten thoufand different proofs. They are consessed to be in
theif
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their own country, remarkably hospitable and kind. What do
they not seel on being separated from their friends and connec
tions and native country ? Witness their arts of suicide on
ship board, and that expedient which is provided in the very
construction of a Slave ship, to prevent their terminating an
existence, become too painsul to be endured : Their attach
ment to their masters, when kindly treated, is acknowledged
by our opponents, and a thoufand other prooss might be ad
duced of their possessing all the best seelings of our nature.
No, Sir ; it.is we, that must consess ourselves deficient
in tenderness. From these despised beings, whom we would
degrade to the level of the brute creation, let us discover
what it is to have human seelings ; let us learn from them the
mystery of compassion, and borrow the sympathies of a nature
superior in sensibility to our own.
I must fay a word or two concerning the terms of my mo
tion, which differs a little from that of last year. Gentlemen
may concur with me in my vote who approve of a bill for de
serring the period of Abolition. My conviction of the
indispenfable necessity of immediately stopping this trade re
mains however as strong and unshaken as ever ; /can admit
of no compromise, and will avail myself of any oppor
tunity of at once destroying this system of iniquity. I am fare
too, Sir, that the immediate Abolition of the Slave Trade is
to be justified on the principles of [found policy. Let it not
be thought, Sir, either of my Right Honourable Friend,
who sits near me, or of myself, that it was for our
own fakes that we went into that minute detail, and
those laborious calculations ; from a sense of duty we conde
scended to such ignoble drudgery, but we appealed ourselves
to more simple and more exalted principles ; where the com
mands ofjustice and humanity are so imperious, I know not
how to admit of parley or of compromise. Let those who
talk of allowing three or four years to the continuance of the
Slave Trade, think of the [disgracesul scenes that passed last
year. For myself, however, I will wash my hands of the.
blood
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blood that would be spilled in this horrid interval : I wiH
protest against its being granted, as the most flagrant violation
cf every principle of justice and humanity.' I cannot but be
lieve, that the hour is at length come, when we ihall put a
sinal period to the existence of this unchristian trassic ; but if
*n this fond expectation, I should be unhappily mistaken, be
assured, Sir, J never will desert the cause, but to the last mo
ment of my lise, I will exert my utmost powers in the servi ce
of that unhappy country. In truth, if I were not to persevere.
'* must be dead to every generous emotion that can actuate,
and stimulate the mind of man. Can a noble object interest ?
or the consciousness of an honourable office ? What object so
noble as this of relieving ihe miseries of thoufands upon thou
sands of our sellow creatures ; introducing Christianity and ci
vilization to a fourth part of the habitable globe. I am, in
deed, conscious of the honourable nature of the ossice I have
undertaken, and gratesul to God for having permitted me to
take the lead in the communication of such extended blessings.
My task is one in which it is impossible to tire; my work
repays itself, it fills my mind with complacency and peace.
Hie clown with it at night with composure, and rise to it in
ithe morning with alacrity. If it obliges me to be converfant
With scenes of wretchedness, this is but like visiting an hos
pital from motives of humanity, where your own seelings re
pay you for the pain you undergo. No Sir, no ; I never will
desist from this blessed work ; but I cannot help persuading
myself, that there will be no call for my perseverance ; I will
not allow myself to doubt about the iflue, and cheersully wait
the event of your decision.
Mr. Wilbersorce then moved.
" That it is the opinion of this Committee, that the trade
carried on by British subjects, for the purpose of obtaining
Slaves on the coast of A.rica, ought to be abolished'"
Were this motion carried, Mr. W ilberforce gave notice
that he intended to follow it up by another.
" That the Chairman be directed to move the House for
leave to biing in a bill for the Abolition of the Slave Trade."
Mr. Bailie
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Mr. BaILLie. It is upon the certainty of meeting with
every species of indulgence that is usually granted, by this Ho
nourable House, to all its new Members, that I muster confidence
sussicient to offer my humble opinion upon the present question ;
a question, Sir, of the greatest importance that ever came be
fore Parliament, novel and spec-ilative in its nature, and sup
ported by some of the greatest orators who have ever appeared
within the walls of this House : there is no man living enter
tains a more indifferent opinion of his own abilities than I do ;
and I seel most sensibly, and with great mortification, the in
sussiciency of my powers, when brought into comparison with
the brilliant parts of the Honourable Gentlemen with whom I
have to contend. However, Sir, being very particularly situ
ated as Agent to one of the most valuable of our islands, having
passed the most active part of my lise in the West Indies, hav
ing in the British West-India Islands a considerable property,
both in land and Negroes, and being at the fame time as much
interested in the general welfare and prosperity of the trade, the
manufactures, and the navigation of Great Britain, as any
Gentleman in the present Parliament, I flatter myself that this
Honourable House will not consider my interserence as impro
per ; especially, Sir, when I can assure the Honourable Com
mittee, that I consider the present Question as involving in its
consequences a considerable proportion of the trade and naviga
tion of Great Britain, and the very existence of those valuable
West India Colonies, which have been established by this
country, for upwards of a century, nourished, cherished, and
supported, under various Acts of Parliament, and at the expence of a very serious and weighty outlay of money. I will
not, Sir, at this early stage of my argument, make any ob
servations upon the description of people who have so very
eagerly, and with so much zeal and industry, propagated and
brought forward this unfortunate and impolitic Question, I will
content myself by observing, that they have very artsully placed
the management of the business in the hands of an Honourable
Gentleman, respectable in his character, and amiable in his
manners, and for whose private virtues no man entertains a
greater value than I do : this Gentleman, Sir, is the known
H '
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»nd avowed and friend and favourite of the Right Honourable
Gentleman who so very ably, and so worthily presides at the
head of the Administration of this country. His arguments,
upon a former occasion, operated upon the Minister's mind,
and at the fame time extended their effects to the mind of the
Right Honourable Gentleman who makes so very conspicuous
1 figure upon the opposite side of the House ; there is neither
in or out of Parliament, Sir, a man who is a greater admirer of
the incomparable and brilliant abilities of these Right Honour
able Gentlemen, than I am; I consider them, Sir, an orna
ment to this House, and an ornament to ther country ; but
however I may be disposed to bow, with all due submission, to
their opinions upon other occasion?, yet upon the present question
1 difser with them most essentially ; I mean, Sir, I differ with
the opinions they gave upon the former investigation of the
question ; for, from the circumstances that have occurred in
the History of the Western World, since the close of the last
Session of Parliament, I slatter myself that they are now made
fully sensible os the evil and dangerous tendency of the measure.
However, Sir, to come to the Right Honourable Gentleman
in a Ministerial capacity, I do maintain, without meaning any
personal offence whatever, that the part they acted, upon the
Question's being debated in Parliament last year, was unex
pected, very unbecoming their high .characters, and not at all
consistent with the principles upon which, in my humble opi
nion, great Statesmen ought to act.
I conceive it, Sir, to be the indispensible duty of men in high
situations, and who are, or may be, intrusted with the lead of
public affairs, to consider the general interest of the State, and
of individuals, with a most scrupulous and attentive eye, and to
see that the good policy of the country, and the good under
standing that has long subsisted betwixt Government and our
'subjects in our distant colonies, under the fanction and protec
tion of various Acts of the Parliament of Great Britain, should
not be broken in upon by such a wild, such an impracticable,
and such a visionary scheme, as the present question for abolish
ing the African Slave-Trade. I slatter myself, Mr. Chairmam
that the friends and promoters of the Abolition would have con
sented themselves with the mischiefs that had already arisen, in
consequence
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consequence of the agitation of that unfortunate measure, and
that the fanguinary dispositions of a certain description of people*
would have been sully fatiated with the innocent blood that has
already been spilt ; but, alas ! Sir, that is not likely to be the
case, many of them have been known and heard to exult at the
calamities we daily read of, so that in all probability, the mis
chief is only done in part, and it requires the total desolation
and destruction of the West-India colonies of Great Britain to
compleat the melancholy scene. I have in my hand, Mr.
Chairman, a small pamphlet, printed and published by order of
the West-India Planters and Merchants, for the use and infor
mation of the Members of both Houses of Parliament ; it con
tains, Sir, the speech of the Deputies of St. Domingo to the
National Assembly of France, and also the speech of M. Bostrand, the late Minister of the Marine Colonies, to the faid
Assembly, upon the insurrection of the Negroes in that island.'
If, Sir, the destruction of the most extensive and most va
luable colony in the world, the massacre of its inhabitants,
the ravishing of the most beautisul part of the creation in a
manner hitherto unknown and unheard of, and the unnatural
murder of fathers, by the hands of their own children, are
sussicient to operate upon the seelings of humanity, there is
not, Sir, I am persuaded, a Gentleman in this House, who
can withstand the shock ; but to me, who have a personal
knowledge of the theatre of these dreadsul scenes, and who
(though an Englishman, and at St. Domingo in the very glo
rious and successsul war that was carried on, under the auspices
of that great and immortal Statesman Lord Chatham) received
distinguished marks of kindness and hospitality stem many of those
ted
families,
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I bring
to my recollection, Sir, that the causes of all these calamities
have originated in Great Britain, I am overwhelmed with sor
row. The island of St. Domingo, Mr. Chairman, is as large
as the kingdom of England. In the year 1789, the imports
into the colony from France, exceeded three millions sterling,
exclusive of near thirty thoufand Negroes, which at a very mo
derate valuation, may be estimated at two millions sterling more;
the exports from the colony, in the fame year, amounted in va" H 2
lue
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lue to six millions sterling, and their trade gave employment
to three hundred thoufand tons of shipping, and thirty thoufand
seamen. These circumstances, Sir, I. take the liberty of men
tioning to the Honourable House, as a consirmation of the testi
mony I gave before the Committee of the House of Commons,
when sitting on the Slave-Trade in the year 1790. In my evi
dence on that occasion, I believe, Sir, I gave it as my opinion,
that the African and West-India trade of France generally em
ployed betwixt forty and fifty thoufand seamen; and when it
comes to be considered, that the produce of St. Domingo is
-hardly equal to two- thirds of the whole produce of the French
West-India Colonies, I slatter myself it will be admitted, that
I have not exceeded ia my calculation.
Having faid so much, Mr. Chairman, by way of introduc
tion, to what I have to osser upon the question before the Ho
nourable House, I must now beg leave to make some observa
tions upon the speech of the Honourable Gentleman who
brought it forward, which I will endeavour to do, in as con
ciseI will
a manner
asterwards
as possible.
take the liberty of calling the attention of
the Honourable Committee, to the value and importance of the
West-India and African Trade to Great-Britain ; to some of
the authorities under which the West-India Colonies and Af
rican Trade were abolished ; to their dependence on each other,
and to the injustice and impolicy of the present attempt to abo
lish the African Slave Trade. The Honourable Gentleman
who brought forward this question, has made use of nearly the
fame arguments, on the present occasion, as he did upon the
discussion of the subject last year. And though it may be con
sidered tedious, and even insulting in me, to go into the parti
culars of a mass of evidence, which I take it for granted every
individual Member of this Honourable Houle is persect mas
ter of, yet it is incumbent on me, speaking generally on the
subject, to take notice of the very partial manner in which the
Honourable Gentleman and his friends have garbled, from the
whole body, such particular parts of the evidence, as were
suited to answer their own purposes ; and with what an inde
cent indifference they have treated the testimony of the several
great
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great and respectable characters who voluntarily came forward,
on our part, to remove that load of calumny and abuse, which
has so illiberally and so wantonly been thrown out against every
person connected with the West- Indies. I am very far from
denying, Mr. Chairman, that many acts of inhumanity have been
committed in the transportation of Slaves from the Coast of
Africa to the West-Indies, and in the treatment of those Ne
groes aster they had been landed on our islands ; but, as I be
lieve, Sir, that- the failings and frailties of human nature pre
vail generally, in pretty much the fame proportion, all over
the world, I mean among civilized nations, it would be very
unreasonable to expect, among the class of people concerned
in the African Trade, or among the inhabitants of the Biitilh
West-India Islands, a degree of persection in morals, that is not
to be found in Great-Britain itself. Will any man estimate the
character of the English nation, by what is to be read in the
records of the Old Bailey ; or, will any of the most fanguine
friends of the Abolition, pretend to fay, that there have not
been committed, in this great and opulent city in which we
live, acts of as shocking, as base, and as barbarous a nature,
as any contained in the great mass of evidence, now lying on
your Table? I have lived, Sir, sixteen years of my lise in the
West-Indies, and notwithstanding what has been faid to the
contrary, I do declare, in the most solemn manner, that I con
sider the Negroes in the British West-India Islands, to be in as
comfortable a state, as the lower orders of mankind in any
country in Europe.
Before the agitation of this unfortunate and impolitic ques
tion, their minds were at ease, and they were persectly con
tented with their situation; and the confidence betwixt them
and their masters was so unbounded, that except in the stores
where sugar, rum, provifions, and cloathing were generally
lodged, no locks were ever used. This, Sir, I can assure the '
Hon. Committee, was the general disposition of the Negroes,
in the British West India Islands in the yer.r 1776, when I re
turned to Europe, and they continued in that happy state until
the enemies of the Colonies came forward, and propagated, with
so much zeal and industry, the principles ot their pernicious
doctrines.
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doctrines. But, Sir, I am sorry to fay, it is very far from
being the case at present : the West India Islands are filled with
Emissaries, and publications of the friends of Abolition. An
univerfal want of confidence now prevails, and instead of being
in that happy state, in which I have represented them, every
countenarce carries the appearance of anxiety and care, and
there is aiot an estate without a depot for aim?, lodged there
for the very purpose of destroying those, whose lives it is our
wish to preserve upon every principle of humanity and interest.
Some gentlemen may probably consider these precautions as
consistent with the general system of oppression with which we
are charged ; but to me, who have been in situations of dan
ger, and know something of the seelings of men, upon such
occasions, I can assure the Honourable Gentlemen, that self
preservation foregoes all other considerations. Having faid so
much, Mr. Chairman, of the civil state of the Negroes in our
Islands, I must now, with the permission of the Honourable
House, speak to their religious state, beginning with the
Island of Grenada, where my property chiefly lies. The
Island, Sir, was ceded to Great Britain, at the peace of 1763.
Upon our talcing possession of it, the Negroes were found bap
tized, and instructed in such of the principles of the Roman
Catholic faith, as were suited to their humble capacities. That
religion now universally prevails, for as new Negroes were im
ported from Africa, they naturally adopted the religious princi
ples of those they found upon the Island, and the Priests, who
are always extremely industrious in their vocations, never failed
of giving them the necessary instructions ; so that in the course
pf twelve months, they generally entertained very tolerable
ideas of religious duties. There being no Protestant Clergy
men at that time in the. Colony, the Gentlemen' of the Island
gave every possible encouragement to the religious pursuits of
their Negroes ; one-half of the number on each estate were
permitted to go every Sunday to public Mass, and the mornings
and evenings of the Sabbath were dedicated to religious wor
ship on the Plantations, where the whole Gang, as k is called,
assmbled at the dwelling -house or mansion, and went through
the service of the Church of Rome, under the immediate eye
of
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of the Master or Manager, in a mariner, and with a servency,
that would have done credit to more civilized societies : and as
I am one of those who firmly believe that a remnant of all will
be faved, I can assure the Honourable Committee, that I have
experienced on these occasions such seelings and reflections, as
Would
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mind.
where
the Roman Catholic faith does not prevail, I am extremely
sorry to observe, that I cannot fay so much for it. The Moravian
Missionaries have of late made great progress in opening the
minds of the Negroes, in our old islands, to a sense of religi
ous duties; but there is among the Clergy of our established
Church a degree of inattention and indolence that is very
much to be lamented, and which is very unpardonable on
their part, considering the ample provifion that is made for
them by the Legislatures of our several Colonies. The
pious and respectable character who at present so ' worthily
fills the see of London, is, by what I am informed, extremely
attentive to the morals and characters of such men as arc
admitted into holy orders, for the purpose of occupying the
livings in the West India Island, and I am persectly convinced
that all possible means would be made use of by that most excel
lent Prelate, to extend the blessings of the Gospel to the minds
of the Negroes on all our Plantations. The Honourable Gen
tleman who brought forward this question, and his friends, have,
on the present and former occasions, dwelt very much upon the
severity of the punishments that are usually administered to our
Negroes in the West India Islands. I admit, Mr. Chairman,
that instances of inhumanity, and even cruelty, may be pro
duced ; but I deny most positively, that the principle or practice
is general, and I wish to be permitted to ask such of the Mem
bers of this Honourable House, as have had the honour of serving
in his Majesty's navy and army, if it is possible or practicable to
maintain that order and subordination that is absolutely necesiary
among bodies of men, without the sear of punishment: I fay, Sir,
that it is not possible; and as punishments always full on delin
quents, of which there are a certain number in every society, I
dc» maintain, that in every ship's crew and regiment, there is as
great
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great a proportion of people who come within that description,
as in any Gang of Negroes in the West Indies, be they ever so
indifferently disposed ? That being admitted, Sir, I will be gsad
to ask, if ever there are punishments inflicted on our seamen and
soldiers ? Have we ever heard, Sir, of seamen being flogged
from ship to ship, or of soldiers dying in the very act of punish
ment, under the lash of the drummer, when tied up to the
balberts, and exposed in as shamesul and ignominious a manner
as possibly can be conceived ? And have we not also heard, Sir,
even in this country of boasted liberty, of seamen's being kidnap
ped and carried away, when returning from distant voyages, af
ter an absence of many years, and that even without being al
lowed the comfort of seeing their wives and families? I am ex
tremely sorry, Sir, to be under the necessity of having recourse
to these circumstances, but I am pressed to it by the very illiberal
manner in which our opponents have brought forward every cir
cumstance that applies to Africa and to the West Indies. With
regard, Sir, to objects of misery and compassion, they are much
more frequent to be met with in Europe that in America. And
1 declare, without hesitation, and upon the best grounds of per
sonal knowledge and information, that there -is more wretched
ness and poverty in the parish of St. Giles's, in which I live,
than there is in the whole of the extensive Colonies that now are,
and formerly were, under the dominion of Great Britain, taking
them from Barbadoes to Jamaica, round by the Floridas, and
from thence to the island of Newfoundland.
I hope the Honourable Committee will have the goodness to
excuse me for dwelling so long upon this part of my argument,
and for requesting their particular attention to the very unhand
some and illiberal manner in which the Honourable Gentle
man, who takes the lead in this business, and some ef his
friends, had treated the characters of many of the witnesses who
were examined before the Committee of the House of Com
mons. I am very far, Sir, from being disposed to make
general reflections upon any body or set of men, in the manner
that has been adopted by these Honourable Gentlemen, nor
will I go into the particulars of the evidence, taking it for
granted, that the unpr.eiudiced part of this Honourable House
will considtr the individuals that had been brought forward on
the
K
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the part of the African Merchants, to be sull as respectable, as
unbiassed, and as independent in their characters and situa
tions, as those who have appeared on the other fide. As to
what regards that part of the evidence that applies to the West
Indies, I am of a very different opinion indeed ; I admit, Sir,
that there were produced by our opponents, some persons, to
whose testimony, a certain portion of credit ought to be given;
but they were sew in number, and therefore I will venture to
fay, that their general body of witnesses was composed of ill-in
formed, ignorant, and low men; many of them picked up in the
streets of Liverpool and Bristol, where they were starving for
want of tread, having neither ability nor reputation to get
into any employment, and hired by the Emissaries and Agents
of the Society in the Old Jewry, for the very purpose of
giving such testimony, as would mislead the minds of the
public, who had already been wrought up to an extraordinary
state of belief, by the publication of the most incredible
chain of incidents, that ever appeared in print. Have we never
heard, Sir, of the names of Rodney, Barrington, Hotham,
Macartney, Vaughan, or Campbell, and the many other great
and respectable characters, who were examined before the
Committee of the House of Commons, and gave ample testi
mony to the comfortable situation of the Negroes in the
West-Indies ? Is the evidence of those Gentlemen (to make
use of the phrase of an Honourable Member of this House) to
beset at nought, and are we not to give sull credit and belief to
the words of men, to whom their country, in a great measure,
owes the importance and weight she at present possesses among
the natives of Europe ? For my part, Sir, I was filled with in
dignation at the very idea of drawing the opinions of such
' illustrious characters, into comparison with the evidence of
those on the opposite side, upon the discussion of the subject last
year, and I lamented exceedingly, that I was not then in a
situation to give my sentiments upon it.
I come now, Mr.Chairn.an, to speak of the value and impor
tance of the West-Indian and African Trades to Great Bri
tain. It is not my intention, Sir, to take up the time of the
Committee, with an account oi the revenue arising to governI
ment,
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ment from the importation of the product of our West-India
Islands, as probably I may be told by some of the politicians of
the present day, that a similar importation from Ostend or
Havre, would in that respect be attended with the fame advan
tages to Great Britain ; I will therefore, Sirr confine myself to
our Trade and Navigation to the colonies and to Africa, and
will be glad to ask such Gentlemen, as are pleased to pay pro
per attention to the subject, if the exporter to, and the importer
from, the British West-India Islands aTid' Africa, amounting
in the whole to upwards of ten millions sterling annually, the
giving employment to 300,000 tons of shipping,. and about
25,000 seamen, are not objects os the utmost importance to
Great Britain ? The Gentlemen who had acted so very hostile
a part to the interest of the Colonies, may now, as on a
former occasion, consider these objects greatly over-rated, but
as I deal in matters of fact, and in faffs only, I will b* bound
to make what I advance appear well founded, and to the- entire
fatisfaction of this Honourable House, when, and in whatever
manner, they are pleased to order me.
Having mentioned, Mr. Chairman, in as concise and intelli
gible a manner as I am master of, the value and importance
of our West-Indian and African Trade, I am now to speak of
some of the authorities, upon which our claims are founded, os
the dependence of the Colonies upon the African Trade, and of
the injustice and impolicy of the present question v although it i?,
Sir, too much the fashion of the present times, to preser the
opinions of retired and speculative philosopher!;, to the wise co
lonial system, that has been established by our forefathers, and
by which this country and the Colonies have thriven ; yet I am
. convinced, that the present Parliament are too much awake to
; the zeal and true interests of Great-Britain, not to pay proper
attention to the encouragement and protection that has been
given to the West-India Colonies, and to the African Trade,
since their first establishment. It would take up too much of the
time of this Honourable House to go sully into the authority'; I
will therefore confine myself to a sew, and being very much un
accustomed to speaking in public, I must crave the permission
;pf the Honourable Committee, to call in the aid of written Ih5
formation,
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«f the British Legislature, that are most material to the question
before the Honourable House, may very properly be classed under
these difserent heads, viz.
ist. Such as declare the faid Colonies, and the Trade
thereof, advantageous to Great-Britain, and therefore entitled
to her protection and encouragement,
2dly. Such as authorize, protect, and encourage, the Trade
to Africa, as advantageous in itself, and necessary to the wel
fare and existence of the faid Sugar Colonies.
3dly. Such as promote and secure loans of money to the
Proprietors, at the faid Colonies, either from British subjects
or from Foreigners.
The several Acts are as follow, viz.
In the First Class, are the following, viz.
f j' Car. II. cap. 7. 22 & 23 Car. II. cap. 26. ykS
W. 3. cap. 22. 9 & 10 W. III. cap. 23. 3 & 4 Ann. 6
Ann. cap. 30. 6 Geo. IL cap. 13. 12 Geo. II. cap. 30.
27 Geo. III. cap. 27.
1662 Cha.
In the
II. Second
1672 cap.
Class2. are9the
& following,
jo Will. and
viz.
Mary, cap.
26. 5 Geo. Ill, cap. 44. 23 Geo. IIL cap. 65. 27 Geo. III.
cap. 27.
5 Geo. In
II.the
cap.
Third
7. Class
13 Geo.
are HI.
the following,
cap. 14. viz.
14 Geo. IIL
cap. 79.
If there is, Mr. Chairman, any dependence whatever to be
placed upon the Acts of the British Legislature, the sew autho
rities I have quoted, will, I am persuaded, operate upon the
minds of the unprejudiced Members of this Honourable House,
and of the community at large, in so forcible a manner, as to
afford eyery reasonable hope for the most persect security to our
I 2
properties.
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properties. They appear to me, Sir, unanswerable, and even
to preclude the necessity of using any farther argument upon the
subject ; but as we hare experienced a want of candour on the
part of our opponents, that could hardly have been expected, I
must once more trespass on the goodness of the Honourable
Committee, by requesting their attention to the encouragement
and protection that have been given to the West-India Colo
nies, and to the African Trade, from the reign of Charles II.
down to the present times, and especially during the reign of
Queen Anne.
That reign, Mr. Chairman, which may very well be called
the Augustan age of Great Britain, was distinguished by the
appearance of the most enlightened characters in all depart
ments, that ever any country produced; many of them remark
able for their piety and learning, and whose writings will live
for ages, aster the wretched productions of the miserable schis
matics of the present day are buried in oblivion. Yet, Sir,
we do not find in the Parliamentary History of those days, or in
any other writings that we know of, the least tendency to such
wild and destructive doctrines as the present. No, Mr. Chair
man, they were reserved for this age of novelty and innovation;
and from the temper and disposition of a certain description of
people, which are amply manisested by the publications of the
most inflammatory and dangerous tendency with which our
daily papers are crowded, I am persectly fatisfied that the question
before this Honourable House, is only an introduction to greater
evils. The West Indies, Sir, is the most vulnerable part of
our dominions, and being at a distance, and having no interest
in Parliament, is of course the most likely to become an easy
object of prey to artsul and designing men. However, Mr,
Chairman, our brethren in those Islands being the sons of Bri
tons, and their forefathers having carried across the Atlantic
Ocean all die rights and privileges that pertain to British sub*
jects, you may rest persectly fatisfied that they will not tamely
submit to being robbed of every thing that is near and dear to
them. The abolishing the African Slave Trade, will be an
absolute breach pf the compact that ties the colonies to the
mother country, and being founded on injustice, and contrary
to
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to the spirit and meaning of the laws of England, will meet
with univerfal resistance. I am, Sir, persectly well acquainted
with the temper and dispositions of the inhabitants of our West
India Islands ; they possess abilities, having in general received
the best education this country affords, and having a lively and
just sense of their own rights and privileges. I consider it my
duty, as a most hearty well-wisher to the true interests of this
country and its colonies, to inform this Honourable House, that
it is not in the power of Great Britain to prevent the intro
duction of Negroes into the British West India Islands.
A serious attention to the several Acts I have mentioned,
and to the many other authorities with which our books are
filled, must sully convince every unprejudiced Member of this
Honourable House, and the community at large, that the laws
in existence have given as persect security to the liyes and
fortunes of his Majesty's subjects in the West India Islands,
as they do to his subjects in Great Britain, and that their pro
perty cannot be meddled with or diminished in any shape what
ever, without sull and ample compenfation. If Great Britain,
Sir, is in a situation to purchase the see simple of the property
in all our Islands, I, for one, have no manner of objection to
the making of a bargain ; bur, Sir, how is the value to be esti
mated ? Why, by a Jwy of the vicinity, agreeable to the prin
ciples of the laws of England and of the Colonies ; for I can
auure the Honourable Committee, that we are not at all in a
disposition to have that material point ascertained by the dis
cretionary opinions of the Honourable Gentleman's friends in
the Old Jewry. However, Sir, to speak more seriously upon
the subject, have not this Honourable House before them sull
and fatisfactory information of every circumstance with regard
to our West India Colonies ? Do not the Report of the Com
mittee of Privy Council, and that immense body of evidence
that was taken before a Committee of this Honourable House,
and which now lie on your table, tell you most positively, that
our present stock of Negroes cannot be kept up without an
importation from Africa, and that if the African Trade is abo
lished, there is an end of every species of improvement in all
ova islands ? How are the proprietors of lands in the ceded
Islands,

Islands, which were purchased of Government under specisic
conditions of settlement, to be indemnified ? and what is to be
come of an Honourable Friend of mine, now a Member of
this Honourable House, and sitting near m* who with another
Gentleman and myself, purchased the lauds that were granted
by the Crown to General Monckton, in the Island of St. Vin
cent, in the year 1773 or 1774, in consequence of the Ad
dress of the House of Commons of that day to his Majesty,
and as a reward for that gallant General's military services ?
The American war, which immediately succeeded our pur
chase, prevented our making any progress in the fale of these
lands until the year 1784. .Our fales then commenced, and
went on briskly until the war 1788, when it was first known
that a plan was in agitation for abolishing the African Slave
Trade. Since that period, Sir, we have done little or nothing,
and we have 1 500 acres of the land on hand, which will be
«f :no value whatever, if the present question is carried.
Will any Gentleman, either in or out of Parliament, pre
tend to fay, that we have not a just and equitable claim, upon
the Government of this country, for sull and ample compenfa
tion? However, Sir, waving for a moment the unfashionable
doctrine of colonial rights, how can compenfation be made to
the many thoufand manufacturers, who at present find employ
ment in providing the numberless articles, that are daily wanted
for the use and consumption of the West-India Islands, and who
must sooner or later experience the distress and inconveniences
that must attend the present phrenzy, if the colonies arx suf
fered to go to ruin. Is there a shoe, is there a stocking, is
there a hat, or is there a yard of cloth of any kind, used by the
Inhabitants of our Islands, that are not manufactured in Great
Britain ? Nay the very implements of hufba idry, and provi
sions and luxuries that are necessary for the consumption of our
tables, go from this country, and that at a cosidcrable expence
of fresh commissions and insurance, every shilling of which cen
ters in Great Britain. Is not the w'.sole surplus revenue of our
estates spent here, and are not our children educated in this
country, and instructed in those principles of affection and loy
alty, that have ever made them consider Great Britain as
. their
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Aeir home ? And le't me, Sir, be permitted to ask the most
inveterate of our foes, if we ever have, by any act of seditions
or rebellion, forseited in the smallest: degree the countenance
and protection, which as sons of Britain, and subjects of
the fame good and gracious Sovereign, we are most uno^estionably intitled to. I maintain, Sir, that we have not,arid
therefore as a Colonist and in the name of tire British West-'
India Colonies, I demand of the Parliament of Great Britainj
that support and protection, which, upon the principles of good
policy and faith, they are in duty bound to afford us, in common
with the rest of his Majesty's loyal subjects. There is still, Mr.
Chairman, a consideration attending the question now before this
Honourable House, ofsull'as much importance as any I have
mentioned, and that is the fatal effects a diminution of our trade
would have upon the navigation of Great Britain. Does it not
appear, Sir, by- the evidence now lying on our table, that the
West-India trade is considered a most excellent nursery for sea
men, and that in all the wars we have of late been engaged in,
have been found to be the most active, and usesul body of men,
in his Majesty's navy? For my part, Sir, considering the navy
:Vs our best and most naturaltkfcnce, lam one of thole wh.6
think, that seamen ought to be made, by all possible means ; and
upon that principle, Sir, I contend that the trade to Africa should
meet with every encouragement that this country can give it.
Indeed I am so great an enthusiast for the increase of our navi
gation and seamen, that while I have the honour of being a
Member of this House I 'never will give my consent to any mea
sure, be it what it will, that can possibly tend to the lessening of
our number ofseamen one man, no Sir, not one man ; and this 'I
huldto'be found constitutional doctrine, and those who are of a
different opinion, I will ever consider as ignorant of the true
interests of Great Britain, and enemies to its welfare and pros
perity.

Mr.
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Mr. Vaughan. I rise, Mr. Chairman, for the first time
of speaking in this House, to remove some prejudices respect
ing the Colonies, the conduct and circumstances of which have
been involved in the question relative to the Slave Trade, and
complicated with it by the Honourable Gentleman,. who has
brought forward the question, and by others. The treatment
of Negroes in the West Indies, has been stated as an objection.
to send any more to those istands. It becomes therefore neces
sary to endeavour to remove the prejudices that prevail, and as
I am a West Indian by birth, and am connected with the istands
by prosession and private fortune, having property in the West
Indies, I can speak from my own testimony, and from the
evidence of my own senses, but I shall not be long upon the
subject, though it is my intention to take rather a wide view of
it. With respect to my being a Merchant, it is my pride. I
preser independence to every other condition, and though I
may have profited by the friendship of persons of considerable
rank in this country, I choose to be the architect of my own
fortune. In the early part of my lise, I own, no man was
more strongly in favour of the Abolition of the Slave Trade
than I was. I was educated by a Gentleman well known in
the world of letters, by Dr. Priestley, and by the father of Mrs.
Barbauld, who were both of them intimately acquainted with
the West India History, and friends to the idea of Abolition.
Their sentiments I had imbibed, but although bred at the seet
of Gamaliel, having resolved to judge for myself, I left Eng
land, and went to Jamaica. There I soon found my notions
shaken, and my systems embarrassed. A state of civilization
creates wants of the mind merely, whereas a state of slavery
regards only those of the body. The Slaves, therefore, would
not exert themselves easily fur hire, and I found the Negroes
by no means in a condition fit to receive civilization. Next to
my father's estate were several Maroon Negroes, a people who
resuse to do any work whatever, but throw all the labour on
their wives. The whites also, I soon faw, could not replace
the Negroes in the field ; a fact which the Sierra Leona Com
pany have themselves acknowledged, in opposition to the asser
tion of Mr. Ramfay. In confirmation of this remark, I beg
leave
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leave to read from the Report of the Sierra Leone Company
the following quotation, viz. u The impossibility of finding
any Europeans who can work in Africa in the sun, without the
utmost prejudice to their health, has made the Directors con
ceive it to be their duty to discourage labourers from hence,
who would go out with this view." I found the situation of
the Negroes in the West Indies much better than I could have
imagined. The poor in all countries are hardly used, and the
Negroes cannot be supposed to be in an elevated situation;
but excepting with respect to their liberty, I will venture to
fay, they are in plight and necessaries as well off as the poor in
this and such other countries in Europe as I have seen. They
have little want of clothes or suel, from the warmth of the cli
mate; they have a house and land gratis ; no such thing as im
prisonment for debt exists there, and they are ndt deterred from
marrying through sear of not being able to support a family;
their orphans and widows are always taken care of, as they
themselves are when old, or when they meet with accidents.
Physic, surgery, midwisery, and attendance, are surnished
gratis, so that no poor laws were requifite for their support.
They have their private property, which no master ever takes
from them ; and were persectly resigned at the time I was abroad,
to their situation, and looked for nothing beyond it. An anec
dote that came to my knowledge, will serve to evince their re
signation : a slave being idle, was reproved by his overseer, who
faid, " For what purpose dp you think your master purchased
you, but to work for him i" The question was unanswerable,
and the slave was silent, and immediately began to work. Ne
groes form the labouring poor of the islands; and with respect
to necessaries, they appear as happy as any other poor, have as
many amusements of their own, and as much chearsulness.
Perhaps persons were prejudiced by living in towns to which
Negroes were often sent for punishment, and where there Were
many small proprietors, or by seeing no Negro otherwise than
as one of the labouring poor. It is cruel to fay, as Mr. Ramfay
has done, that they have only- sour or five hours to themselves in
the four and twenty ; for this is. not enough for sleep, much
less for their night rambles ; arid it has been stated that they went
K
about
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about iathe course of the night to a considerable distance. On
the whole, they only want liberty, and only occasionally susfer
cruelties. As to Africa, there seems to be no way at present
of preventing her supplying fresh slaves, so that I see no
means of correcting what is wrong even in the importation of
slaves, unless from a change in the spirit of the times ; not being
a Minister, and not having possession of an Alexander's sword
to cut the Gordian knot by force, in the face of Acts of Parlia
ment, and without providing indemnity to the concerned. Thus
I selt and reasoned, when in the islands. I cannot omit to notice
a set of prejudices respecting the Colonies. As, first, that it is
nothing but cruelty which occasioned the inequalfty of deaths
and births. Is it cruelty that occasions the superiority of deaths
to births in the great city of London ; or in particular classes
of people in all places, as domestic servants, soldiers, &c? It is
o'wihg.to celibacy or disease, according to the case. Among the
Negroes, it is owing to the plan formerly prevailing, of having
more males than semales imported, and to the dissoluteness of these
people, as well as to the diseases peculiar to themselves, especially
among the children, whose frequent deaths, on a particular date
From their birth, aud their doing well in general, if they survive
that date, cannot be owing to cruelty. The two opinions appear
to be contradictory, that the Negroes are wasting from cruelty,
and yet that they increase so as to make farther importation super
fluous. With regard to population, even in those islands which
siearly keep' up their numbers by procreation, there is a dissiculty,
which is, that the circumstance may be owing to the increase on
one estate, compenfating for losses upon another. But it should be
considered, that these estates wilt not interchange their numbers.
Whereas, where labourers are freemen, they circulate from one
employer to another, and appear wherever they are wanted. In
small estates, or small islands, any calamity makes a deep and
permanent impression on population, such as famine, plague,
small-pox, or war; which is exemplified in Indian tribes, and
proved by many cases in history. Some of these causes have
lately operated in the Weft Indies. This is a point to be al
lowed for. AH chastisement also with respect to Negroes is not
cruelty. The owners of slavcfgenerally withdraw them from
. ■
. afl
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al) publicjusticfc; so that Criminals, who would be publicly executcd elsewhere^ are often kept alive by their master, and liable
to be found punished again and again from repeating their faults.
Distributive justice occasions many punishments, as or:e slave
is to be protected against every other slave; and when one slave "
pilsers from another, then the master interseres. The care of
the Negroes themselves, as to their health, provisions, clothing,
family, and the like, occasions other punishments. All this is
to be distinguished from punishments to enforce labour, or
arising from cruelty. So far are the Negroes from being neg- '.
lected, that infinite anxiety occurs with many masters "aboutt
their slaves, whom they often visit in person when in sickness ; :
and the evidence before the'House has stated, that nine. pounds'
sterling hare been given for' attending a dissicult case in mid-'
wlsery. Many diseases are new to Europeans in the islands,'
and require time to admit of a plan of cure. ' This diminution
of numbers in.Negroes in the Colonies may happeh without'
cruelty, as I hope I have proved, and "such diminution at pre
sent there certainly is. Circumstances of a very different' kind5,*
respecting the Colonies, require some notice 'to "prevent'rrm^onJxruction.
. .
.. .
The objections which some persons have to consuming sugar
when it comes from the West Indies,. njscause it is. made \>y
slaves, are liable for .example to produce mischiefs which* it *s'
worthy of .obviating, by observing, that ?as..ipdigp is a plant
which has no offals, and is good for neither rijan nor beast; JR»
sugar is an article of cultivation knownto bei favourable to both;
and as the Planters will not consent to keep their Negroes idle,
and cannot pay the expence of providing for them if they "djd^
it is best to let the Negroes be employed on.what is most ad
vantageous for them. Another objection is,' that the' crops pi"
the Sugar Colonies are" subject' to many casualties, which' make
them precarious objects of attention .tQ the niother country ; but
it ihould be remembered,' that^ gendemen' nere have farmers "in
terposed between themselves .and the fluctuations of their crops;
whereas in the Islands, the Planters in general hold their estates
in hand, cultivate them themselves, and therefore Jed every
(variation of crops. A third 'objection Is, thai the Colonists are
K2
monopolists,
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monopolists, and sell sugar dear, and get great profits. The
Colony-system, which is the occasion of a mutual monopoly
has indeed given advantages to some Planters ; but other Plan
ters have purchased from the first coiners, so as to have bare
prosits left to them at present.
On the whole, to revert to the Negroes, I have gone over
the island, from one end to the other, ana I have seen little of
the great cruelty to Negroes talked of. None at all on the
estate where I resided ; and the whip, the stocks, and confine
ment alone, have been seen by me in use in other places ; and
I have been on the island seven months. Some Slaves belong
ing to my father's estate once brought me some pine-apples ; I
did not chuse to give them their price, and they took them
a\yay. In fact, my father's own Slaves, when they received
money for pver-hours, spent it in their own way. They did
not usually- come- home at their dinner hour, but took a longer
tjme at supper. i
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will have many new diseases to encounter, among the Negroes'
in the islands, where these is no ancient practice, nor know
ledge
The diseases
derived of
from
Negro
neighbouring
infants arecountries,
particularly
to assist
worthy
them.—
their
attention, as I myself know no remedy for the great disease by
which infants are carried osf in such prodigious numbers.
Talk-work is another improvement, which I wifli to have
introduced. There are inconveniences in it easily avoided,
such as having too much strain upon the Negro at one time,
and too much idle time at his command in consequence, at
another, &c. &c.
Premiums have been given to mothers and to overseers, for
the
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number
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them ; butmuch
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to this
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cessary work. To premiums may be added honorary distinc
tions, and several solid advantages, which would cost nothing
to the owner.
.. • .
Negro evidence should be aHowed to be given in courts of
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ing toatthe
the nature
discretion
of the
of the
case.court or jury to accept it, accord,
Cruel masters ought to be kept in order, in various ways.
Their Negroes mould be taken from them, and put into trust
Every instrument of punishment should be banished beside the
whip, to which may be added confinement. The limitation
of the number of lashes in the case of the whip being insuffi
cient, it should be ordered, that the punishment should not
be
ninerepeated
lashes should
till asterbedue
substituted
intervals.for four-score.
The repetition
Perhaps
of thirtyeven
the whip will soon be found to be useless. No danger can
occur in making examples of white persons for oppression pf
their Slaves. Justice is of more consequence than artifice \
and principles of more insluence than individuals. But it is
too late to hesitate ; the thing must be. The public expect it.
The characters of those Colonists, whose conduct is exem
plary, are hurt by being confounded with those of other
men of a lower , and' more base order. ' It is terrible to think
how far the principle of sheltering the whites may go, which.
yet in csFe£, ought to extend no farther than is neceffary to
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secure the services of the Slave on one Jide, and his protection an
the other. Mr. Locke, indeed, in his Constitution of Caro
lina, fays, that the authority and power of the master is abso
lute i but he is obliged to leave the Slave at least the choice of
his religion, as well as the liberty of attending it. *
If the Abolition of the Slave Trade does pass, I trust some
attention will be paid to indemnification. Without going
farther into the subject at present, it cannot be forgotten that
many thoufand acres have been sold in the Ceded Islands, for
6 or 700,0001. and that many hundred thousand acres have
long paid quit-rents in Jamaica, though not sully cultivated.
The only indemnity wanted is that of labourers, which is an
indemnity in kind. If free labourers can be found in Africa,
the Planter* will be glad of them ; as they only want labour,
whether paid for daily or otherwise. They do not want slaves
to tyrannize over. Perhaps it is, after all, from African :
labourers, free or otherwise, that the whole of the parts pf
America, now unsettled, will finally be peopled. I beg leave
to conclude, by asking, whether Mr. Wilberforce does not
design to suffer his question to be divided ; namdy, to have it
voted generally first, for the Abolition, without any limitation ;
and then to leave room for the insertion of a limited time, if
v»ted for I

Mr. Wilberforce. I am happy to find, that, though the
Honourable Gentleman does not think with me that an imme
diate Abolition ought to take place, still he is of opinion an
Abolition fliould take pla.ee* ;
.J
j

.
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* Since charity obliges us to wi(h well to the souJs of men, and*fle»..
ligion oughttoalter nothing in any man'$ civil estate or right, it stiail
be lawsul for Slaves, as well as others, to enter themselves, and be of
What church or profession any of them shall think best, and thereof be
a; sully members as any freemen. But yet, no Slave fliall hereby be
exempted from that civil dominion bis master hath over him, but be in
all other things in the fame state and condition he was in before.
Every freeman os Carolina shall .have -absolute power and authority
over bis Negro Slaves, os what opinion. or religion. fioever. r
Mr.

.
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Mr. H. Thornton. I consess to you, Sir, I have selt
some kind of regret, that the persons who this day stand the
most forward in opposing the Motion of my Honourable Friend
should both of them be mercantile Gentlemen, both of them.
also declaring themselves to be considerably interested in the
question. I was in hopes that some more political persons.
might have led that side of the debate, and that I might have
been soared the mortification of seeing the commercial cha
racter discredited, as it must be, if commercial Gentlemen are
to take the lead' in opposing the Abolition of the Slave Trade.
I am afraid an opinion has already gone forth in this coun
try, that on the one side of the present question are all the
thinking, the' disinterested, the liberal, the more virtuous part of
the community, as well as all the chiefpolitical characters of the
country ; and that on the other side a mere narrow mercantile
interest is opposed to them. For the lake, therefore, of our
mercantile reputation and honour, I, who consider myself as
one of that body, could undoubtedly have wished that the
odium of supporting this horrid trade might not light so pecu
liarly upon us.
. It appears to me, that not one word of all that has fallen from
the two Honourable Gentlemen who spoke last, applies in reality
to the main qnestion before the Committee; and it is a cir
cumstance extremely remarkable, that the two Honourable
Gentlemen, who seem to lead the opposition to the Motionbefore you, should both of them have either quite neglected or
purposely avoided to touch at all on that point on which my Ho
nourable Friend has rested the whole stress of his argument
They have neither of them, in any one part of their speeches,
so much as adverted to the manner os procuring Slaves on the
coast of Africa, and this my Hon. Friend has always stated
to be the very jet of the whole question. They both have
urged it upon the House, that the Slaves are well used in the
West Indie?, and that more importations are wanted ; but it
really does not seem to have occurred to them, nor to have made
any part of their consideration, whether these fresti Slaves are:
got from Africa by fair and proper means, or whether they are*
obtained,
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stained (as has been charged upon them) by rapine, rob
bery, and murder.
The substance of the speeches of the two Honourable Gen
tlemen, appears to me to have been this : The one Honourable
Gentleman argued that the Slaves were sussiciently happy,
according to the present system, in the West Indies ; the other
Honourable Gentleman pointed out a great variety of parti
culars by which much improvement might be made in their
condition. In this respect, we quite agree with the Honour
able Gentleman who spoke last. We fay, as he does, that a
variety of measures may be taken for the advantage of the
Slaves, and the improvement of their population. We agree
with him, that these improvements have been speculated upon,
and by some individual Gentlemen, in their closets, have seri
ously been thought of. But then we fay also, that it is nothing,
in fact, but the Abolition of the Slave Trade, that will reduce
these speculations into practice ; and that the æra of its Abo
lition will be the aera of beginning this new system, which
nothing stiort of this will induce the West Indians in goo4
earnest to accomplish. The one Honourable Gentleman
tells us, that he has been over to the West Indies for the
fake of knowing the real state of things there. The other
Honourable Gentleman tells us, he also has resided there. It
is the West Indies, and the West Indies only, that they speak of;
for neither the one nor the other of them appears, ever for ong
moment, even in imagination, to have travelled to Africa.
The dreadful injustice of this trade consists in the African
part of the question. Africa is to be stripped of its inhabi
tants, no matter by what means, in order to supply a popula
tion that is faid to be wanted in the West Indies. And thus
the Honourable Gentlemen have reminded me of the Dutch
proverb, " My son, get money, honestly if you can—but get
money." The proverb, indeed, is improved in the present
instance, by the substitution of a word, which renders it a
thoufand times more profligate; for the present maxim is, (i Get
S.'avt', honestly if you can—but get Slaves."
I wish as much as the two Honourable Gentlemen who
spoke last, to consider this question in a mercantile point of
view.
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view. But when I fay this, I do not mean in a narrow, selfish,
or personal view, but on the liberal and enlarged principles of
national commerce.
It happens in trade, as it does in every other prosession of
life, that there are certain individuals, and perhaps certain
branches of the prosession, that are a scandal and disgrace to
it; and that man, Sir, is, in my opinion, the best friend to his
profession, whatever his prosession be, who endeavours to sepa
rate every thing in it that is fair and just and legitimate, from
every thing that is irregular and illegitimate, who distinguishes
what is honourable from what is vile, and fairly surrenders up
to the just condemnation of Parliament and of the country,
every practice and every principle of his prosession, which is
found to be inconsistent with the dictates of humanity and
justice. I think that I am doing a service to that prosession, to
which I consider myself as belonging, by this observation, and
that I am rescuing commerce itself from the foul imputations
under which it labours, by the endeavours that have been made
to consider the Slave Trade as a necessary link in the chain, or
an essential part of the national commerce.
It cannot be necessary that I should enter much at length into
the nature of this trade, and the manner of its being carried on
in Africa. My Honourable Friend has established this part of
his question beyond all controversy. He has this day added to all
the other.mass of evidence, two or three farther stories of enor
mities committed in Africa, insomuch that I should think that
no man in the House, commercial or not commercial, could
have failed to be deeply impressed by them. The Honourable
Gentlemen, however, seem to have taken no notice of them,
and to remain still unmoved by any thing that relates to the
African part of the question.
Happening, however, in my situation of a Director of the
Sierra Leone Company, to become a good deal acqainted with
some circumstances that respect the Slave Trade in that parr,
' although the fame kind of facts are already sussiciently esta
blished in the body of evidence on your table, it may not be
improper for me to enter, for a sew minutes, into this subject.
The Committee may perhaps be enabled, by a sey familiar
L
instances,

.
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instances, to judge still more clearly what is the nature of
that trade which they are requested not to abolish.
I will first, however, premise, that what I am going to
mention are facts coming within the actual view of the person
from whom I had them.—That they have arisen since the last
year's decision on this subject.—That they have all come within
the observation of one single individual ; have happened in the
space of about three or four months, on one side of the river
Sierra Leone, and within half a mile or a mile of the little town
where the Agent of the Sierra Leone Company was then living.
I may also observe, that the particular part of Africa which
I am speaking of, has been by no means charged in the evi
dence with being a scene of peculiar violence ; on the con
trary, my Honourable Friend seems to have had rather less
suspicion of the prevalence of kidnapping, and of other out
rages, in this than in most other parts. Will the House then
accept of this as a specimen of what the African Slave Trade
is ? and will they judge of the other parts, where the fame mi
nute information is wanting, by this fample ?
Mr. Falconbridge, Agent to the Sierra Leone Company,
sitting one evening in the town of the free settlers, who went
out some years ago from England, heard a great shout, and
immediately afterwards the report of a gun. Fearing an at
tack upon his little settlement, he instantly armed forty of the
settlers, and rushed with them to the place from whence the
sound came ; he found a poor wretch, who had been crossing
over from a neighbouring town, in the hands of a party of
kidnappers, who were tying his hands ; and it appeared that
the shout and the report of the gun were the expressions of joy
at having had the good luck to catch the man : Although this
unhappy wretch was shrieking bitterly, the Company's Agent
could not think of rescuing him, knowing, that from the de
senceless state of his own town, retaliation might be made on
the settlers residing there. Another person, who was an eye
witness to this scene, confirmed the story to me.
On another day a young woman, living half a mile off, was
fold, without any criminal charge whatever, to one of the
Have
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Have (hips. She was well acquainted with our Agent's wise,
and had been with her the day before. Her cries were heard,
but it was impossible to rescue her ; and she therefore is gone
to improve the population of the West Indies.
At another time, a young lad, about sixteen years of age,
himself one of the free settlers who went from England, was
caught by a neighbouring chief, two or three miles off, as he
was straggling alone from home, and fold for a slave, charged
with no crime or fault whatever. The pretext was, that some
one else in the town had committed an offence, and the first
person who could be found was seized in consequence ; being
seen in his chains before he was got to the ship, he was hap
pily recovered by the free settlers seizing and threatening to sell
a man of the fame town where the chief resided.
In order to mark to the House, still more forcibly, the scenes
of domestic misery to which the Slave Trade gives birth, I
will now mention the case of one individual family, the only
family that has come under my immediate view ; and this also
may serve as a familiar instance of the wretchedness, which,
in a thousand similar cases, the Slave Trade must, from its
very nature, give occasion to. I mean the family of king
Naimbanna, the king or chief of that country ; a man re
markable for the peaceablenese of his disposition, protected as
much as any man can be protected from these violences ;. at
tached to his family, living as securely as he can on his little
island, wishing to keep peace, and to promote the happiness of
all around him. It has happened to this respectable person,
in no less than three separate instances, to. have some branches
of his family kidnapped, and carried off to the West Indies.
At one time three were decoyed on board ship, on pretence
of buying something of them, and carried off, no one knows
whither, by a Danish slave ship. At another time, another
relation was induced to pilot a slave veflel down the river ;
he begged to be put on shore when he came opposite his own
town, but he was pressed to pilot her down to the mouth of
the river. The Captain then pleaded the impracticability of
putting him on shore, carried him to Jamaica, and actually
sold him for a slave ; happily, howsver, a letter was conveyed
L 2
by
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by another vessel to Jamaica immediately aster, and the man,
with some dissiculty, having applied, as I understand, to the
Governor of Jamaica, having proved that he was kidnapped,
and having the advantage (which was a most material point)
of being able to speak English, was restored to his family at
Sierra Leone.
Another connection of King Naimbanna was also kidnap
ped, and is now, no doubt, working under the whip of some
overseer. He also is gone to increase the population of our
islands, and is doomed to perpetual slavery in the West Indies.
If the Honourable Gentleman over the way (Mr. Vaughan)
will excuse my troubling him for the printed Reports of the
Sierra Leone Company, out of which he has quoted one
passage to the House, I should be glad to read from it part
of a letter from King Naimbanna, addressed to Mr. Grenville
Sharp, on this subject.
Mr. Vaughan having handed the book to Mr. H. Thornton,
he read the following passage : " It has been told that these
" people (the free settlers from England) would in time drive
" me, by force of arms, back into the country, and take
*' my ports from me. I have received several accounts from
" factories and Captains of {hips (viz. slave factories and
" slave Captains) against the settlement, which I took no
" notice of, as I conceived it was, in my opinion, spite or envy
" that they had against their living in the country ; but have
" served them in any little request they asked of me, and have
" endeavoured to keep peace between them and my people,
u. and also among themselves, by settling a great many dis"
"
"
u

quiets between them. It was pleasure to do it, as I thought
they would become usesul to us all in, this country, by teaching us things we know not ; and common reason must tell,
that the most ignorant people in the world, would be glad

"
"
"
"
"
"

to see their country made good, if they had idea how it
might be done. And again, I must let you know, that
if there were no other reason for my wishing for the welfare
of the settlement, I should do it that there might be stop
put to the horrid depredations that are so osten cemmitted
in this country, -by all countries that come here to trade.
« There
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*'
"
"
'*
*c

There are three distant relations of mine now in the Wist
Indies, carried away by one Captain Cox, Captain of a
Danish ship ; their names as follow : Corpro, Banna, and
Morbour. These were taken out of my river Sierra Leone.
I know not how to get them back. I never hurt or de-

*'
*'
"
"
u

prived any person of their right or property, or withheld
from them what is their due ; so I only let you know of
these lads, that there will be an account taken of them
one day or other.—I ever was partial to the people of
Great Britain, for which cause I have put up with a great

** deal of insults from them, more than I should from any other
t£ country."
I will mention one other story, of so horrible a nature as
almost to exceed belief. It is the case of a son who sold his own
father, in the neighbourhood of Sierra Leone, for whom he
got a considerable price ; for as the father was rich in the num
ber of his domestic slaves, it was not doubted that he would
redeem himself almost at any price. The old man ac
cordingly sold twenty-two of his domestic slaves, as the price
of his ransom ; and the rest of his domestic?, being from that
time filled with apprehensions of being on some ground or other
fold to the slave ships, fled from the dwelling of their master,
to the mountains of Sierra Leone, where they now drag on a
miserable and precarious lise. The son himself was fold in
his turn, soon aster. In short, the whole of that un
happy peninsula, as I learn from eye-witnesses, has been deso
lated by the trade in slaves. Towns are seen standing without
inhabitants, all along the coast, in several of which our Agent
has been. Every man is armed, if he stirs from home. For
merly the country was in a state much nearer to civilization.
The old men at Sierra Leone will tell you, that before the Slave
Trade had risen, there were even some iron manufactories upon
the coast : but every part accessible to the slave ships, appears
to have become a scene of desolation and ruin.
I hope, Sir, after what I have now faid, that the House will
think me sully justified in considering the present question, not
as if it were the abolition of a tracks but as the abolition of
something

Si.
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something the most opposite to trade that can possibly be con
ceived. Unfortunately, the Slave Trade has got the name of
3 trade, and many people have been deceived by the mere ex
pression : so far from being a trade, it is absolutely the reverse
of it \ It is a war, it is not a trade. It is a crime, it is not a
commerce. It is that which prevents the introduction of a
trade into Africa, and this in a thoufand ways, as I could easily
prove, if I were not afraid of trespassing too far on the patience
of this Committee. It is the most anr/'-commercial of any thing
that can well be imagined ; preventing even the introduction of
those antecedent measures towards the establishment of a trade,
which are in the first place necefiary. I will mention one cir
cumstance that has called up much of my attention, which
might not commonly occur. The want of cultivation, as
well as population, in those parts which would naturally be
chosen sor an European settlement, is a circumstance that ex
ceedingly aggravates the unheakhiness of that climate. It is
Only by clearing and cultivating the lands that the climate cart
be made healthy, and it is the Slave Trade that, by dispersing
the inhabitants of the coast, and causing the lands to remain
uncultivated, makes the coast at present much more unhealthy
than the interior parts. In short, we have found, in attempt
ing to settle our little colony, that it is the Slave Trade which
forms our chief dissiculty ; that it is an obstacle which opposes
itself to us in a thoufand ways ; that it creates more dissiculty
and embarrassment than all the natural impediments, and is more
hard to contend with than any dissiculties of climate, foil, or
natural dispositions of the people.
I think I may fairly fay, therefore, that it is on commercial
principles, and as wishing well to the commercial interest of
this country, that I plead for its abolition.
Having faid so much on the commercial part of this subject,
there is one other ground on which I will fay a sew words ; and
1 am the more induced to do it, because I think my Honourable
Friend was rather short upon this part of his argument. I
speak of the opinion of the people of this country, which has
lately begun to shew itself. I do not wish to turn this too much
into
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iato a constitutional question, being of opinion, that perhaps we
are too apt in this House to consider every question we argue as
some way affecting the constitution. I will, however, make
this plain observation, that it is of the utmost consequence to
the maintenance of the constitution of this country, that the
reputation ef Parliament should be maintained. The peo
ple, and especially the more thinking and virtuous part of
the community, consider this as a question that addresses itself
to their consciences ; and they are not likely to desist from peti
tioning this House. Nothing, therefore, can more prejudice
the character of Parliament in the country. In no way can we
give a greater handle to those who wish ill to the present con
stitution, than by any vote of our's, that should imply, that the
Legislative Body of this country is the more corrupt part of it.
It is of the utmost importance that we should not be thought by
our constituents flow to adopt principles of justice, or more deaf
than they are themselves to the voice of humanity. The people
have shown, by the terms which may be seen in their'petitions,
as well as the petitions themselves, that they do not consider this
question merely in the light, in which the Honourable Gentle
men who spoke last, seemed to have considered it ; but they
feel a guilt attaching itself to them, so long as this trade lasts,
and from this guilt it is, that they pray us, their representatives,
to deliver them. It seems to me, in this view of the question,
that it is a very serious subject indeed.
It has been sometimes insinuated, that Parliament, by inter
fering in this trade, departs from its proper sunctions. No idea
can be more absurd or false than this. Why are we sent to Parlia
ment? Is not the correction of abuses among all the subjects
over whom we have authority, the proper business of the Le
gislature ? To watch over the various abuses as they arise in the
several prosessions of lise, and to make from time to time sresh
laws for their correction, is our proper, and even our daily and
ordinary business. There are many evils, which, from their
distance or insignificance, escape our notice at first ; but when
they are grown into consequence, it is then that the Legislature
notices them, and thinks itself indispensibly bound to intersere.
In every view of the subject, therefore, I most heartily support
the
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th emotion of my Honourable Friend. I wish for the Abolition
of this Trade, First, as I have stated, for the fake of the
commercial honour, and the commercial interest of this coun
try. 1 wish for its abolition also, because I wish to maintain
the good fame and reputation of Parliament, on which so ma
terially depends the maintenance of our happy constitution ; but
-most of all I wish the Abolition of this Trade on those eternal
principles of justice, as well as humanity, to which nations,
as well as individuals, are bound in all their conduct to conform
themselves.

Mr* Vaughan, in explanation. The Honourable Gentle
man who spoke last supposes that I am a friend to Slavery. I
faid I had some property in the West Indies, and, being an
elder son, might have looked to the possession of Negroes; 'but
I declare I never had, nor ever will be possessed of a slave. As
to the Slave Trade, I thought what I had faid might have ex
plained my seelings. I would facrifice any thing to a prudent
termination of both evils, for all persons must wish that neither
had commenced. I was anxious to protect absent characters,
and consined myself to parts which might, in the result, re
move prejudices from the Colonists.

Mr. Thornton, in reply to Mr. Vaughan. I have not
meant, by any thing I have faid, to reflect personally on the Ho
nourable Gentleman as a friend to slavery. On the contrary, I
have wished rather to fay every thing that is respectsul of both
the Honourable Gentlemen. It is rather the Slave Trade, than
flbvery, I have spoken against.

Colonel Tarleton. Sir, notwithstanding all the violence
with which this motion was supported last year; notwithstand
ing the indefatigable exertions of the Junto, since that period,
which are sully evinced by the pile of Petitions that have been
placed upon the table ; I shall not shrink from the question, but
proceed
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proceed to argue against a speculation which, if carried into
effect, would, I conceive, prove highly prejudicial to the imme
diate and suture interests of this country ; being strongly and
firmly convinced that humanity, to become laudable and esti
mable, must be tempered with justice.
I do not coniider it necessary, aster the thorough investigation
which this question has undergone, and the adjudication it re
ceived from a respectable majority of this House last year, again
to enter into all the minutiae, which are necessarily implicated in
so important a debate, and which have been already so amply dis
cussed ; but I shall touch upon the different prominent seatures,
and shall never, I trust, lose sight of that philanthropy which the
Abolitionists fallaciously esteem to be their vantage-ground on
this occasion. As I am one of those that do not think this spe
culation can, aster the hearing and re-hearing it has already
obtained, be prolonged to any inordinate length, especially when
I recollect, that affairs of the greatest importance to this House
and this Country have lately been voted by large majorities
without enquiry, and almost without discussion on the part of
Administration. Yet as one of the Representatives of a great
and flourishing commercial town, as a friend to the rights and
property of many thoufands of Manufacturers, Merchants, and
Planters, and an Advocate likewise for Humanity, good Policy,
and Justice, I will proceed briefly, and, I trust, clearly, to state
those arguments which occur to me against the Abolition of the
African Trade.
I shall not now notice the Origin of the Trade; the
fanction it has received from Parliament; the state of ignorance
in which the natives of Africa are involved; the horrid despotism
which pervades it, in consequence of that barbarism ; dr com
pare the mild government of the West Indies, with the favage
tyranny of the Kings and Princes of Africa; but endeavour to
point out the impolicy and impossibility of abolishing the African
Trade. The different States of Europe are, and have been for
ages past, solicitous to increase their Commerce, their Colonies,
and their Slave Trade ; and by experience have found, that the
prosperity of all depended upon the success of each. I need not
enumerate the Portugueze, the Danes, tire Dutch, the SpaM
niards,
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niards, and the French, who were reported in this House to
have been on the start to outrace us in the suppression of the
Slave Trade, but who, by authorities which I have now in my
hand, are actually foremost in the course for its continuance and
extension. It is apparent, therefore, as I had the honour, on
a former occasion, to remark to this House, that if we were
disposed to facrifice our African Trade, other nations
would not enter into so ruinous a plan. The French, for in
stance, depend greatly on their West India trade as a source
both of revenue and navigation (I have it not now in contem
plation to expatiate on the situation of St. Domingo ; to that I
shall presently advert); will they susfer a trade, upon which their
whole commerce turns, to languish ? No ; they would thank us
for our mistaken ideas of humanity, and they would profit by
them ; the difadvantage would be our's ; the advantage would be
their's; and the condition of the African would be exactly the
fame, whether he crossed the Atlantic in an English, or any
other European bottom; and should we persist in so wild a pro
ject as Abolition, the Continent will soon be supplied with Eng
lish houses, English ships, and English capitals.
Having stated the present situation of Europe, with regard
to the African Trade, it does not, I think, require much pene
tration or judgment to detect and expose the fallacious doctrine
of those Sectaries, who would attempt to abolish what other
nations encourage and protect. A portion of common sense,
which in general contributes more to the public good than so
phistry or enthusiasm, and which frequently disperses the mists
which Eloquence, Prejudice, and Fanaticism, endeavour to
raise, to cover their own purposes, enables the majority of this
House, and of this Country, to declare, that an Abolition on the
part of England alone, will not abolish the trade in general.
Unless a place of Congress shall be appointed, and unless all
the nations of Europe accede to such a proposition, and when
their deputies shall be assembled, enter sully into the project of
Abolition ; we only create dissiculties and embarrassments
for our own Merchants and Manufacturers, without effecting
any other purpose. Nay, perhaps our present wild, fanatical
manner of conducting this speculation, may alienate the aftections
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tions of our Colonists, who, through a deluge of blood, may work
out for themselves another independence, or may throw them
selves into the arms of those consederated states, whose con
stitution tells us, that they have a facred regard for public faith,
and private property.
Though I sincerely wish, for the honour of human nature,
that an eternal veil could be drawn over the recent horrible
tranfactions in St. Domingo, I cannot help noticing some cir
cumstances, because they seem to originate in the ame princi
ples and practices, which some people in this Country have
lately adopted, with regard to the West-India Islands. I shall
not attempt to describe the barbarities and horrors of those
scenes, which have been displayed at St. Domingo—a bare re
cital of which, would make an impression upon the hardest
heart, and most inaccessible understanding, without the assist
ance of pathetic eloquence, or laboured ingenuity. I snail
therefore turn the attention of the Committee from a contem
plation of rapes, of massacres, of conslagrations, of impaled
infants, and acts os parricide, and endeavour to point out con
cisely, the impolicy, as well as danger, of our now pursuing the
object of Abolition.
Partial extracts of the debates of this House, and the garbled
statements of evidence, which have been so industriously circu
lated, both in this Country, and through all the Colonies, have
created alarm and distrust throughout every Island in the WeftIndies; all the letters fro(n that quarter of the Globe, speak
mv;.t forcibly of the mischiess and dangers that may arise, and
which actually threaten the white Inhabitants. I have within
this last week received a letter from a respectable ossicer at
Antigua, describing the sickly situation of the King's troops-,
owing to the frequent detachments required from them, in
order to awe or suppress insurrections amonst the Ntfgroes,
throughout the different Iflands. Government has been made
acquainted with these circumstances, and the perils which con
sequently impended, and to relieve the minds of the Colonists,
and to counteract the absurd vote of the Minister, that very
Minister has been compelled to send a reinforcement of Infan
try, and a Regiment of Light Dragoons ; the vote of this ni^ht
M 2
may
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may require additional troops, and if this chimerical project :
to be revived every year, the Army of England may be full
employed in the West Indies.
sented,
On the
I must
subject
begofleave
the Petitions,
to observe,which
that though
have been
I entertain
lately pre
th
highest respect and veneration for the Petitions of the people o
England, I cannot yield my admiration on the present occasion
because I think that their sentiments have not been fairly col
lected. The form and language of the Petitions bear too strong
a resemblance to each other, they appear to be the manufacture
of the Sectaries of the Old Jury ; and the signatures do not
stamp th"ro, in mv mind, with any additional credit or autho
rity. Unexpected and unsolicited letters have lately poured in
upon me, from the most respectable individuals, in all parts of
England, describing the various artsul modes adopted for ob
taining and creating Signatures, and to an honourable Member
now in my eye, I am indebted for an extensive correspondence,
even in the remotest parts of Scotland.
In some villages and towns, mendicant physicians, and iti
nerant clergymen, have exercised almost unexampled zeal
and industry,- and ditplayed the ingenuity of Scapin to ex
tort names from the sick, the indigent, and the traveller : in
others, the g ammar-fchools have received ceremonious vifits,
from the indesatigable < missaries of the Abolitionists ; and the
day,
boys have
provided
beenthey
indulged
would with
sign their
the gladsome
own, and tidings
the names
of ainholi^
the
neighbourhood; and, when on examination, the Inhabitants
could not surnish Signatures, sussiciently numerous, they have
been desired to employ their imagination, to give to " airy
" nothing, a local habitation and a name !"
Colonel Tarlton then adverted to the Letters in his possess:on, to support what he had just advanced, and amongst them
read the following extracts :
" Sir,

" Warrington, March, 1792.
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K> procure as many names as they can to their Petitions. I fell ;n company
with a very respectable Tradesman of Warrington, who told me he had a
son iust returned from school at Bolton ; where a Petition to Parliament forthe Abolition had been industriously handed about, to obtain the signatures
of all ranks of people, from the highest to the lowest ; and that in order to
procure all the names they possibly could, real or imaginary, they waited on
the school-boys, and not only got them to sign their own names, but also as
many more names of their neighbours as they could recollect ; some of the
arch boys (of less retentive memories) perceiving that those boys who could
recollect most names met with the greatest applause, in order to receive a pro
portionable (hare of praise, first signed their own names with others they did
recollect ; after that they invented new names, and put them down also.—
of
Any
thecomments
people of Bolton,
I could make
tyc. on
to you
suchwould
Petitions
be superfluous
being considered1 asonly
the fense
give
you the fact, which I consider as my duty, as a well-wisher to the Mer
chants and Trade of Liverpool, to inform you of: therefore hope you will.
yardon the liberty I now take. I :;m,
With the greatest: respect,
Si r,
Your most obedient,
humble Servant,

Colonel Tarlton has the original Letters in his possession, but does
not fed authorized to publisli the names of the Writers,
" Honoured Sir,
" Chester, March 30, 1791.
Knowing there was a Petition carried on here for the Abolition of
the Slave Trade, signed by a number of namesi a great number of which
I thought was very improper sliould be sent to that Honourable House of
which you are a Member, as it was chiefly children belonging to the dif
ferent schools in this city ; amongst the reft, it was brought to the school of
which I am a scholar, and was signed (by desire of my mailer) by every
boy in the school that could write his name, myielf excepted.
Your's respectfully,

Relative to the signatures of the boys, the Colonel referred to the follow
ing passage in a letter from Sheffield. " You have time to establish the
" truth of it by fncpjiry, before the matter is discussed, or by a line ad" dressed to
" The Rev. CHARLES ChaDWICKi master of the grammar" school.
" Rev. Matthew Preston, Englilh grammar school.
" John Kadon, master of the free writing school.
»' Or most cf the other writing school-masters in this place.'1

The
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The Colon:l observed, that he would not tire the patience of bis heare
by reading letters in his possession written by respectable individuals resident ;
the following places
Portsmouth
Carlisle
Ipswich
St.
Dorchester
Andrew's
:
Culross
Hull
Chester,
Manchester
Edinburgh
&c. &c. ic.

Swansea

>

The Magistrates of the places whence these extraordi
nary Petitions have originated, have (eldom been approach
ed. The Town Halls have st ill more rarely had these
Petitions displayed in them, in order to await the deliberation,
the decifion, or the signatures of the grave, respectable, and
informed part of the community. No, Sir, parts of the flimsy
hearfay evidence, which for a length of time oppressed and dis
graced the table of this House, were mutilated, distorted, and
reduced to the size of pamphlets, in order to promote their
circulation throughout all the ale-houses and excise-ossices in
this kingdom, where the unwary and uninformed were tricked
out of their humanity, by inslammatory extracts; and from
such sources most of the petitions, which, I had almost faid dis
graced, the signers and the receivers, have been produced !
Great God, Sir, is this a decent, honourable, or decorous
manner of learning, or showing to the world the sentiments
of the people of this country ? No, Sir, it is equally an in
sult and mockery upon the people and Parliament of England.
I cannot help faying a sew words at this moment on the
difference of the evidence brought before the Privy Council,
and the Select Committee of the House, by both parties, pre
vious to the discussion of last year.
I need not stigmatize the Abolitionists, by mentioning the
names of the generality of their evidences : nor need I fey
any thing more in eulogy of the principal evidences brought
forwards by the Merchants and Planters, than merely repeat the
names of Lord Shuldham, Admiral Barrington, Admjral Arbuthnot, Admiral Edwards, Admiral Hotham, Commodore
Gardner, Lord Macartney, Lord Rodney, Sir Ralph Payne,
'Sir
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Sir J. Dalling, Sir Archibald Campbell, Mr. Baillie, Mr.
Hibbert, and a long list of respectable characters. If I was t»
analyse the bulk of thei evidence, I should exhaust the patienca
of the Committee, in contrasting the ignorance, the malice,
and fanaticism of some, with the veracity, the ingenuousness,
and the candour of others. In short, I should exhibit, if t
gave a true picture, a variegated view of the fair and foul
principles which dignify and debase the human mind.
I have no small degree of fatisfaction resulting from the
opportunity the Honourable Gentleman, who opened this day's
debate, has afforded me, of justifying a respectable body of
ir.y constituents. Ke has been pleased to enlarge upon the
losses sustained on the passage from Africa to the West Indies.
Notwithstanding his calculations, his fabrication?, or his com
ments, I can pledge myself to this House, and this country, in
asserting and maintaining the average loss per cent. does not
exceed four and a half, since the regulations were imposed on
the Siave Ships. If we advert to the voyages of the King's
troops, or the transportation to Botany Bay, the comparison is
highly favourable to the African Trade.
Another assertion of the Hon. Gentleman's I beg leave like
wise to repel. He still chooses to enlarge the mortality amongst
the seamen, and from thence draws an inserence prejudicial to
the Town of Liverpool, and City of Bristol. —For the former
of those ports (and we may conclude that the fame trade is con
ducted in the fame manner as at the latter) I must again repeat
what I had the honour to deliver to the House last year, as there
is no event which gives me reason to doubt its veracity :
" The Liverpool African Trade is, in proportion to the num" ber of hands it employs, the most productive nursery for
" seamen that belongs to the Commerce of this country. For,
*' admitting for a moment the exaggerated calculations which
" have gone abroad, of the mortality of the Seamen employed
" in this Trade; admitting that 642, out of 3170 persons, die
" in the voyage of one year ; admitting farther, that hall this
" mortality falls upon that half of the crew which is composed
" of Seamen and Ossicers, and consequently that 321 Seamen
" periihed in the course of one year's voyage, yet as 1585
M Landsmen
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u Landsmen from the single port of Liverpool alone, in spite
** of that fabricated mortality, contributes annually, by means
u of this Trade, an augmentation of 943 persons to the Navy
" of Great Britain."
I shall not trespass longer on the patience of the Committee,
sarther than making one more observation on the Hon. Gen
tleman's Speech, in which so little novelty occurred. He was
pleased to fay that white people, and the failors in particular,
could work in the Weft Indies —In answer to that assertion, I
shall refer to what I deem go d authcri'y —the testimony of
tr.any respectable Officers. It would be tiresome to enumerate
the names of all the Ossicers who have served in that part of
the wo. Id, for they generally, I believe, without a single ex
ception, maintain the truth of what I advance.— Is he does not
like Naval or Military Authorities, I will indulge the Honour
able Gentleman with other prooss of my assertion. It has been
found by experience that the natives of Europe could not en
—Frequent
dure any labour
attempt";
underhave
the intemperate
been made heat
to cultivate
of the West
estates
Indies.
with
white labourers. In this experiment the French are faid to
have lost 12,000 whites in the year 1763. The Assembly of
Jamaica offered great encouragement in the year 1749, -to in
duce white families to settle in that Island, but of the sew that
went, in ten years there were no remains.
Wi;h respect to the value of the African and West India
Trade to this country, examined cither separately or collec
tively, no person has yet presumed to doubt the benesits de
rived from them. The Manufacturers and Merchants of this
country find their interest materially aliied to the existence of
the former; and though, on a prior occasion, the Honour
able Gentleman who mov?d the question was pleased to style
the African Trade " a Lottery at Liverpool," it has been
found by experience to be generally a profitable concern, and
that the morals and fortunes of the individuals, who enter
into it, are not so much deb fed and ruins d, as those of their
neighbour?, by their connections with the state lottery of this
country.

'By
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By an Abolition, several hundred ships, several thousand
sailors, and some millions of industrious mechanics, will lose
their employment, and be rendered worse than useless } for a
sudden chasm of this fort will undoubtedly prove of the most
dangerous consequences to society.
A yearly deficit of six millions, which is the lowest average,
and admitted by all fides of the House, and which will fall
on the manusacturers, ship-builders, and a large body of the
working people, will be sensibly selt in this country, though
her industry and commerce flourish almost beyond calcula
tion. And if I add to this defalcation of our commerce and
revenue, the loss of our Colonies, which are estimated at
seventy millions, which^ from the best authorities, are totally
dependent on the African Trade, what new discovery or con
istence
trivanceofis the
to remedy
nationalanprosperity
evil which
? would palsy the very ex~
The opposition to the question now before the House, is so
connected with the well-being and good government of this
country, that if I was an enemy to the Constitution of Eng
land, which has been the work of ages, and which, though a
good, all must acknowledge to be a very complicated, machine,
I would vote for the Abolition of the African Trade. It cer
tainly will be allowed, that a government, constituted like the
one we now enjoy, is a new work in the annals of mankind.
The great extent of commerce and credit, and the stupendous
national debt, which overshades the revenue of. Great Britain,
are circumstances to which we can find no parallel in his
tory. Through the medium of science, and the extension of
labour and manufactures, we are enabled to penetrate into
every country, to become the merchants of every state> and the
citizens of every clime.
To our commercial success, therefore, we may fairly attri
bute our great increase of power, wealth, and consequence ;
and our public and national debt has unfortunately, whether
from error in Government, or not, I will not pretend to de
cide, kept pace with that power, that wealth, and that con
sequence. If, therefore, we attempt to circumscribe the
means which have enabled us to arrive at the summit of comN
HLjrciaJ v
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mercial prosperity,. shall we not endanger oujr Constitution by
rashly drying up the sources which swelled the tide, and gave
rapidity to the curfent of our commercial importance and na
tional revenue.
I need not enter into a minute description of the origin of
the African Trade, or the origin of the National Debt. -IF
either were to commence de novoy there would not be found in
this House, or in this country, a more strenuous opposer of
such speculations ; but circumstanced as we now are, it is the
interest and duty of every good citizen, not to oppress the
main-spring of Government, but to facilitate' and regulate its
movements with care and circumspection.
If, Sir, we violate the fanction* of Parliament, and touch
the vitals of our Commerce, with a rough and injudicious
hand,- we endanger the existence of our present Constitution.
By the moderation and prudent interserence of this House,~the
African Tr-ade,- if mal-practices exist in it,. may be meliorated ;
fey timely information we may correct the abuses in Govern
ment, increase the general prosperity of thi« country, and re
store and invigorate the powers of the Legislature. But,. if
with an imprudent temerity, we daringly strike at the root of
•ur commerce, we undermine our present advantages, and de
stroy our suture expectations ; and the Representatives of the
.people will be guilty of suicide upon the laws,. the prosperity,
.and the constitution of England.-

Mr. M. Montagu'.—I wish to bring to the recollection cf
the House, that on a former occasion, when my Honourable
*Ffiend (Mr. Wilbersbrce) introduced a Motion- for the Abo
lition of the Slave Trade, I abstained from troubling the
' House with any argument. For,' however anxious 1 may be ta
testify my Opinion^ and to prove that I have formed a judg
ment not more firm, than- candid and deliberate, upon the sub
ject j yet knowing, that from the ardor with whieh I have"
'entered on the pursuit, and- from the many hours I have been
induced to spend upon it, I may be suspected of an intempe
rate zeal, and. of somewhat of the feelings of a party, I have
been
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been wiflingto yield my station in the contest to* those' who m^ybe supposed to come with cooler imaginations ; and have tied
myself down, in the situation of a spectator, to an attentive
consideration of the arguments adduced on each side of the ques
tion. It is in this position, that, divesting myself as far as I can
of all I have thought before upon the subject, and giving a can
did entertainment to the objections of the adverfary, I have been
more than ever confirmed in the soundness of my principles, and
in the opinion of the policy, as well as justice, of the Abolition.
It is now then no longer in my power, consistent with the
frain
duties from
I oweuttering
to my country,
what I conceived
to justice, to
andbehumanity,
my unalterable
to r.e»sentiments upon the subject, and I entreat the Houie to believe,
that it is in discharge of this duty I address them, and not
.from any impertinent deiire of obtruding myselfon their notice.
But before I enter on the argument, I wish to obviate
a prejudice entertained against the friends of an Abolition of'
Jhe Slave Trade0 who are accused of proceeding in a rashand precipitate manner to their conclusion, upon abstract and
impracticable grounds ; and of insisting on an absurd extreme
by Abolition, while they reject a wise, temperate, and prac
ticable medium by Regulation. To do away this prejudice,
I am desirous of offering some preliminaries to the advert
sary, which may serve as a just point of reserence between
hs. All I require on their parts is to concede, that in the
Slave Trade there exists a great evil, which must of ne
cessity be remedied, and that the means of remedy ought
to be such, as will be effectual to the object, and not an idle
mockery and delusion. In return for this concession, I am
ready to admit, that, inasmuch as it is the duty of legislators
to remedy existing evils, and those evils particularly of the
most extensive and pernicious influence, it is no less their
duty to apply -that remedy in the least hazardous manner
the nature of the evil will admit, and to seel themselves
rerponsit>le,~that the hand of the physician should be the
hand of a friend, and not the rafli interserence of an empiric.
I hope the House will seel, that while I offer these prin
ciples as a standard by which to measure all J. have to say on
N 2
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the subject, I am desirous to establish a fair and impartial
criterion between the two parties.
With the impression of the latter strong upon my mind, I
shall proceed to argue the question> and to lay before the House
the reasons, which convince my mind, that no regulation,
short of an Abolition of the trade, will be effectual ; and
that a regulation, by any of those means which alone can be
thought likely to have any effect, will prove infinitely more
dangerous to the security of the planters, both in their per
sons and property, than the Abolition. I shall not make
any effort to prove, that the application of any regulations to
the original grievance on the coast os Africa i* impossible,
because the truth there appears so obvious, that I may almost
take it as a concession of the opponent. For bow is it pos
sible to ascertain the justice of the captivity of each individuals
whom we force away into bondage ? Can we establish tribunals
all along the coast, and in every ship, to enquire into the offences
committed by each slave, and into the legality of the punilhment ? What judges can we find for such an office? But ad
mitting, for the argument's fake, that we could invent such a
tribunal, as might ascertain the right of the seller to the persons
of those who are enslaved on the coast, what expedient could
we imagine to bring evidence of the justice of the capti
vity, of by far the greater number, who were brought fcom
great distances inland? The impossibility of such regulations
is so clear, that I shall not waste time in proving it. But
before I pass to another part of the subject, 1 wiih the House
to paufe, and recollect, that if it were indeed impossible to da
away the evil of this part of the trade, how strong, how
evident, how invincible ought to be the necessity pjeaded for the
continuance of what is LpreroeiUabJy unjust in its foundation !
. I (halt not dwell much upon. the proof of. the inessicacy
of regulations as to the Middle Passage. My Honouable
Friend has shown, that however the mortality might be
abated in most of the ships, by. the regulations of Sir William
Dolben's Bill, yet, wherever a contagious distemper happens
to break out (and such in many instances must always be ex-»
pected) the greatest part of the .cargo is swept away, and the
*.'*
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average of deaths is by these instances still kept up to a (hock
ing and enormous height.
possibility
What Iof
Would
applying
wishregulations
principally into the
inculcate,
West Indies,
is thewith*
im-»
put more danger to the persons and property of the planters,
than would accrue by the Abolition. This part of the argu
ment I am particularly desirous to inforce, because I know
that upon this, and upon the state of the population in the
islands, the whole measure must rest with thole to whom we
must look for a majority, with the persons who admit the
injustice of the trade, but who believe, or at least sear, the
danger and impolicy of an Abolition, My first p jsition here
will be, that no regulations can be rendered essectual to the
protection of the slave in the West Indies, which do not admit
the evidence of the Negro in a Couit of Justice, My second,
that to admit the evidence of a Negro in a Court of Justice
will be infinitely more dangerous to the persons and the pro
perty of the Planters than the Abolition of the Trade. In the
first place, I woujd wish Gentlemen to consider what is to
be done by regulation for the protection of the slave ? Should
it be enacted that the punishments be moderate f That the
number of lashes be limited? The Colonial Legiflattisc have
already done as much as the imgic of wordi akne can do upon
the subject. Yet the evidence upon the Tabie uniformly teadj
to prove, that in spite of this law, the. only protection of the slave
»s in the clemency of the master; because the whites, being on?
or
cious
twoand
in number
inhuman,
on exists
a plantation,
not within
the osfence,
the eye orhowever
reach ofatro»
the
Jaw, though committed in the presence of a hundred .slave*,.
Besides,
ment at that
intervals,
by splitting
the law
the offence,
is evaded,
andalthough
inflictingthe
the iact
piuiish*
be
within the reach of evidence, by the accidental presence. of
a white man.
\
I beg leave to advert to the evidence of Captain Cools,
pf the 89th regiment, and of Chief Justice Otley, a,s to this
point; the former relating a {hocking instance of reiterates
ledge
punishment,
; the latter
in contempt
declaring,
of that
the law,
" he within
can devise
his own-know
no method
of bringing a master, so offending, to justice, while the evi
dence
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<A?nce ofthe slave continues inadmissible." But let councils of
protection, and guardians of the staves be appointed to wateh
over their welfare, and to restrain the master. This again is
a well-founding expedient ; but nugatory and absurd in practice*
For what persons, resident in the islands, would bei found, to
whom that important and troublesome ossice could be intrusted,
with a hope of a faithsul discharge of its duties ? Who is there^
not only in the islands, but resident on every particular plan
tation, who will risque the comfort of his lise by the exercise
©f so invidious an interserence ? But granting that men of such
exalted and active beneficence could be found in the islands, as
to facrifice all their time, and ah* the friendship of their equals
and associates, for the good of the slaves., what could they effect ?
Suppose the Honourable Gentleman who brought forward the
motion were deputed, an unwelcome, indeed, but in all pro
bability a very vigilant guardian of the slaves, what protection
would the law enable him to asford to the slave ? Could he be
present at all times, and at all places, at once ? That would be
a task too arduous even for this active philanthropy. Yet if
that were not the case, the offence to be redressed by him would
require to be proved to him -, and the fame dissiculties of proof
would stand in the way of the guardian, as of any other tribunal
lations
I might
musturge
be inessectual,
many othershort
arguments
of the admission
to prove of
that
theallslave
regur
to
give evidence. But to admit the slaves to give evidence in their
present state of civilization, would be of the most dangerous
consequence to the fasety and the property of the Planters; and
to admit the slaves to any of the rights of citizens, where they
{o greatly out-number the whites, will be to make them in es
sect the masters. One Honourable Gentleman (Mr. Vaughan)
has faid, the slaves may be admitted to give evidence, leaving
it to the judges to give weight, according to their discretion, to
the depositions. I consess this appears to me to be fraught with
a most hazardous principle of discontent ; sor how are the Ne
groes to be persuaded, that it is sit they shall be admitted to
speak the truth, and then be dijfcelieved and disregarded ? What
a sermentation must such a eonduct naturally excite in men dis
missed with injuries unredresiVd, though abundantly proved, in
;
their
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their apprehension, by their testimony ? If then it be proved^
that no regulations are likely to be esfectual, and it has been
admitted, that the evil calls in an imperious and irresistible
manner for a remedy, there is no expedient left but an Abo
lition. That an Abolitwn of the Trade would not only be
effectual, but fase, and even beneficial to the Planters, has
been irrefragably proved by the calculations of the state of po
pulation by a Right Honourable Gentleman (Mr. Pitt) to which
no answer has been even attempted to be given. And until such
an attempt is made with success, I wish such Gentlemen (who
I sear are many) as come down to vote. with a flight view of
the. mbject, upon the assurances of some of their friends (per
haps interested) who fay that it is a dangerous expedient to abo
lish the trade, would consider seriously haw they can reconcile
their consciences to justify and continue the most horrible cru
elty and injustice, upon a political necessity,- not maintained
except by assertion, but resuted in the calculations^ and aban
doned in argument, even by those whose authority they meant
to follow in their decision.
I could wish two descriptions of persons to give their atten
tion to what I admit to be only an argument to their discretion,
but to what appears to me to be a very forcible consideration,
and one which in wisdom ought to have great weight and influ
ence on their conduct. I wish the Planters to consider the great
increasing progress, which the opinion of the injustice of th»
Trade is making in the Nation at large, as manisested by the
Petitions, which had almost obstructed the proceedings os
the House by their perpetual introduction. Tney must be
gin to perceive, that it is no longer possible to stifle the
.business in the birth, tha: offended Justice will at length,
with an uplifted arm, break down all opposition, and that the
minds of the representatives would be found in union with tha
opinions of their constituents. It is now, therefore, for them
to fave their credit, and to take care that the retribution to the
injured. Asricans shall not be made, without their concurrence.
The other description of persons, whose attention 1 request
[and rv'horu I ha#e reason to believe to be a lar^e body) nre
filch
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such as have been led to ascribe the agitation of this question t€>
the fame spirit of abstract and impracticable equalization, which
they dread to see applied to the destruction of order and good
government in our invaluable Constitution. If there be any
persons with this apprehension, they will do well to consider
whether they had not better be in haste to destroy that association,
and by separating the real evil from the imaginary grievance, to
destroy the credit which the latter may derive from being con
nected in opinion with the former. If they naglect to remedy
a most abominable and crying abuse, against which every seeling
bf reason, religion, and even political wisdom, revolts with
abhorrence, do they not play into the hands of those, who con
strue their dread of innovation on other occasions, into an ob
stinate resistance of truths justice, and expediency ?
I- shall now conclude with repeating a profession I formerly
made, that I will never cease to promote the Abolition of the
Slave Trade, with every faculty of body and mind, till the
injuries of humanity are redressed, and the national character
relieved from the deepest disgrace that is recorded in the annals
of mankind.

. Mr. Whitbread. The subject has undergone so sull and
fair a discussion, and the arguments that have been urged to
prove that the Motion for the Abolition of the Slave Trade is
founded in principles of impolicy and injustice, have so compleatly failed of their effect, that I do not deem it necessary to
occupy much of the time of the Committee, and theiefore shall
not long detain them. Could I conceive . that the trade is, as
some have asserted it to be, founded on principles of humanity ;
could I conceive that the miserable Africans are rescued from
death and torture in their own country, and that upon being
carried to the West Indies, a happier clime and more luxuriant
foil, they are put under the dominion of kind and humane mas
ters; that their toil is 1 ght, and their labour easy; that their
days are spent in healthy and pleasing occupation, and not con
sumed in dreary and oppressive labour, and thtt at evening they
return to their homes, chearsully to the song and the dance, and
re tii e
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retire to rest, unfatigued, and with hearts at ease ; that in the
morning, they rise, invigorated by rest, and alert with chearfulness, to pursue an occupation that is mild and easy ; were he
convinced, that in sickness they are attended with care and skill,and that their old age is rendered comfortable by the enjoymenC
of peace and plenty, and that they lay them down to sleep the
sleep of death, in calmness and resignation ; were I convinced,
that these were circumstances that existed in truth, and are
substantiated by fact, even then, I would vote that the Slave
Trade be abolished ; inasmuch, as I am convinced, that that
which is in principle sundamentally wrong, no practice what
ever can render right and pardonable. No argument can prove,
nor any eloquence persuade me, that man is torn from his native
country, and his dearest connections, for the purpose of nourish*
ment, and that he is delivered into the hands of man, in order
to warrant his sasety, and procure his protection. Who wilL
assert, that man, when delivered into the hands of man, will
not be ill treated ? Who will fay, that he shall not suffer ? It is
the known effect of power upon the human heart, and it must
necessarily happen, that not only those who were originally good*
by being possessed. of arbitrary power become bad, but that many
exercise a greater degree of cruelty than they would otherwise
have imagined, from the mere circumstance of their being enabled
to do so with impunity. When man is subject to the dominion
of his sellow creature, there must, on the one hand, be tyranny^
and on the other, a deep sense of injury: it is the quality of
despotism to corrupt the heart, and deaden the finer seelings 0£
nature. Of the hardened and cruel among mankind, there are
already too great a number, and to permit persons of that de
scription, to possess power over their sellow creatures, is to
suffer an evil that is dangerous and unjustifiable indeed. I beg
leave to observe, that expressions have fallen from some of those
who have contended for the humanity of the Slave Trade, that
convince me, that barbarities exist in that trassic that are dis
gracesul to human nature. I have heard it asserted in this
House, I do not impute it invidiously to any one, but it was an
expression that forcibly struck my mind ; I mean an expres
sion of an Honourable Gentleman in his place in the last session
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of Parliament* on the discussion of the Sierra Leone business,
who, when he came to speak of the slaves, iri an account of the
selling osf the stock of a plantation, faid, that the (laves setched
less
Damaged
than their
! Does
common
not thisprice,
imply because
that the they
slave were
had spent
damaged
the best
!—
part of his lise in the service of a master, who parts with him for
a small compenfation, and leaves him to linger out the remainder
of his miserable existence with- a master, perhaps of more severe
manners, a harsher nature, and" in all probability not less
arbitrary in his disposition ? I cannot but mention a passage that
I discovered in the perufal of a pamphlet published in the desence
of the Slave Trade, the author of which, describing the happy
situation of the negroes, among other selicitous circumstances
observes, that a good negro wants no character, for his services'.
may be seen, as it were, and his value appreciated, by the marks
he bore of chains, galls, and lashes. What is that, but to say
that such instruments of torture are made use of, and that lashes
are inflicted that leave indelible marks? And who will lay, that
they were justly inflicted ? An Honourable Gentleman, who
this evening spoke for the first time in this House (Mr. Vaug
han) has faid, that he heartily wished for the Abolition of the
trade, and yet has argued in favour of its continuance. That
gentleman has declared, that upon going over to the West
Indies, he was surprized to find the slaves in so good a situation ;
but he has also observed, that they are all poor and degraded,
and putting slavery and cruelty out of the question, are better off
than the poor of this country. What is it, we wantrto abolish ?
It is cruelty and slavery that we wish to abolish, and thereby
to do away that dreadsul distinction which degrades their con
dition, and- reduces them below the level of their sellow crea
tures. The Honourable Gentleman has expressed his* admira
tion of their resignation ; but is- it not that fort of resignation
which is the consequence of despair ? H& has also faid, that one
of the overseers asked a slave, who was idle, " What do you
think your master bought you for? Did he not buy you to la
bour?" and that the slave thereupon directly began to work.
Had the negro used any reply, what would have been the argu
ment in answer* but those wails and scars which he could not
have
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have resisted?—With respect to the assertion that the commerce
<3f the country would be materially assected by an Abolition of
the Slave Trade, as the subject has been so ably discuscd, I will
not detain the Committee upon that point. Nothing has passed
to alter my opinion on the subject ; but as an Honourable
Friend of mine (Colonel Tarlton) who has made a very able
desence of the trade, has asserted that the Petitions which have
been presented from all parts of the kingdom, do not contain the
general opinion of the people, or speak their sentiments, but
that they have been obtained by artifice, and were undeserving
of credit; I must beg leave to observe, that my Honourable
Friend has adduced rather unfatisfactory evidence to prove that
the Petitions do net speak the voice of the country. I have had
the honour to present a petition from my constituents, and I will
venture to fay, that there does not exist more respectable nam#
in the kingdom than those of the persons who have signed that
Petition. It has been faid by my Honourable Friend, that there
is a strong similitude in their tenor andsubstance. That is a cir
cumstance, by no means to be wondered at. There is but
one plain tale to tell, and it is not surprizing that it has been
told in nearly the fame mariner and expressions. There is but one
boon- to ask, and that is the Abolition of the Slave Trade. The
Petitions contain the sentiments of the people in genera', and
neither can they be invalidated, nor the evidence on the table be
disproved, by the epistle of a quaker at Warrington, or the letter
of a Chester schod-boy. The Honourable Gentleman who
has brought forward the question, has been accused.of enthusiasm •
I am as warm an advocate for the Abolition of the Slave Trade
as the Honourable mover of the question; but neither of them
bave started an iJea of the Slaves being emancipated ; they areas
yet unfit for such a blessing. It is not for the emancipation of
the Slaves, but for an Abolition of the Slave Trade, that they
have contended. Is that a proof of enthusiasm or fanaticism, or
is it a proof of a calm and rational investigation ? That measures
may be adopted for a gradual emancipation, as a Right Hon.
Gentleman (Mr. Pitt) last year suggested, is, I am persuaded
the wish of every considerate man, and is the object that we
have in view.—An Honourable Gentleman has said something
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about two great orators, and men of distinguished abilities, hav
ing united their talents on the occasion, and who have giver*
greater credit to the Honourable Gentleman who made the
motion, by acceding to his opinion on the subject, than he
merits. I do not believe, that the eloquence of the Honourable
Gentleman has prevailed upon them to acquiesce in his opinion*
but that the naked truth and simple justice of the subject, have
induced them to support the question; and if any thing could
yield additional weight to that of the conviction I entertain,
that the trassic is inhuman and impolitic, it would be the circum
stance of the two gentlemen in question, men of such eminent
talents and brilliant abilities, and who are in habits of opposition to
each other, uniting on the occasion, and contending for the Abo
lition of the trade; convinced as I am that that union is the conse
quence of the clearness of their minds, and the irresistible force
or truth.—I trust, that those are not to be sound who exult in
the calamities that have recently occured in St. Domingo. If
such men exist, in my mind they merit exclusion from society,
and ought to be driven from civilized lise. For my own part
1 disclaim all exultation on the subject* An Honourable Gentle
man has declared, that those calamities are the first fruits of
last year's Debate on the Slave Trade. I deny the assertion,
and contend that they are the effect of the Trade itself. There iS
a point of endurance, beyond which human nature cannot go,
at which the mind of man rises by its native elasticity with a
spring and violence proportioned to the degree to which it has
been depressed. The calamities in St, Domingo are the effect
ief the Slave Trade, and proceeded from no other cause ; and if
the trade continues, similar evils are to be apprehended in our
West India Islands. The cruelties practised by the blacks in
St. Domingo they have learned from their oppressive masters:—
« Hath not an African eyes ? Hath not an African hands, or« gans, dimensions, senses, passions ? Is he not sed with the
" fame food, hurt with the fame weapons, subject to the same
*' diseases, -healed by the fame means, warmed and cooled by
' the fame summer and winter as we are ? If you prick him,
" does he not bleed ? If you tickle him, does he not laugh ? If
" you poison him, does he not die ? And if you wrong him,
« shall
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shall he not revenge ? If he is like you in the rest, he will re-,
semble you in that. If an African wrong a whke man, wha*
is his humility ?—Revenge. If a white man wrong an African,
what should his susserance be by our example ? Why, re*
venge. The cruelty you teach him, he will execute.—But
I sear it is not possible to better the instruction/'

Mr. Vaughan in reply to Mr. Whitbread. Perhaps I may
not have expressed myself clearly, but I did not prosess to speak
as a Planter or Merchant, but as a Member of Parliament,
and to give an independent opinion; even though, in some
points, it may seem to make against the Colonists, who
might not thank me now, but would hereaster.

Mr. Milbakk. With regard to the Abolition of the Slavs
Trade, the policy of the measure is as great as its justice is
undeniable. Where slavery prevails, every operation that it
performed, is done in a rude and unworkmanlike manner, and
no substitute for manual labour, no artificial means of expediting
work, alleviating its trouble, and shortening the time of finishing
it, is introduced or thought of. Where slavery exists, there
must be oppression, and in my opinion the Planters are bound
to thank those who have warned them of the more than probable
dangers that must one day ensue from the resentment of their
Slaves, against those whom they cannot but regard with an
inimical eye, and consider as their tyrants. I shall therefor*
certainly vote for the Motion.

Mr.Dundas. When this question was agitated in the
House last year, I happened to be prevented by indisposition
from giving any vote or public opinion upon it. My honour
able friends, however, with whom I may be supposed to have
the most intercourse, have very well known that I have long
entertained the fame opinion with them as to the Abolition pf
the Slave Trade, though I haVe differed from them as to the
mode of effecting it.
I have
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1 have selt equally warm with themselves in the pursuit of the
general object, and I seel so at the present moment; but I
roust consider how far it may be proper for me to give my assent
to the particular proposition which is made by my Honourable
.Friend.
It is necessary I should state the ground on which I make
this observation.
Such has been the manner in which the question has been
hitherto argued by both parties ; the one side seems to me to
have gone so much into the extreme, as well as the other, that
J (not judging exactly as either of them do) must consider how
J am to shape my conduct
One set of Gentlemen, the Honourable Mover and his fopporters, have spoken without reserve, not only for the Abolition
of the Slave Trade, but for an immediate and abrupt Abo
lition ; those on the other side have unequivocally argued for the
continuation of the African Slave Trade, as essentially necessary
so the West Indian Islands j they have set no limits to the con
tinuation of that trade, but laid it down as a proposition, that
in order to maintain our commerce with the West Indies, the
importation of new Slaves from Africa must be continued^r
ever. These are the two extremes into which the two parties
have put themselves. Now, Sir, I agree with my Honourable
Friend, as to the material parts of his argument. I am of
opinion with him, that the African Trade is not founded in po
licy ; I am of opinion with him, that the continuation of it is
not essential to the preservation and continuance of our trade
with the West India Islands; I am of opinion that there is no
mortality in that quarter that is incurable, and that the human
race may not only be maintained, but increased in the West
India Islands. In all these great leading questions I concur with
my Honourable Friend. It may then be asked. Do you not agree?
then, to the Abolition of the Trade ? I answer, that neither do
3 disser in this opinion. But the point of difference is this ; I
cannot help doubting as to the prudence or practicability of the
mode of abolishing it, proposed by my Honourable Friend. If
tver there was a heart purer than any other, if ever there was a
man that acted upon the purest motives that ever can actuate
human
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human nature, I believe I may justly say that my Honourable
Friend is that man; but still, with respect to the prosecution of
his object, and the manner which prudence would suggest with
a view to the practicability of it, he must excuse my stating
that there is a shade of difference between us. When he
talks of direct Abolition, I would submit to him whether he
docs not run counter to the prejudices and habits of lise of those
men who are most deeply interested in the question : I fay pre
judices of men interested in the trader it is true; but surely, Sir,
if it is possible to effect the fame object without raising any ex
traordinary apprehensions on their part with respect to their great
and important interests, it is more prudent to take that mode,
and so to form the proposition, as to relieve their minds from
the apprehension of injury. But farther, is my Honourable
Friend persectly sure, that in his zeal for one great object, he
does not run counter to another equally important, I mean the
iacred attention Parliament has ever shown to the interests of
the public ?
I believe, in cases where men have embarked themselves in
employments, which have been afterwards considered to be
abuses, and which have been of an unlicensed nature, it has ever
been the custom of Parliament, in the correction of those abuses,
to treat the persons with tenderness and compassion.
Whatever idea men may now have of the African Trade,
certain it is, that those who have embarked their capitals in the
cultivation of the West India Islands, and lent their money upon
West India property, have done it not only under the sanction,
but the solemn invitation of Parliament ; undoubtedly Parliament
may think it right to depart from any principle it has adopted
again and again, as it appears upon your Statute Books to have
often done ; it may be wisdom to do it ; but sure I am, it is
your duty to recollect, in carrying your plans into execution,
under what circumstances the property has been embarked, and
whether you have invited the men to invest their money in those
Island?.
I mean not to urge an argument which has been reprobated
again and again in the course of this debate, that if we give up
this trade, other nations will not give it up; our duty, I admit,
does not depend upon the conduct of others. But there is another
vi«w
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View in which I may make an observation on this subject. In
case other nations take up the trade, may they not defeat the
object of my Honourable Friend? May not British subjects in
the West Indies be supplied by vessels from Eustatius or some
other neutral port ? What is to prevent an Ostend or Dutch
merchant from carrying Slaves from Africa to the West India
Islands ? Gentlemen may make light of this argument, if they
please ; but I shall be glad to hear an answer to it. I state it
in this view, and on this ground only.
It is my opinion, there is a possibility of avoiding these ob
jections, and at the fame time of not running directly contrary
to the prejudices I have mentioned as existing in the minds of
the West India merchants. It is in the shape of regulations
only that we can totally abolish the African Slave Trade ; and
we shall thus do it not less speedily, nay, even more speedily,
than in the manner which has been proposed.
I do not mean to fay, let the trade continue for ever. In
my main principle I am united with the Honourable Gentleman ;
but I repeat it, it is in the shape of regulations that I think you
will procure the Abolition in the most direct manner.

Mr. Fox.

To what regulations do you reser ?

Mr. Dundas. To what regulations do I reser ? In the first
place, to regulations the most forcible and essicacious, in order
to the increase and encouragement of the breed of native Ne
groes in the West Indies. Secondly, every species of general
regulation, with a view of putting an end to hereditary slavery,
and relieving the condition of the slaves. I allude also to regu
lations for the education of children, for informing their minds,
and rearing them in the principles of religion and morality; a
point that must greatly facilitate the total annihilation of the
slavery of these children. Without such regulations as these,
the Abolition of the African Trade would fail, in my opinion,
of procuring the effects expected from it.
To those who contend that the cultivation of the Islands canju>t be continued without a continuance of the Slave Trade, I
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beg

feteg leave to fay—Tleslect on the gradual means I propose.
Their object is gradually and experimentally to prove the practi
cability of the Abolition of the African Trade, and to provide
Ae means of cultivation, to increase the population, and to
prove that all the alarms are ill founded. As to the arguments of
rhy Honourable Friend, and the Gentlemen opposite, great as
their talents are, they are only founded on theory. Let them
prove their theory with all the force of reasoning, and1 let their
peculations be ever so splendid, it is still theory and speculation
<5nly; whereas, by the other method, you prove your point as
you go on, and you rest the measure not upon theory, but on
experience.
In mentioning the abolition of hereditary slavery in the Islands,
I do not mean that the son of an African Slave should get
his freedom by the death of the parent: but that being
born free, he should be educated at the eXpence of the per
son importing his parents, and-when arrived at such a degree
of strength as may qualify him to labour, he should work for
five or ten years, or whatever period it may be, for the pay
ment of the expence of education and maintenance. It is im
possible to emancipate the present Slaves at once; nor would
their immediate emancipation be of any immediate benefit to
themselves ; but this observation does not apply to any of their
descendants, if trained and educated in the manner I have
suggested.
I differ—I hesitate much on the proposition of my
Honourable Friend. My opinion has been always against
the Slave Trade. I will not, therefore, vote against his Mo
tion, however I may think proper to qualify it ; but that will
be matter for suture consideration. If I give my assent to th$
Motion, it is an assent that leads to nothing but a general pro
position, the mode of carrying which into effect may be settled
hereafter. Ido not adopt any one extreme in this question.
Permit me now to ask the indulgence of the House while I
address myself to those who have maintained the other extreme,
that it is absolutely neceffary for the cultivation of the West
India Islands .to maintain an importation of African Slaves as
usual. I entreat and solemnly conjure them to give a serious
p
con-
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consideration to that point. I apprehend they cannot think 1assume too much when I fay, that if both Slavery and the Slaver
Trade can be abolished with fasety to their property, it deeply
concerns their interest that the cultivation of their Islands should
be by Freemen rather than by Slaves.
This general proposition, I take it for granted, nobody
will controvert. I need not illustrate the proposition ; look to
the whole of the evidence before you on the state of those
very Slaves. That they are ill used, I do not mean to lay to
the charge of the West India Planters ; I dare fay some, who
are not possessed of that general humanity which the rest of
mankind have, may treat the Slaves ill. The Honourable
Member who spoke to-night informs us, that the Planters are
in general disposed to pay much regard to their Slaves, ani
this from conscience, as well as from a principle of interest. I
believe many respectable Owners in the West Indies take
great care of their Negroes. But will not the fame principle
teach them how unseeming the cultivation by Slaves is, if
it is possible to be effected by Freemen ? And permit me to
fay, there would, in my opinion, be some inconsistency in the
conduct of Parliament, if they should take measures for the
Abolition of the Trade, without at ths fame time taking this.
under consideration also. Far be it from me—God forbid that
I stiould limit the philanthropy of my Honourable Friends, or
that I should entertain the smallest wish to insult the degraded
stiores of Africa. It is something anomalous that we, who are
ourselves free,. mould carry on a Slave Trade with Africa ; ani
it
fitsisof
something
freedom,anomalous
stiould never
also that
thinkwe,
of whoenjoy
introducing
thecultivation
sull hene-.
in the West Indies by Freemen, and not by Slaves.
I will here appeal to those Gentlemen who know it officiary;
I appeal to all the West Indians themselves, for the truth of
what I am going to state j I appeal also to the Author of the;
History of Jamaica, I mean Mr. Long, and I ask whether
there is any man who does not agree in the plain account given
by that historian, that the great danger in the West India
arises in reality from the importation of the Ærican Slaves
inte
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xrita the IJlandt? Mr. Long has mentioned it as a factj
and he wrote long before this question was in agitation, and
j»ot with any particular desire to abolish the African trade. He
distinctly states, after referring his readers to the History of all
the West India Islands, that all the insurrections arose from
the imported Africans, and not from the Negroes born in the
Islands. If this is true, permit me to remind the West
Indians, how directly this observation bears upon the present
question. But when we are also told by that author, that it
is a trade destructive to the inhabitants of Asrica, and that
it gives rise to robbery, murder, and all kinds of abuses and
depredations on the coast of Africa—has this also had any
answer? No—except indeed that it is faid, in desence of the
trade, that those Slaves who are imported by us are all men
condemned for crimes, and in consequence of the legal sentence
of the law. Then I aft the fame Gentlemen again, Are not
the imported Africans, as Mr. Long also states, all the con
victs, aH the rogues, thieves, and vagabonds of Africa ? I beg
to aft, whether the West Indians chuse to depend jn fresh
supplies of them for the cultivation of their lands, and
the security of their Islands, when it is also found that every
insurrection has arisen from those very persons. It is plain
the
tion.fasety
There
of the
willWest
be danger
India Islands
of sreshis struggles
concernedsoin long
this quesas an
Abolition ofthis trade is refused. The West IndiaGentlem^n are
by these importations bringing upon the Islands the engines
of their own destruction.
I now call upon them to give a serious consideration
to the question, to consider whether they will not act
more judiciously, and for their own interest, if they will con
cur in the opinion of putting an end to this trade, instead of
standing up for the system of perpetual importations.
What right, Sir, have they to suppose that the coast of
Africa is for ever to remain in its present state of barbarity ?
If once a Prince of an enlightened character should rise up in
that hemisphere, his first act would be to make the means of
carrying osf all Slaves from thence impracticable. Is it then
for the fake of such a precarious and temporary advantage that
the present system is to be continued?

What reason have they to suppose the light of Heaven will
never descend upon that continent? From that moment
there must be an end of the present African Trade. 1 he first
system of improvement, the sirst idea of happiness that will
arise in that continent, will bring with it the downfall of the
African Slave Trade, andthis in a more effectual way than if done
by any regulations of this country. Let this suggest to them,
that it is their own interest to contrive a mode of supplying la
bour without trusting to the importation of Slaves from Africa.
They may rest assured the trade will not continue.
IdonotalludetothePetitionsinone wayor the other. Perhaps
the question does not acquire much additional force from them.
Many of these may been have produced by anxious sollicitations,
and emissaries sent about ; and many of those who signed them
have not perhaps been very much versed in the nature of the
question. They are desirous of obtaining the Abolition i
but have not reflected whether the Trade should be
abolished gradually or immediately. It is not upon the
Petitions that I am desirous of founding any observations, but
I wish to observe this, that the idea of the impolicy of the
African Slave Trade has long been entertained by the. most
enlightened understandings of this country, as well as the idea
that it is not founded in justice. It is the sentiment of a great
body of people that it is not politic, and ought not to exist.
It has made a deep impression on the minds of enlightened
men in this country, that this trade is obnoxious to a thoufand
perils and dangers. If that is the case, is it a prudent thing
to rest on that trade for the farther improvement and cultiva
tion of their property ? I really speak with a view to their
own interest. I have so often seen imaginary apprehensionsentertained on such subjects, that I am fatisfied in a sew
years we - shall see this question at rest, and that the West
India Proprietors themselves will become of my opinion.
There was a species of slavery prevailing only a sew year5
ago in some boroughs in Scotland. Every child that carried a
coal from the pit, was the bound slave of that borough, and
their emancipation was thought by Parliament to be material,
and was very much agitated in the House. It was urged, that
let
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let every man's genius be what it might, yet in those pit*
(the work from its nature being carried on underground) it
was quite an excepted case, and without this principle of
slavery
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" An Honourable Gentleman has also told you, which is
another argument to the fame point, that the regulation of the
Middle Passage has had a falutary effect. Now, Sir, the
present
pressed when
alarmsthat
are Bill
not took
moreplace.
lively than
Thethose
ruin of
which
the Liverpool
were ex,
and Bristol trade was foretold. Yet now one of the Repre
sentatives comes forward and plainly tells you, " Our alarms
were ill-founded, our apprehensions were without ground, we
found fault with all your regulations, we ascribed every mis
chief to them, whereas we find by experience they have been at
tended with every benefit." Am I then asking too much when
I ask for a candid consideration of the real grounds of the pre
sent apprehension ? Perhaps the West Indians may find that the
best thing they can do is to dose in with my proposition, and
that they will not act most wisely and prudently for themselves,
in maintaining the continuance of the trade with Africa, as at
all times neceffary for the preservation, improvement, and cul
tivation of the West India Islands.
I am far from slattering myself that any thing I have said
<san at once totally eradicate prejudices that are deeply rooted,
and bring over men to a set of altogether new iiieas ; but I
mean to propose a moderate and a middle way of proceeding.
If therefore there is any great body in this House, any re
spectable number of persons who are of opinion with me, that
this trade must be ultimately abolished, but by moderate measures,
which shall not invade the property of individuals, nor shock
toft
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too suddenly the prejudices of our West India Islands ; I fay,
if there is any great body of rr.en of this opinion, I wish them
to connect themselves together, and I will venture to fay, that
Gentlemen of that moderate or middle way of thinking may
now reduce the question to its proper bounds, and maintain.
the principle of abolishing the Slave Trade in consistency
with their other principles. I offer these sew observations t»
their consideration.

Mr. Addington, Speaker—Sir, prosessing myself as I d©
to be one of those moderate men alluded to by the Honourable
Gentleman who spoke last, and being of that moderate way of
thinking, which he approves; I cannot forbear giving way to
the impression made upon me, by his forcible manner of stating
the argument.
En my mind no question ever came before this House, which
deserved a more complete or serious investigation. Deeply
considering the great importance of its object, I seel, and I have
long selt, such a mode of treating it, as much to be desired, be
cause I have believed, that it would facilitate the attainment of that
great end, which I am sure every one would wish to be attained.
with as little injury as possible to private property. The fear of
doing a fiindamental injury to that extensive property has hitherto
prevented me from giving an opinion against a system, the
continuance of which, however, I could not prevail on myself
to permit or countenance.
The Slave Trade I abhor ; but in the way the Abolition of it
was proposed by my Honourable Friend, in the last year, I could
not bring myself to adopt it, because I was persuaded, that the
tual
specific
to the
measure
accomplishment
he offered toofthe
its House,
purposewould
: Nor,prove
Sir, would
ineffecrI
have it imagined, that 1 have taken up my aversion to this infa
mous system, merely from. the inspection of those volumes of
evidence on your table. No, Sir, it was upon those solid prin
ciples so eloquently and forcibly stated by the Honourable Gen
tleman who spoke last.
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I remember, on its being once imputed to a noble and learned
Lord, that has now been for some years retired from the Bench,
when at an early period of his lise he was employed against the
Rebel Lords, that he had not used against them language suffi
ciently strong in proportion to their crime; he well answered,
that he pitied the loyalty of that man, who imagined that any
epithet could aggravate the crime of treason. And, Sir, 1 take
leave to fay, that I know no language which can add to the
horrors of the Slave Trade. It is equal to every purpose of
crimination to assert, that thereby man is made fubjeil to the
despotism of man ; that man is to be bought andfold, I have selt,
however, upon every occasion when this subject has been dis
cussed, that I had a vast dissiculty before me : on the one hand,
it is impossible not to condemn the trade, and to recognize the
claims of justice due to a whole continent on that side, and to
that infinite multitude of persons whom it renders miserable ;
but, on the other hand, there are also opposing claims ofjustice
on the part of the West Indians. There is a description of
persons on that side, who, in like manner, have a strong claim
that justice in their case should be attended to.
Many Gentlemen have adverted to the effects of abolishing
the trade in part only, this being the whole consequence of its
dereliction by 'this country. I own I should be disposed to con
sider this point very much as it has been considered by mv Right
Honourable Friend. The question is not so much, whether it
would be carried on by this or that foreign country,' but whether
we should continue it under circumstances so very offensive as
the present. But if no importation whatever is to take place, it
has always appeared to me, that under the present circum
stances of the West India Islands, an utter impossibility must
present itself of maintaining the present stock : I mean that the
number now in the islands is not sussicient for that purpose.
After the very able manner in which the whole of this ex
tensive question has been argued to-night, I will not tread over
the ground again ; but it will be necessary for me to observe on
some particular parts. It was forcibly argued, by my Honour
able Friend whoopened the Debate, that according to the dispro
portion of sexeswhich really has appeared, the supply of the Ne
groes
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groes in suture must be Continually increasing, ants that in a \try
few years all the dissiculties will be entirely surmounted; I thistle
that what he faid, if conclusive with respect to Jamaica, did not
apply to the circumstances of the other islands. Nor, Sir,
does it appear to me, that the circumstance stated by my Ho
nourable Friend is to be depended upon for furnishing so cer
tain andeffectual an increase of population, as a plan for pro
viding the islands with a sussicient additional number of se
males.
There is now a total disregard among the Negroes to all
religion and morality ; and a mode of proceeding is therefore
extremely necessary, which may tend to correct their morals by
regulating their domestic lise : and this, Sir, in time, would
infallibly decrease the anxiety and sears of those under whose
protection they are, and unite all more closely as members of
the fame society. But, circumstanced as they now are, they
cannot rely upon them ; and therefore some farther importa
tion appears to me necessary, not only for their suture supply,
but also for their fasety and comfort.
I own that, having seriously in my own mind revolved these
considerations, I almost despaired of finding any Gentleman of
sussicient weight in this House, and with the authority of an
ossicial situation, who would take upon himself the task of di
gesting and bringing forward a plan equal to the accomplish
ment of the great end proposed, the combination of true and
rational humanity, with that substantial justice which is due to
all the parties concerned.
The mode suggested by the Right Honourable Gentleman
appears to me incapable of being altered to any considerable
advantage, except indeed that my mind does not yet go to
the point of granting liberty to the children born on the islands :
and I should imagine that the trade might be permitted to exist
fcr a sew years longer, possibly eight, ten, or twelve, under
such arrangements as should fatisfy the minds even of those
who contend for an immediate Abolition, by framing such re
gulations as should introduce a kind of management among the
Negroes in the West Indies, favourable to their interests and
security, and of course to their suture happiness.
One
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One species of regulation which I should propose will
operate as a fountain of perpetual increase to their numbers ;
I mean a greater encouragement to the importation of se
males than males, by means of a bounty on the former or by
subjecting the latter to a heavier duty, which would act as a
species of bounty till the natural equality of numbers shall be
found to be restored.
As another mode of increasing population, something
might be done in the way of giving land or money to those
who should raise a certain number of children, and premiums
to those who should find means of alleviating negro labour by
machines for husbandry, or the substitution of cattle.
I never remember to have heard any scheme proposed
before, analagous to this, which my Honourable Friend has
now brought forward : and as, notwithstanding the intimate
and unreserved communication which I have the pleasure to
enjoy with him, it has never happened that this subject has
been a topick of converfation between us ; I must therefore
be ignorant of the extent of his ideas relating to it : yet I am
persuaded he would not have offered his observations to the
House without intending very speedily to submit to considera
tion some specific measure of substantial reform, and ultimate
abolition, grounded on the plan which he has mentioned ;
in which I should concur as thinking it likely to be attended
with great advantages. At the fame time I cannot but
recollect oh what ground this question has been argued by my
Honourable Friend who moved it. I certainly have invari
ably wished the accomplishment of the fame object with him,
though I cannot but hope that his mode will not be adopted :
I mean that of an immediate Abolition of the Slave Trade, as
it is called ; though it certainly does not deserve that name.
It is not a trade, and ought not to biz continued. I am satis
fied that in a very short period of years it will cease to be the
reproach of this nation, and the torment of Africa. Wise
and well digested regulations, by which it would very soon be
utterly destroyed, would not only be productive of great
benefit to this country, but would indisputably be peculiarly
a blessing to the West India Islands. And I am confident
Q,
that
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that they arc as anxious as we can be to obtain this object ;
provided it can be obtained without any material injury to
their essential interests.
I have now, Sir, very little more, with which to trouble
the House. Had it not been, indeed, for the circumstance of
my Honourable Friend, who spoke last, bringing forward a
proposition so persectly coinciding with my own sentinents,
and which struck so forcibly on my mind, I should not, perhaps,
have thought it necessary to have delivered my opinion in
this debate.
As to my other Honourable Friend who introduced this
business ; I hope he will not regard any observations I have
made, or wh.it I am about to fay, as meant personally to him
self. But as he has sully explained his intention to be imme
diate abolition, though his motion does not absolutely ex
press it, I cannot but think that it would have been dealing
more fairly with the Committee to have inserted that idea in
explicit terms. Being aware of his intention I cannot allow
myself to support his motion : but I console myself with the
hope, that a measure will very speedily be brought forward
which I shall be able most cordially to support and approve.

The Right Honourable William Windham rose, but
fat down again, perceiving Mr. Fox had also risen.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE CHARLES JAMES FOX.

Although, Sir, whict has been lately faid by one Right Ho
nourable Gentleman, must carry with it more weight than
any thing I can offer on this subject, I do consess that while
I was attending to him, I selt infinite uneasiness instead of any
fatisfaction : and I cannot help riling to express, that I have
never heard a more severe or more essicacious resistance made
to the Honourable Gentleman's motion. I do not mean to insi
nuate that the Gentlemen who so spoke were not serious—but
something so much more mischievous has been faid, and some
thing so much more like a foundation has been laid for pre
serving,
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serving, not only for years to come, but for aught I know,
for ever, that detestable traffic, that I cannot excuse
myself from staring with the utmost plainness the
grounds upon which I act in this most important concern.
I must with all the zeal and force of which I am master, de
precate all such deceptions and delusions upon the country.
They may not be intentionally so : but I must call every
thing deception and delusion, which may prevent the Com
mittee from seeing the business in its true light—From seeing
what alone is and must be the question,— fVluthcr this execrahle Slave Trade, is fit to be continued, or muji be abolijhed?
The Honourable Gentlemen, call themselves moderate men;
but upon this subject, I consess, I neither feel, nor desire to
feel, any thing like the sentiment of moderation —Sir, to talk
of moderation, upon this matter, reminds me of a passage in
Middleton's Lise of Cicero — there is one part desective,
namely, the translation, but it is equally applicable to my pre
sent purpose ; he fays, " To enter a man's house and kill
him, his wise, and family, in the night, is certainly a most
heinous crime, and deserving of death. But to break open his
house, to murder him, his wise, and all his children, in the night,
may still be very right; provided it is done with moderation."
This is absurd, I think, it will be faid; and yet Sir, it is not
so absurd as to fay the Slave Trade may be carried on with
moderation; for if you cannot break into a. single house, if you
cannot rob and murder a single man, with moderation ; with
what moderation can you break up a whole country ? can you
pillage and destroy a whole nation? Which, if it had sense and
soirit to resist a publick injury, you could not—you would not
dare, to do.. Indeed—-indeed Sir, in an affair of this nature, I do
not prosess moderation I Sir, I never could think of this abolition,but as a question of simple justice. It is only, Whether we
should authorize by law, respecting Africa, the commission
of crimes, for which, in this country, we should incur the
severest penalties of the law ; and even forfeit our lives in the
most ignominious form.
Notwithstanding which, the two
Honourable Gentlemen think it a question to be treated with
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moderation, pleading that moderation in arranging this rob
bery and murder, may be very proper and usesul.
Bad as every proposition of this kind is, I should still
have liked the present one better, if it had gone to any thing
specifick—The last Right Honourable Gentleman, fays the
Slave Trade is a question, " he cannot contemplate without
horror;" and yet he will not give a vote for its immediate
destruction. The other Gentleman fays, " He will not vote
for its continuance ;" but he is not entirely against it. Where
is the proof they will ever vote for the abolition of it ? May
they not fay the fame thing, whenever you come to declare
the time when that event is to take place ? If they have any
arguments to produce for it, provided any arguments can be
urged in favour of murder and robbery, let them be brought
forward ; let them shew that that is law which exists in fact in
the breach of every law ; and let them then explain to us how
such enormities can by any manœuvres be rendered fit and
proper for the House to continue, for a sew years, or even for
a sew days longer.
I will suppose, if you please, that the West India Islands
are likely to want Slaves, on account of the disproportion of
the sexes. How is this to be cured ? A Right Honourable
Gentleman proposes a bounty on an importation of semales—
or in other words, he proposes to make up this deficiency, by
offering a premium to any crew of unprincipled and favage
russians, who will attack and carry off any of the semales of
Africa!—a bounty from the Parliament of Britain that shall
make the fortune of any man, or set of men, who shall kidnap
or steal any unfortunate semales from that continent ! who shall
bring them over as staves, in order that they may be used for
breeding slaves ! —who shall kill their husbands, fathers, or re
lations, or shall instigate any others to kill them, in order that
these semales may be procured ! —I should like to see the Right
Honourable Gentleman bring up such a clause—I should like
to see how his clause would be worded—I could like to know
who would be the man who would dare to pen such a clause.
I, Sir,
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I, Sir, for my part, complain throughout of the whole system
on which this trade is founded; and I wish to expose the
conductof those who take credit to themselves by treating this
subject as a moderate business. One Honourable Gentleman,
the only person, I think, who has acted with fairness on that
side of the question, declares that he resists us in our whole
attempt, and fays, the trade ought to go on for ever, and
ought not to be aboliflied. In truth, Sir, I think that all those
members who have spoken the most directly against the abo
lition, have made as much concession to us, in substance,
though not perhaps in words, as these Honourable Gentle
men, who are for Gradual Abolition.
If we are to be fatisfied with assertions, we ought to re member, that on last year's deseat, it was held out that some
measure would be speedily submitted to the consideration of
the House—a whole twelvemonth, however, has passed, and
no step has been taken. Gentlemen now come and declare,
they are for abolishing the Slave Trade gradually—but I
much sear, if it had not been for our renewal of the question,
all those gradual measures, would not even have been named,
and the Slave Trade would have been now quite undisturbed.
For though so many Gentlemen seem to fay, that adequate
means ought to be used to bring about so desirable an end,
they really hold out no means to this House, for carrying this
end into execution. And when so large a part of this section
has passed without our having heard of any intention of pro
posing those plans of moderation, what can I fay? What
opinion can I entertain, but that those ideas of regulation
are only sit for the purpose of totally deseating the proposi
tion of my Honourable Friend.
One Honourable Gentleman declares it to be his intention
gradually to abolish the Slave Trade, by meliorating the state
of the negroes in the Islands, and thereby rendering it unne
cessary. But the Honourable mover of the business, fays,
with far more wisdom and practicability, " I will gradually
produce the Abolition of Slavery, by immediately abolishing
the Slave Trade—and I will never cease from prosecuting my
plan

plan till the object shall Cbe accomplished."—What
"8 )
says the
other Honourable Gentleman ? Does it appear probable, from
the zeal and servency he has hitherto {hewn, that he will pro
secute this scheme of West India reformation till there shall
be ultimately an Abolition of the Slave Trade? He fays, " I
will not adopt this measure, because it seems an invasion upon
property." But surely we may prohibit our subjects from com
mitting crimes, without our being thereby chargeable with
taking away the property of the West Indians : which last
indeed is not our plan, but that of the Ri^ht Honourable
Gentleman himself, who is not contented with taking the
property, or rather the persons, of the Africans ; but also pro
poses to take from the West Indians the slaves which are al
ready theirs ; and all this to shew his tenderness for property!
His proposed mode too, by which this abolition of slavery
there is to be accomplished, is not a little curious. First of
all, the children are to be born free ; then to be educated
at the expence of those to whom the father belongs.—
The race of future freemen, he fays, shall not be without
education, like the present miserable slaves. But then it oc
curred to the Right Honourable Gentleman, that they could
not be educated for nothing : in order, therefore, to repay
this expence, fays he, when educated, they shall be slaves for
ten or fifteen years ; and so we will get over that dissiculty.
They are to have the education of a freeman, in order to
qualify them for being free : and aster they have been so edu
cated, then they shall go and be slaves. —But as this free edu
cation may possibly unfit them for submitting to slavery ;
so aster they have been compelled to bow under the yoke
of servitude for this term of ten or fifteen years, they may then,
perhaps, be equally unfit to become free, and thei efore may
remain slaves, for a great number of years longer, or even for
lise.
Now, what can be more visionary than such a mode of
education for the purpose of emancipation ? — If any one
scheme can be imagined more absurd than another, I think
it is the one now proposed,
The
^v
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The Honourable Gentleman that introduced this motion,
very properly fays, " as this practice, which by a strange per
version of words is called the Slave Trade, ought indisputably
to be considered as a most enormous crime, rather than a
commerce ; it is our duty to prohibit and punish the perpe
tration of it, even though it should not be in our power ef
fectually to annihilate it."—No, fays the Right Honourable
Gentleman, for though I do not argue, as others have done
that because the French, Spaniards, and Dutch will do it,
that we are thereby justified in taking our share; yet as our
colonies will get slaves by the means of these other nations
\i we abandon it, therefore we had better ourselves asford
them the supply.
Now Sir, I, on the contrary, have no dissiculty in faying,
in the first place, that if they are to be supplied, I wish it to
be by the French, Spaniards, and Dutch, or any other nation
under Heaven, rather than by ourselves. But, again, does
he think that we have no external power, no authority to pre
vent the importation of Slaves, when he allows us an internal
authority; an authority with respect to the education of chil
dren, the emancipation of Slaves, and the Lord knows what ?
Sir, the House begins to see that this trade is not consistent
with justice, and they seel themselves unhappy at that fight.
An honourable Gentleman who spoke early in the debate,
acknowledged that many enormities were practised in it and
were to be found in the evidence on your table ; but, fays he,
would it be fair to take the character of this country, from
the records of the Old Bailey?—I do not at all wonder, Sir,
that when this subject was mentioned, the Old Bailey natu
rally occurred to his recollection : the facts which are de
scribed, are associated in all our minds with the ideas of cri
minal justice ; but the Honourable Gentleman forgot the es
sential difference between the two cases. When. we learn from
the Old Bailey Records that crimes have been committed in
this country, we learn at the fame moment that they are
.punished with transportation and death—when we hear of these
crimes committed in the Slave Trade, we find them passed
over
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over with impunity—nay, we even see them rewarded, and the
perpetrators going out again under the fame masters to com
mit more.
There has been an accufation against the Committee which
fat in the Old Jewry, for having distributed copies of the
evidence ; I had the honour of being one of that Committee,
though perhaps from other avocations, not a very constant
attendant; my advice was to distribute them as largely as
could be done : for I do heartily wijb, that there skould not be a
man in this nation who can read, but should fee the evidence be
fore the House. I am sure Sir, it would produce on the coun
try that effect, which I trust it will ultimately upon the House
of Commons, and ensure an immediate Abolition.
In disparagement of some of those who had given their tes
timony, it is objected to them by one Honourable Gentleman,
that they were, many of them, poor people. Why Sir if they have
poverty, they may have veracity.—I do not know but these two
things may go together. The Honourable Gentleman, however,
took special care to inform us, that his veracity was not to be
objected to, on that score ; and I believe it is not, but if his
circumstances had been like theirs, I dare fay he would have
deemed his own evidence, as credible, and as fit to be re
ceived.—Then he brought against them the evidence of Lord
Rodney, Lord Macartney, Admiral Edwards, Admiral Arbuthnot, &c. &c. &c. whose characters as commanders
I revere. But have they faid any thing about the Slave Trade ?
Have they even told you that they have ever seen the coast of
Africa ? Do they know any thing of the Slave Trade, except
from the fame source, which every Gentleman in this House
has it in his power to resort to—the Evidence upon our
table ? They have spoken of nothing but of the Weft India.
I am not aware they have had any intelligence from Africa
upon the subject ; and I aflc would it not then be thought a
shuffling trick of a counsel, if he were to take the testimony
of those men because they are Lords or great people, to the
disparagement of the evidence of poorer persons ? when the
testimony
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testimony of these list is directly to the point in question, and
that of the great Lords is on a subject altogether separate and
di/iin£t\ Besides all that these great men have faid, is at best
negative, and every thing which has been advanced by the
others is positive and remains uricontradicted.
As to the mode df procuring Slaves; even the honourable
(gentleman near me (Col. Tarlton) has not ventured to fay
that it has any thing like fairness in it. I think the least dis
reputable way of accounting for the supply of Slaves, is to
represent them as having been convicted of crimes^ by legal au
thority. Now, Sir, if the number of them proves on inquiry,
to be such that it is impossible to believe they have been all
guilty even of any crime whatever, much less of crimes deservingso great a punishment as perpetual Slavery, this pretence sinks
into nothing, and the very urging it, only disgraces those who
can fatisfy themselves with desending a practice so execrable,
on grounds so sutile^ and by a supposition so absurd. What
does the House think is the whole number of these convilts
exported annually from Africa ?-—eighty thousand. But
I will grant, if you will, that it is Britain alone that takes all
her convicts, and that the Slaves taken by other nations are
not convicts, but are carried osf by shamesul fraud and vi
olence. Britain alone, I will suppose, is so scrupulous, as to
receive none that have not legally forseited their liberty, leav
ing all the fraud of the Slave Trade to other countries. Bri
tain, even on this supposition^ takes off no left than thirty
OR forty thousand annually of African Convicts ! Now,
Sir, is it credible—is it possible for us to persuade ourselves,
that even this number can have been legally convicted of
crimes^ for which they have justly forseited their liberty? The
supposition is ridiculous.
,
But even allowing all these men to have been condemned to
slavery by due legal process, and accorJing to the strictest
principles of justice ; surely Sir, in this view, it is rather con
descending in this country, and rather new also for us, to lake on
ourselves the task of transporting the convicts of other parts of the
world, much more of those whom we call barbarous ! Suppose
now, the court of France or Spain were to intimate a wish
R
that
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that wo should perform this ossice for their criminals—I be
lieve we should hardly find terms that could be strong enough
to express our sense of the insult— But for Africa—for its petty
states*—for its lowest and most miserable criminals, we accept
the ossice with fatisfaction and eagerness !
Now, Sir, a word or two as to the specific crimes for which
(he Africans are sold as criminals*—Witchcraft in particular is
one.—Of this we entertain so facred a horror, that there being
no objects to be found at home, we make, as if it were, a crufade
to Africa, to shew our indignation at the sin!—As to Adultery,
to be sure* this does not stand exactly on the fame ground.
Adulterers art to be met with in this country—but then
this Crime is, I suppose, Jo common here, that we know not
whom to single out for punishment from among the number.
Determined, however, to shew our indignation of this crime
also, we send to Africa to. punish it. We there prove our an
ger at it to be not a little severe—and, lest Adulterers should
any where in the world escape punishment, we degrade our
selves, even in Africa, to be their executioners.
Thus, Sir, we send to Africa to punish witchcraft, because
there are no .witches to be found here; and we send to the fame
country to punish Adultery, because the Adulterers here are
too many to incur punishment.
Let the House remember too that what I have here stated is,
even by their own account, the very beji state of the case which
the advocates for the Slave Trade have pretended to set up.
But let us now see, how fax satis will bear them out even irt
these miserable pretexts. In one- part of the evidence, we
find a well known Black Trader brings a girl to a Slave ship
to be fold—The Captain buys her. —Some persons come ort
board asterwards and find out who she is—They learn who th*
trader is that sold the poor girl—and they go and catch him ;
bring him to the fame (hip and sell him for a Slave.—.What
fays the Black Trader to the Captain ? " Do you buy me
grand trader ?" <' Yes fays the Captain, I will buy you or any
one else—If they wiH sell you, I'll buy you." Now, Sir*
the*
-s
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into the subject, we shall see that what happened in this case
is, and ever must be, the common and ordinary conduct, that
results from the very nature and circumstances of the trade
itself. How could this Captain decide ? What means had ho
even of inquiring who was the real owner of this girl ? Whe
ther of the grand trader or not ; or who was the owner of thegrand trader ? The Captain faid when they sold the trader, the
same thing which he faid when the trader sold the girl, and
the fame thing too, which he always had faid, and always
must fay, and which all Slave Captains must fay—namely—.
** I cannot know who has a right to sell you—*it is po affair of
mine—If they'll sell you, I'll buy you—I cannot enter into
these controversies.—If any man offers me a Slave, my rule
is to buy him, and ask no questions." That the trade is in.
fact carried on in this manner, is indisputable ; and that wars
are made in Africa, solely for the purpose of supplying theEuropean Slave Trade, is equally so. Is there any man that denies
UP I do not believe a single Gentleman in this committee will now
dare to controvertso well eflablished asail ; and it is for this reason
I shall not mispend your time in adducing additional proof.
I will now enter into some particulars relative to what
happened in the river Camaroon, already stated to you
by the Honourable Gentleman. This affair came out
upon an action tried before the Court of Common Pleas,
on the first of March last, before Lord Loughborough.
.It was brought by one M'Dowal against Gregson and Co.
for wages due to the Plaintiff. The facts were directly in
issue, so that by this strange concurrence of events, you have
what you could hardly have expected :—You have a judicial
proof of the whole tranfactions ; containing among others, the
following important circumstances : A Chieftain, of the
name of Quarmo, who meant to execute his revenge upon
the Slave Captain for the favage violence which the Captain
had before committed, goes to him, and fays, " I want to
R 2
go
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go tjp the country to make trade, if you will help me bjt
giving me some arms and gunpowder." The propofal is at onrej
agreed to. Now, Sir, as the Chief meant to deceive the
Captain,' when he asked for these arms and gunpowder, we
may be very sure he would use just that sort of art, which
would be most likely to deceive him—he would not make a
proposition of any extraordinary kind, that might alarm the
Captain's suspicions—the reason he would pretend would be
the most usual, and common, and natural, he could think of.
His plea, therefore, of borrowing arms to make trade, (alias;
ikiar, for trade,) was the natural plea, and for this reason it
succeeded. It was so usual, so much the every day's practice,
that' the Slave Captain immediately consented as it were
through habit to the request, which he tells you himself, he
had often granted before ; and through the success of this
fraud,' his destruction was accomplished. In short, Sir,
I again and again call on any man to shew me, how this
trade can be carried on, but by such means, that if a man
were to practise the fame in this country, he would justly b^
funified with death.
' But, Sir, we are accused of enthusiasm. Are we then fana
tics ? are we enthusiasts, because we cry, Do not rob, Abstain
from murder ? I have ever considered this business as a most
unjust and horrible persecution of our sellow creatures. But
I am told I must be under some impression of enthusiasm. If
by that expression be meant zeal and warmth, I freely ac
knowledge it ; I glory in it. Enthusiasm, when it arises out
of a just cause, is that which makes men act in it with energy.
It is that without which nothing great was ever done since
the creation of the world. Enthusiasm of this sort I hope
therefore I shall always possess, it was what in this case we
pride ourselves in, we glory in it. And, Sir, this being as;
1 have faid, a cause of justice, it is one in which I cannot
admit of any compromise ; for there can be no compromise
between Justice and Injustice.
' An Honourable Member has faid it would have been fairer
in the Gentleman who moved the question, if he had expressed
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m , the terms of it the full extent of his own meaning;
Though the words of the motion do not fay immediate Abo
lition, he did I think most clearly and openly declare his in
tention was immediately to abolish ; and to the motion itself
there is no fair objection on this ground. He has drawn the
motion, agreeably to the forms of the House, and with per
fect good sense, in my opinion. He fays, " When I bring
in my bill, I mean to let it be open to amendment ;" it is
however reasonable for us to expect, that the Honourable
Gentleman will himself wish to have the blanks silled up in
the manner that is most correspondent to the feelings of his
own mind upon the subject.
"What then is the precise question now before the Com
mittee for their consideration ? The question before you, Sir,
is only " whether this House is ready now to fay, that the Slave
Trade shall be abolished, and this at any time." Some Gentle
men may be for its being abolished" in six years, some may
be for its being abolished in twelve; some in six months; but
all who are for the Abolition at al/, ought indisputably to vote
for this motion. When we come into the Committee on this
bill, any Honourable Gentleman may then move a short
period. / fay it ought to be abolished immediately. Others
rnay think it ought to be two, three, six, ten, or twenty
years ! I own I think they might as well propose a thoufand.
But by this motion as it now stands, they will have an op
portunity of naming what term they please, and they ought
theresore to vote now with us, if they mean to abolish at all.
But mark the conduct of the Right Honourable Gentle
men. —Notwithstanding they declare themselves friends to
the Abolition, they will, by the conduct they seem now about
to follow, give additional weight and strength to that majority
which decided against the Abolition last year. By the course
which I propose they would put an end to that majority.
I was in hopes they would have done something, though it
{hould be ever so small, towards forwarding the object : but
these hopes entirely :fail me,
I bare
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I have been both sorry and ashamed to hear a Right Ifo—
pourable Member of so much weight and authority as the
Gentleman I allude to, prosess to us, that, " he had never
yet delivered any opinion on so important a subject as this is- "
Surely, Sir, when the chair of the Committee was silled r*y
an Honourable Baronet, who so properly and worthily now
sills it, and when that Right Honourable Member was thereby
left at liberty to speak and vote upon the question, the Com
mittee had some right to expect the benesit of his judgment
and abilities ; and I think the Right Honourable Gentleman
himself must have selt humiliated, at having to go uselessly
out of the House, or to run behind the Chair, without giving
any opinion or assistance whatever in the decision osa question
of such magnitude ; a question also in which the plainest
principles of justice, and the dearest rights of humanity are
i'o involved.
Another Right Honourable Gentleman has faid, " in a little
time we shall find that this trade will be abolished." I believe
so too. The criminality of it is more seen, and this will
abolish it. -Petitions have been presented to this House
which cannot be resisted ; and the public (who have been
enlightened by the evidence and the publications of the society
in the Old Jewry) have shewn a solicitude and zeal on this
subject, which cannot fail of accomplishing their object.
Sir, I have been long enough in Parliament to have seen
petitions on a variety of occasions presented to this House,
arid
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less you can bring actual evidence of improper practices :
unless you can prove for instance, that some names have been
forged, or some fraudulent means used to obtain signatures.
The Honourable Gentleman fays he has two letters ta
shew that to some of these there are false names. How does
he know the letters themselves are not false ? How does he
know the signature to that letter, which purports to be
written by a school-boy at Chester, is not as fictitious as he
states the petitions to be ? If he can prove- it was not the
petition
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petition of those whose names are signed to it, let it be proved.
But, Sir, it is persectly ridiculous to suppose that such a
number of petitions from all parts of the kingdom could have
been fabricated. If they were, why then have we not as
many fabricated for the preservation of the trade, as sor the
abolition ? " So we might," fays the Honourable Gentleman,
** but the people on eur fide of the question could not conde
scend to use such means," If any Slave Traders, or Captains
of slave ships, could any where have been found capable of
degrading themselves so far as to sign false names to petitions,
er to ask others to sign them on false representations, we
might in this way of reasoning have had our table equally
heaped with petitions on their side of the question. No, Sir,
the reason why we have none of their petitions, is, that the de
tection would have been easy ; and it must be equally easy if the
petitions are mere forgeries on our side of the question : and if
the Honourable Gentleman really can find, among all the Slave
Captains whom he knows, none who are equal to such practices
as these, I give him joy on his connections, for he must be
connected with very conscientious Guinea Captains indeed !
It has been urged that we have no occasion to adopt
these violent measures in order to put an end to the Slave
Trade, for it will soon come to a natural period by the
gradual civilization of Africa. Sir, it is impossible ; as
long as this accursed trade exists there can be no civilization ;
scarcely a step towards it ; while we continue thus to excite
men to war and every species of villainy, can there be any
civilization in a country, or any thing that can tend to make
its inhabitants happy ? Here is the very refinement of our
cruelty. We create every kind and degree of immorality J
we ourselves render the people favages, and then we fay,
" those men are so favage, that it is bettering their condition
" to transport them as slaves to the West Indies."
We have heard the miserable heart-rending tale of those
horrid scenes which have passed in St. Domingo : doubtless
the revolted negroes have there committed devastations and
murders, of which the very relation makes a man shudder
with
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with horror. But where did these Blacks learn this cruelty ?
Who injlrufted them to be brutal and serocious ? They have
learnt it, Sir, from civilized Europeans, and they have learnt
it in the West Indies : they gained their instruction from those
who had tyrannized over them, and from their own masters ;
the oppression practised on themselves was in their remem
brance, and we may assure ourselves this has caused them to
wreak their vengeance with such sury. Can any man wish
our Islands to be in a like situation I would you expose them
to similar situations ? or would you take the means of pre
venting it ? Stop the farther importation of slaves,—do not
add to the number of those slaves in particular by whom these.
outrages have been chiefly committed. Even Mr. Long's
history of Jamaica points out the probable benefits of such a.
prohibition. Nor does the good effect of the measure os
Abolition,
ing most materially
even upontheourdanger
Islands,ofend
insurrections
here. Besides
like that
lessen-.
of
St. Domingo, it will lead t© a melioration of the condition
of the present slaves there, by easy and obvious means ; to
mild and gentle treatment from their masters, which so far
srom diminishing, will rather increase their real power and
authority. When this happy change of system shall have.
arrived, you will be able to depend on the Creole Blacks for
the desence of their country, as much as on the Whites.
themselves.
Eut it is faid, " Why are we to be so very attentive to the
inhabitants of Africa, and yet not enter into the question of
regulating the present system of slavery in the West. Indies.
Why are we to be so tender of the African Blacks, and yet
have no tenderness for those in our own islands?" Sir, I deny
that I ask for any tenderness to the people of Africa. I
only fay, do not rob and murder them to gratify your avarice,
Is this asking for tenderness ? And as to the slaves in ths
West Indies, I do seel every thing for them. 1 do fay, that
the slavery, even of a person brought up and bred in it, is
much to be pitied. This, however, is far less grievous thaij
the slavery of an imported African. . To be. the slave of the
.. man
"s
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man that brought him upf and in the fame country where he
was born, is quite a different thing from a man's being forced
from his own country into slavery, torn from his friends, de
prived of that freedom which he has enjoyed till he was
grown up, and made to work, contrary to all his former ha
bits, under the 'whip of a driver, in a new quarter of the
globe.
Anxiously, however, do I desire to alleviate the misery also
of those unhappy slaves already in the West Indies ; but as to
the mode of doing it, and as to the right we may have to
malce regulations on that subject, all this is a separate con
sideration. But to argue for regulations in the islands to be
previously made by us, as the best means of abolition—to argue:
for this slow, and doubtsul, and circuitous way of abolishing
the trade, when we can do it in a direct way And instantly,
is in other words to fay, " Do not do a thing which you are
quite able and competent to do, till you have by degrees
effected another thing, which other thing you are not com
petent, and perhaps not able to do at all !'
Sir, I now come td that which I consider really as the
foundation of the whole business* The more I think on the
subject, the more I reflect on all the arguments, miserable
as they are ! which our adverfaries bring forward in their
desence ; the more am I convinced that there is one
ground, and only one ground, on which it is possible for their
fide of the question to stand. It is an argument which they
did resort to at the first, which they have not used to day 5
but which really, Sir, if I were to advise them, they should
again resort to, and rest their whole case upon it. I
mean that there is a difference of species, between black
men and white, which is to be assumed from the difference
of colour^ Driven as our antagonists have been from
this ground, and ashamed of it- as they now are, they really
have no other* Why, Sir, if we can but establish that
blacks are men like ourselves*, is it possible that we can
have any patience on this subject ? Apply the fame case
to France, which is happening every day in Africa ; the
S
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difference, in fact, is only in the colour of the people of the
two countries.
There exists now in France (or in several of its provinces)
a very great degree of animosity ; and there are two contend
ing parties—I believe indeed the accounts are much exagger
ated—But let us suppose now, that at Marseilles, for instance,
or some other port, the Aristocrates were to sell the Democrates
as fast as they could catch them ; and the Democrates were
to sell the Aristocrates in like manner, and that we had ships
hovering on the coast, ready to carry them all off as slaves to
Jamaica, or some other island in the West Indies. If we
were to hear of such a circumstance, would it not strike us
with horror ? What is the reason ? Because these men are of
our own colour. There is no other difference in the two cases
whatever.
I will quote, on this jioint, one of the antients, by way of
proving the fame thing—no less a genius than Aristotle—He,
wishing to establish some ground of desence for slavery says,
" The Barbarians are of a different race from us, and were
born to be slaves to the Greeks." Now, Sir, if any better rea
son could be found out in justification of slavery, I should think
that most sertile genius would have been the first to discover it.
He faw domestic tyranny exercised in an extreme degree, and
this in states where political tyranny was not suffered—He
asked himself the reason, and aster he had searched his won
dersul invention (finding flavery to be the practice of his
country, and not wishing to condemn it) he could resort to
no other argument than that of faying, " the Barbarians are
inserior to the Greeks by nature ;" because, forsooth, the
Greeks had had strength to conquer them. It is true, many
of these Barbarians were of theJame colour with the Greeks;
still, however, it was necessary to establish a distinction in the
nature of the different men, in order to assign any real reason
for permitting the difference in their treatment.
As to setting up any distinction of nature between people
of our own colour ; it is what no man now will bear to hear
©f i to lay there are any Whites of an inserior species, marked
out
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out by nature to be Slaves to other Whites, is not to be
borne ; it would fill us all with horror to authorize slavery
any where, oh this ground, wit 1 respect to white men : and
is it not quite as unjust, because some men are black, to fay
there is a natural distinction as to them ; and that black men,
because they are black, ought to be slaves ? Set aside dif
ference of colour, and is it not the height of arrogance to
allege that because we have strong seelings and cultivated
minds, it would be great cruelty to make slaves of us ; but
that because they are yet ignorant and uncivilized, it is no
injury at all to them ? Such a principle once admitted, lays
the foundation of a tyranny and injustice that have no end.
Mention has been made of some great hardships suffered
on board the transports to Botany Bay, by which a large
portion of the convicts perished ; and I am asraid indeed the
business was attended with dreadsul circumstances. The
story, however, may appear less extraordinary to some of us,
when we know that the transportation was undertaken by
Slave Merchants, and conducted by a Slave Captairn I
understand, a part of the misery is attributed to his having
used slave setters, instead of those usually worn by convicts.
That any mere felons should have been conveyed to the place
of their banishment under circumstances of equal cruelty with
Jlaves from Africa, is certainly, Sir, a disgrace to this coun
try, and it ought to constitute a charge against those persons
concerned in so scandalous a business ; and I hope and under
stand it will be so considered by Government.
I remember to have once heard, or read, long before the
present questions were agitated, a well known story of an
African who was of the first rank in his own country and a
man of letters.' He was taken in one of those plundering
wars, which the Slave Trade gives occasion to ; was carried
to Maryland, and sold as it happened to a remarkably humane
and very excellent master. His master inquired into the
case, found out that he was educated in the Mahometan
religion, that he could read and write Arabic, that he was a
man of rank as well as literature, and all the circumstances
S %
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being taken into consideration, he was after a sull examina
tion of facts, redeemed and sent home to Africa. — Now,
Sir, if this man with all his advantages, had fallen into the
hands, I do not fay of a hard hearted, but even ah- ordinary
master ; would he not inevitably have worn out his lise in the
fame Egyptian bondage, in which thoufands of his sellowAfricans drag on their rriserable days ? Put such cases as
these home to yourselves, and you will find the Slave Trade
is a thing not to be justified, not to be tolerated for a mo
ment, for the fake of any convenience whatsoever.
As to danger from the want of population in the Islands,
even this pretext has been completely done away by the Right
Honourable the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and it is re
markable, that though he was at the pains of going sully into
those calculations, insomuch, that I really thought him too
condescending in that detail ; there has not been the least at
tempt to controvert any of his statements. Not a single
calculation of his has been gone into, by any one of the
Gentlemen who are arainst the Abolition of the Trade. — I
might complain of want of respect to the Right Honourable
Gentleman, from this silence ; but the fact I know is, that
not the shadow of an answer could be given ; and yet so it is,
that Gentlemen resuse to be convinced !
Upon the whole, I shall give my opinion of this trasSck in
a very sew words. 1 believe it to be impolitic—I know it
to be inhuman—I am certain it is unjust—I think it so inhu
man, that, if the plantations could not be cultivated without
jt, upon the principles of humanity and justice, they ought
not tq be carried on at all. Even if the objects of it were
brute animals, no humane man could expose tnem to be treated
with such wanton cruelty. If the merchandize were totally
'inanimate, no honest man could support a trade founded upon
such principles of injustice. Upon these grounds, there is
every necessity for putting an immediate end to it.
I think the Honourable Gentle nan has made precisely the
most proper motion in this stage of the business. It confines
the House to nothing, provided they are friends to the Aboli{ion^
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tion, either immediate or suture. He has told you his ideas,
and those who differ from him as to time-, may propose their's.
I^et us rescue Parliament from the degrading situation in
which they stand at present, of having given their fanction to
this trade. Many Gentlemen seel the burden, and are de
sirous of being relieved from it. Let us do our duty, and re
move this opprobrium from ourselves ; and if other countries
follow our example, so much the better ; if they do not, let
us glory in leaving them behind, let us shew them that Great
Britain deserves to stand as high in the opinion of the world
for her justice, as I know she does already for her wisdom,
for the superiority of her constitution, and for the excellency of
her laws, which excite the admiration of surrounding coun
tries. But, Sir, I can have Jio doubt, that the example
which we ihall set in abolishing the Slave Trade will have a
great effect, certainly greater than that of any other country
in Europe. What is the present situation of France with
respect to her colonies? It is critical and peculiar.- One day
they talk of Liberty and are inclined to favour the Negroes;
another day they check themselves and suspend their measures.
It is the timid wavering conduct which the National Assembly
was prevailed on to adopt, in preserence to bold and resolute
measures, that has produced all the dreadsul mischiess at St.
Domingo.
These, Sir, are the cruel consequences of fnoderate mea
sures. Decision had been mercy ; decision even against the
prejudice of their West India Planters, would have been a
thoufand times better for those Planters, than indecision and
half measures. '
But there are some persons who are fond of throwing out*
that our Islands will not submit to the Abolition of the Slave
Trade, that they will fay,0''6 We cannot, we will not suffer
it, and we must seek out some other connection." To this,
I very freely answer, " If you chuse to be protected by us,
who are best able to do it, we will protect you, and we think
we can render you more service than any other country ; but
if you are to be connected with us, it must be on the
principles
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principles of justice. If Britain must involve herself
in this dishonourable, this bloody business, for the fake of the
Islands ; if these are your terms, let the connection cease from
this moment.
Perhaps, Sir, there is less boldness than there appears to be
in stating this so strongly, for I am well persuaded, that our
Wes- India Islands too well know the superior advantages of
their present connection, to break with us on this ground ; I am
well convinced they will fay to us, " Though you abolish the
Slave Trade you shall not drive us away from you : to you
we must still adhere, our habits, our seelings, and what is
more our intere/ls, incline us to preser your connection to that
of any other country. Though you shake the Slave Trade
off from us, you shall never shake us off from you." But if
they should not fay this, and if the question be, whether
Britain shall retain the Slave Trade and the West India Islands,
or shall part with them both together; I do not hesitate a mo
ment in deciding which alternative she ought to take ; I de
clare at once, " Better be without the Islands than
not abolish the Slave Trade." Let us therefore, this
night, act the part which will do us honour ; let us vote for bring
ing in a bill for the abolition. If we fail, which I consess I have
some apprehension of, I have only to express my gratitude to the
Honourable Gentleman for the part he has taken. He does
not need my exhortation to persist ; but this will I declare,
that whether we vote in a small minority or large one, " We
never will give up the paint." Whether in this House, or out
of this House; in whatsoever situation I may^ver be ; as' long
as I have a voice to speak, this quejiion shall never be at an end:
if it were possible that the Honourable Gentleman could en
tertain the idea of abandoning it, I would not.
But Sir, even if all those who are engaged in this question
were to be removed away, there would never be wanting .
men alive to their duty who would cry out for jujiice, who
would maintain a perpetual struggle, till this Trade should be
done away,
W«
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We who think that these things are not merely impolitick
but inhuman and unjust ; that they are not of the nature of
trade, but that they are crimes, pollutions, whichstain the honour
ef a country ! We, Sir, will never relax our esforts.
We wish to prevent man from preying upon man ; and we
must do our duty, let the world think of us as they may. And
I posless the sullest confidence that our perseverance will en
sure success.
One word more : never let this subject be confound
ed with any ideas of political slavery. Were I a member
of an Arbitrary Government, where the will of the Prince
alone was law, I should be as zealous to wipe osf such a stain
as this from that country, as I now am to do it from our own.
W^hat means Slavery ? A Slave is one whom another man
commands at his pleasure : who belongs not to himself, but
to his master, at whose dispofal he is in all respects ; this is
personal slavery. Political slavery is but a metaphor ; it has
got the name from its bearing only some faint resemblance to
slavery, literally so called. It has been named Political
Slavery, with a view of exciting somewhat of that fame horror
against it, which Personal Slavery is known always to'excite.
Few men, I believe, carry their ideas of Political Freedom
higher than I do ; but although I cannot help thinking the
People of France under the old Despotick Government were
enslaved in one sense ; yet their state when compared with
Personal Slavery, was a state of persect Freedom. Nor is the
difference between any two the most distant degrees of Poli
tical Slavery and Freedom, to be put in competition with
the difference between every individual slave and free man.
Let us never again, therefore, let our understandings be in
sulted by confounding two things so totally different.
I have not again read to the House, this day, any of those
shocking accounts, with which I troubled them last year.
But I repeat " They are upon evidence! They stand on unques
tionable authority !" And if any Gentleman has neglected to
to attend to these cruelties, they nevertheless exist.
But neither are these stories necessary to my argument.
If the situation of the Negroes were as happy as servitude
could
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could mate them, I must not commit the enormous crime of
selling man to mail ; nor permit a practice to continue which
puts an entire bar to the civilization of one whole quarter of tbs
habitable globe. Many years will not be given us to discuss
this subject. This nation will not long permit the constant
commission of crimes thatshock human nature, for thefake of the
Weft Indies. And if the West India Gentlemen will insist
on the continuance of such a trade, they must not expect to
be very popular in this country. They have NO right to
demand that crimes jhall be permitted by this country for their
advantage. And the advice I give them is, that they should
give up these ideas, and lend their cordial assistance to such
measures as may bring about, in the shortest possible time, an
abolition of a trassick, for which not one reason can be given,
that is consistent with policy, humanity, or justice.

Mr. Addimgton, to explain—The Committee will do
me the honour to recollect, that what I have stated in favour
of gradual, rather than immediate abolition, was on the
principle of securing the property of individuals: I did not
conceive that the present state of the West Indies would
admit of our abolishing this trade immediately.
As to what the Right Honourable Gentleman has faid
of giving a bounty on the importation of semales, I men
tioned certainly, that I thought a duty might be laid on im
ported negroes, which should be lighter on the semales,
than on the males. I admit this must operate in essect
as a bounty on the women imported. If a sussicient sup
ply of negroes can be raised the Islands, I wish no such
distinctions should be made.
With respect to the means of carrying the regulations
in the West Indies into execution, which the Right Ho
nourable Gentleman thinks is a very nice point ; the mode
that has occurred to me is, that an address should be pre
sented
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fented to His Majesty* that he would be graciously pleased t»
direct certain regulations to be proposed by the Governors
of the West India Islands.
I cannot help thinking that that moderation which has
been recommended by my Right Honourable Friend, is the
only way in which we can secure our object* or do ourselves
honour. in the eyes of the world*

'
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Honourable may,
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Dundas—Cdnceiv*
arise from my
-voting with my Honourable Friend, in his motion as it now
stands, I rise to move an amendment to it ; which is to insert
the word, gradually, before the words, " to be abolished."
The motion will then be, " That the Slave Trade ought'
gradually to be abolished."

Mr. Jenkinson.—I seel a considerable degree of regret,
when I disfer from those with whom I am in the habit of act
ing ; but I should think I was acting inconsistently with that
duty which I owe my constituents and my country, if af
ter having formed a decided opinion on fo great and important
a question as that which is now before the House, any motives
whatever should prevent me from delivering that opinion,
ani from supporting it with such arguments as may appear to
me decisive on the subject.
In rising to oppose the propositions that have been made,
I seel that I labour under every possible difficulty. I rise not
only to oppose a measure, generally believed to be popular, but
which has been supported by a greater combination of abilities
than was ever united on any one subject* on which a difference
of opinion could reasonably efcist. Feeling, as I do, my own
inability to contend with the Right Honourable Gentleman
T
wha
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who spoke last, all that I can do is, to call the attention of
the House, as briefly as possible, to what I conceive to be
the real state of the question ; and I hope- that the Committee
will be influenced in their decision, rather by the weight of
argument, than by any ingenuity or eloquence with which it
may be supported.
The opinions of those who are adverse to the abolition,
have in general been unfairly stated. It has been circulated
that their opinion is founded on principles of policy, as oppo
sed to principles of humanity—on no such ground am I dis
posed to resist the abolition. If it can be clearly made out
that the interests of humanity are decidedly in favour of the
proposition, Heaven forbid that any motives of policy
should prevent our adopting it \ But if, on the contrary, it
should appear, that the Cause of Humanity is, infaSl, again/t
the Abolition, I trust then that the very fame principles which
would in the one case have induced the Committee to adopt
the proposition, will then induce them to unite with me in op
posing it.—I desire, however, to be understood, when I fay that
the cause of humanity is against the Abolition. The question
is not, whether the trade was originally founded in injustice
and oppression. I admitted it was —The question is not, whether
the trade is abstractedly in itself an evil. I admit it to be so—
But whether, under all the circumstances of the case, any
considerable advantage would arise to a number of our sellow
creatures, from the abolition of the trade taking place in the
manner in which it has been proposed.
The subject, from the manner in which it has beentreated, naturally divided itself into three points of view.
1. The situation of the Negroes on the coast of Africa.
2. Their situation in the Middle Paflage.
3. Their situation in the West India islands ; and how
far,
ikelyin toeach
be ofbenesited
these respective
by the situations,
measure which
their condition
has beenis
proposed.
Disposed as I may be, not to agree to the statement that
has been made, of the situation of the Negroes in Africa
it is not roy intention to rest any argument on that ground.
I am
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T am ready to admit that their situation is miserable, that their
miseries are in a great measure occasioned by the Slave
Trade, and that if that trade was univerfally abolished, very
great benefit will consequently accrue to the inhabitants of
Africa. No person will, however, pretend to assert, that
whatever may be the calamities suffered by the inhabitants
of that continent, those calamities arise from the trade, as car
ried on by Great Britain only. Other countries must, of
course, occasion as much of those evils as we do; and if the
abolition of the trade on our part should prove only the trans
fer of it into the hands of those countries, very little benefit
could accrue to the Negroes from our humanity.
What, then, is the probability of our example being fol
lowed by those countries who have a considerable mare in the
trade ? Five years have now elapsed since the disposition of a
considerable part of this country has manisested itself in favour
of the abolition. Sussicient time, then, has been given, to en
able us to judge whether other countries are likely to second
our efforts.
Have the Portuguese shewn any disposition to follow
our example ? Far from it. Have the Dutch ? I am very
much misinformed if there are not Agents from Holland at
this very time in this country, who are negociating with
persons concerned in the trade, who are desirous of giving all
possible encouragement to them if we should abandon it.
Have the Spaniards ? On the contrary, it will appear that
they immediately took advantage of our disposition, and
gave every possible encouragement to the trade, by offer
ing a bounty on the importation of Slaves. Have the
French ? They who have carried fanaticism, and their ideas
©f liberty, to an extent as yet unheard of—have they shewn
any disposition to imitate our conduct in this particular ? The
' measure was certainly proposed in the National Assembly,
but was rejected} nay, not only rejected, but the bounty on
the importation of Slaves, as an encouragement to the trade,
has
not been
been expressly
continuedrenewed.
at least; I am
» not sure whether it has
T 2
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I should not have been surprised if some of the countries
had thought it politic to pretend to have a similar dispositionwith ourselves, and after having induced us to abolish the
trade, they had availed themselves of our disposition to hu
manity. But when they have not only Jbewn no disposition to
abolish, but, on the contrary, every disposition to encourage it,
I have a right to inser, that the abolition of the trade, qr; our
part, would be only the transfer of it into the hands of those
countries.
Oij great political questions, where important interests
^re involved, it would in gensral be thought fuflicient to be
able to prove, that no benefit is likely to arise to those to whom
we are desirous of affording relief; but if I can proced surther:
if I can prove, not only that no advantage, but that a great
disadvantage will arise to the Negroes, from the measure that
is proposed, no doubt can then remain on the mind of any
person who does not preser jpeculative to prq_ftical humanity
respecting the propriety of rejecting it.
The mortality on board the English ships trading from
Africa was, previous to the Regulating Bill, four and an eighth
per cent- Since that, it has been reduced to a little rnore thar^
three per cent. * The mortality on board French ships trading
from the fame quarter is near ten per cent. —so that there is
a mortality of nearly seven per cent. more on board French, than
Hn board English ships. The mortality in Dutch ships is from
five toseveA per cent. Thf mortality on board Portuguese ships
is less than either French or Dutch ships, but more than on
English ships, since the regulating Bill.
Let us then consider, what would be the consequence of
the abolition of the trade on our part. Do we regret the
deaths, do we 1 egret the cruelties that are faid to have been
committed? Those deaths, and.those cruelties, would be more
than doubled if we were to abolish the trade.
* The mortality was stated by Mr Wilberforce to be by the documents of
the last year betwten ten and eleven per cent- in the English ships, and previous
to the Regulati'u Bill something more than thib. 22,600 is the number im
ported last year to »ur own I/lands, j# British ihips, opt of which rather more
than 2,300 died on the passage.

Suppose
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Suppose the case, as it really stands, was to be submitted
to the Africans ; suppose we were to consult their isclinatiotw
pn the subject, what do we believe would be their answer ;
juiserable as to them the trade might be ; numerous as the
calamities they susser from it ? " If other countries are not
" disposed to unite with you in abolishing it, for our fakes
" do you continue it ; for whatever may be the evils we
** susser from it, the trade carried on by other countrie?,
f* when compared to the trade carried on by you, is as evil
f* when compared to good."
I am ready to admit that there is one answer, which would
probably be made to this.
Great Britain trades not only for her own islands, but in
some degree for those of other countries. No good, but on
the contrary, evil, will be the consequence, to those Negroes
which we carry into the Foreign West India Islands. But as
the trade between Africa and our West India Islands will
then be stopped, and, as consequently a smaller number of
Negroes will then be wanted, than those which are demanded
at present, some degree of good will accrue to the people of
Africa from the abolition of the trade on our part.
In answer to this argument, I fay, that as the West India
Planters purchase Negroes at present, notwithstanding the
greatness of their price, I have a right to inser, that they
think it for their interest to purchase them, and that conse
quently, even after the abolition of the trade on our part,
they will not fail to purchase them, The point then to be
considered is, what is the probability of their being able to.
sinuggle ?
The Committee may, in a great measure, judge of'this
from the evidence already before them.
By the evidence, it appears, that a great number of Slaves
have been clandestinelyJlolen, from time to time, out of our
islands, and carried into the Foreign IVeJl India I/lands. It
appears that several hundreds were Jlolen, witkin a very Jhort
period, from "Jamaica, and carried into Cuba. These facts
way surprise the House, as it is clearly the interest of all the
planters
/
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planters to prevent the smuggling, if possible. But if other
countries are able to smuggle Slaves out of the island, when it
is the interest of every planter and overseer to prevent that
practice—it follows, that there will be very little dissiculty in
smuggling Slaves into the islands, where it will be for thre
sequence
interest ofthen,
every of
planter
the abolition
and overseer
of the
to promote
trade onit.our The
part, con
will—
be only the transferring it into the hands of other nations, who
will carry it on at a much greater difadvantage to the Africans,
and who will acquire the advantage and profit to themselves of
supplying our islands with Slaves.
I will not call the attention of the Committee to the state
of the Negroes in the West India Islands ; and much has
been laid under this head, of the cruelties they suffer, and of
the hard labour they are obliged to undergo. Tales of op
pression have been told, and narratives of ill ufage have been
related, which must undoubtedly shock the feelings of all
who heard them ; but is it fair, to inser from extraordinary
instances, the general bad ufage of the Slaves ? Suppose that
in the best cultivated government, a collection was to be
made of the different abuses and cruelties that had been com
mitted for a series of years ; suppose that in this country such
a collection had been made, and aster the brilliant panegyric
that was madesome time ago on our excellent Constitution, some
person had risen up, and had stated these, as prooss that our
Constitution was very different from what it had been de
scribed; should we have thought ourselves justified in inserring
from a certain number of extraordinary instances, that we lived
under a Government oppressive and tyrannical ? —Should we
not rather have answered, that in the most persect system
which the human intellect is capable of forming, some weak
nesses, some desects must necessarily exist ; and that it was
unfair to draw inserences from extraordinary examples, to
the prejudice of any system whatever I I have a right to draw
the fame inserence with respect to the state of the Slaves in
the West India Islands, who, from being Slaves, were necessa
rily exposed, to certain peculiar difadvantages. I have a right
to
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to draw that inserence, provided I can prove, that, notwith
standing any particular exception, the general behaviour of
the planters or overseers towards the Slaves, cannot have
been such as the friends to the abolition have described
it to be.
Evidence has certainly beep adduced, on both sides, and I
should not be asraid, if it were necessary, to oppose the evi
dence of those who have appeared in favour of the planters,
against any evidence which has been adduced on the other
fide. I should not be asraid to oppose such characters as Lord
Rodney, Admiral Barrington, Admiral Hotham, Sir Jofliua
Rowley, &c. against any authorities, however respectable,
who may have come forward in favour of the abolition. But
on no such evidence is it my intention to rest the argument ;
there are facts in support of that evidence, which must leave
it without doubt on the minds of the Committee.
Previous to the year 1730, the mortality, and consequently
the decrease of the Slaves, in the West India Islands, was
very considerable. From the year 1730, to the year 1755,
the deaths were reduced to only two and a halfper cent. more
than the births. From the year 1755, to the year 1768, they
were reduced to only one and three-fourths more than the
births. From the year 1768, to the year 1788, they were
reduced to only one per cent. This then, on the first view
of the subject, must prove, that whatever may have been the
situation of Slaves in former times, their condition has been
gradually improved.
But if we consider the peculiar difadvantages under which
they labour, if we consider the small proportion of semales
with respect to males, the hurricanes, and famines which
have been the consequence of those hurricanes, and which have
swept away, in a short period, thousands of lives ; if we consi
der thus, that every natural obstacle seems to combine to
prevent the increase of the Slaves, I must judge it physically
impossible that they should have increased in the manner, and to
the degree to which they have increased, if the cruel treatment
they
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t&rf have suffered, and the hard labour imposed upon themy had
keen such as the friends of the abolition have represented.
ThiB statement not only enables me to justisy the West:
India Planters, from the aspersions that have been thrown
out against them, but enables me likewise to draw still more
important conclusions ; — That as the Slaves in the West
India Islands have under the present state of things, gradually
increased, they will continue to increase. —That very sew
years will pass, not only before the births are equal to the
deaths, but before they are more numerous than the deaths—^
That if this is likely to happen under the present state of
things, a fortiori, it will follow that it must take place, if, by
tertain regulations, the increase of the imported Slaves can fo
mcouraged.
The only doubt therefore which can remain on the minds
of Gentlemen, is, whether it is more for the interest of the
planter to import, or breed ; for if I shall be able to prove,
that it is more for the interest of the planter to breed, it will
then follow, that the moment the stock of Slaves in the islands
is believed by the planters to be sufficient, that moment the
further importation must necestarily cease.
In the first place, the gradtfal increase of the Slates, of
late years, clearly proves that the increase has been encou
raged by the planter, who consequently must have conceived
it to have been his interest to breed. But I mean not to rest
the argument on that ground. The price of Slaves was of
late years become so great (nearly, I believe I rrtayl fly, -*&>/«
as great, as they were twenty' years. ago), that the planter,
on the grounds of ceconomy, mast seel it his interest' not to
purchase, if by any possible means he can avoid it.
Let us consider, then, that the greatest mortality is on the
newly- imported Slaves—That the diseases they bring with
them from Africa—the diseases they are likely to contract on
the paflage, the operations they have been faid to undergo in
the seasoning, all prove the considerable risk there must be
in the purchase of Slaves,. and thac the planter is not only
put

put to a considerable expence, but is put to that expenoe,
with a chance of very speedily losing the fruits of it.
To these considerations others may be added, no less im
portant.—Slaves bred in the islands are much more attached to
the ^wr—They have been gradually accustomed to the labour,and must consequently seel less objection to the performance
of it. Trained up likewise in regular subordination, they
must of course be much more manageable than those who are
sirst put under the care of an overseer at a more advanced
period of their lise. Slaves, on the other hand, who have
been convicted of crimes, may consequently be such as
no person would be desirous of employing, if he c.ould possibly
avoid it. Let it be added to all these circumstances, that
children are of the greatest service in many parts of the la
bour, so that whilst the planter must be convinced, that
they will be the most valuable Slaves, when arrived at the
age of maturity, he receives very considerable advantage
from them, even in their earliest years. It having then been
proved, that the intereji of the planter is to breed, rather than
to import, it must follow, that the planters would be little
less than mad, to purchase Slaves, if they were not convinced
that a surther supply is necessary.
But it has been-faid, that the births and the deaths in theislands are equal, and that consequently no surther supply is
wanted. I am ready to admit, that the births and the deaths
are nearly equal, but the question must still come to this :
Is the stock of slaves in the islands sussicient ? Suppose that in
the island of Jamaica there are 250,000 Slaves, and suppose,
tion
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portation is to be stopped, that the number of Siaves in the
island is not sussicient : for Gentlemen seem to have forgot,
that persons in that climate are subject to diseases, of which
we are ignorant, and which sweep away hundreds-, m.y some
times thousands at a time. They seem to have forgot, that
they are subject to hurricanes and famines, which have the '
seme dreadsul effects.
U
Whatever

Whatever number of Slaves may be necessary sor the cul
tivation of the islands, if surther importation is to be stopped,
an extra number will be necessary, in order that, in cafe of
any extraordinary mortality, from the circilmslances already
stated, the complete ruin of the planter may be prevented.
That the time will com?) when the stock of Slaves in the
island will be sussicient, no person, who has attended to the
former part of his argument can doubt. That the Slaves;
Jiave gradually increased, ave gradually increasing, and that
by certain regulations the increase may be considerably promotedi must be equally obvious. But these are all considera
tions, which should induce us to oppose the Abolition, because
the event, without any of the evils that may arise from the
immediate adoption of that measure, must, in the natural
order which I have described, take place in the course of a
yery short period.
I wish the Committee to consider, what mifchie .5 may arise
from the planters being able to smuggle, ftow dangerous it
may be, that they should depend on other nations, and not
on us, for their supply of Slaves-—That from entering into
bargains and contracts, perhaps even with our enemies, their
dispositions may bf alienated from us, that the loss of the islands
ihemsclves may be the consequence ; . and not only the loss ofso
much revenue, andso much. power to ourselves, but the acquisi
tion os tha.t power, and that revenue by our enemies-—And why
should we expose ourselves to such a risk, for any benefit
which will result to the Negroes ? On the contrary, it ha{
been proved that it would be a disadvantage to them.
Let it likewise be considered, that we may deprive our
selves by these means of the power of enforcing regulations,
and that thus the trade may go on as it does at present, with
a much less rapid increase of the Slaves by birth. This is,
however, not the only risk to which we are exposing our
Colonies. Let us reslefl on the calamities of St. Domingo,
which have been imputed by the deputies from that island, to
the advocates of abolition. What horror can be described,
What ravage can be painted, what cruelty can be committed,
which
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which those unfortunate beings have not suffered? And shall
We, when principles of the fanle sort are lurking in our
own islands, shall we expose our sellow subjects to the fame
calamities^ who, is guilty of promoting this trade, have at least
been encouraged by ourselves^ by Us, who, though parties in
the guilts would in no adequate degree be parties in the suffering?
It has been faid^ that .there is a distinction between the
Abolition of the Slave Trade, and the Emancipation of the
Slaves. I admit that distinction ; but should we be surprised
if the Slaves, who, receiving no immediate benesit from the
abolition of the trade, should complain that these principles
are not equally applies to themselves ;—should we be sur
prised if their minds; not cultivated as our own, should not
seel so nice a distinction, or at least, if they do seel it, would
be too much interested to appear to. do so ?
That the Slave Trade is in itself an evil, I am ready to
admit. That the state of slavery itself is likewise an evil I
am no less ready to admit. That if the question was, not to
abolish, but establisl) them, I; of all those who prosess so much
fceal for the interests of humanity, would not be the least
eager- to oppose it ; but, are there not many evils in this
world which we shouid have thought it our duty to prevent,
yet which, when once they have taken place, it is more dan
gerous to oppose than to submit to ? The duty of a Statesman
is, not to consider abstractedly what is right or wrong*, but to
weigh the disadvantages that are likely to arise from the abolition
if an evil, against the consequences that are likely to arise from
the continuance of itt
On this ground let us judge of the present question. Here
is an evil, which, it has been proved, can be but of short
continuance ; the continuance of which, by proper regulations,
may be extremely Jhortenedi The expiration of which, instead
of being productive of good, will be productive of essential
barm to those whom it is meant to benesit ; and shall we
appearing to prevent the short continuance of this evil, adopt
a measure which can be of no advantage on one hand, and
which tbreatens every calamity on the other—-which threatens a
U 2
diminution

diminution of our revenue} and consequently a serious mis
fortune to the people of this country—which threatens the
ruin of the property of those persons who, under our encou
ragements have settled in the West India Islands-^ which
threatens murder, and all those cruelties which, by the adop
tion of the measure, we are desirous of preventing.
I have frequently rejoiced at the idea, that some of those
evils which have existed in all age?, and under all govern
ment?, are likely, in the present period, to be abolished ;
that we live in an age where knowledge has become more
univerfal than in any former period, and that, under the
mild influence of true religion and philosophy, society is likely
to receive considerable improvements. But I have always
dreaded that those improvements fiould be too rapid—convinced
that by this means their very end may be prevented. Violent
changes shake the frame instead of supporting it. They
endanger its existence ; and if the constitution out-lives the
shock, it is restored weak and enseebled. Gradual changes
strengthen and uphold it. The consequence of the change,
and not the change, is felt. Every step secures the preceding,
and becomes the foundation for additional improvement.
Agreeing, then, most persectly with the friends to the
abolition in their end, I differ from them only in the means of
accomplishing that end. I am desirous of doing that gradually,
which
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rashly.
Gentleman's pro
positions I agree, but I as much differ from him in others.
I have drawn up two propositions, which meet my ideas
on the subject, and which, if tha Committee will give me
leave, I will state to them.
That an address be presented to his Majesty, that he would
be pleased to recommend to the Colonial Assemblies, to grant
premiums to such Planters and Overseers as shall distinguish
themselves by promoting the annual increase of the Slaves bybirth. And likewise to grant freedom to every semale Negro,
who has borne and reared up sive children to the age of
seven years.
2d. That

2d. That a bounty of 5I. per head be given to the master
cf every vessel employed in the trade from the coast of Africa,
who shall import in any cargo, a greater number of semale
than male Negroes, not exceeding the age of twenty-five
years.
In order that I may be enabled to bring forward my pro
positions in form, I move that the Chairman should leave
the Chair.

Mr. Este. — I should not intrude myself on the Comfiiittee at so late an hour, but with a view of inducing them t«
adjourn the debate. There are two propositions, Sir, before
the House. The one, for the Abolition of the Slave Trade
at large ; the other for its gradual Abolition ; and I cannot
help thinking thai Gentlemen should be allowed a surther
time to compare their respective merits, and consider of the
best means of carrying their purpose.
I am persuaded there are several enormities in the Slave
Trade which call for regulation ; which I also conceive to be
the best means to effectuate the final Abolition of the Slavs
Trade : for it appears to me that a gradual Abolition would
answer all the purposes, and effectuate its end in a much bet
ter manner than could be done by any other means.

At four o'Clock Mr. William Smith rose, but Mr. Pitt
having risen at the fame time, Mr. Smith gave way to him.
The
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The Right Honourable William Pitt. At this hotif
of the morning I am asraid, Sir, I am too much exhausted
to enter so sully into the subject before the Committee as I
could wish ; but if my bodily strength is in any degree equal
to the tafle, I seel so strongly the magnitude of this question*
that I am extremely earnest to deliver my sentiments* which I
rise to do with the more fatisfaction, because I now look for
ward to the issue of this business with considerable hopes of
success.
The debate has this day taken a turn, which* though it
has produced a variety of new suggestions, has, upon the
whole, reduced this question to a much narrower point than
it was ever brought into before.
I cannot fay that I quite agree with the Right Honourable
Gentleman over the way (Mr. Fox) ; I am far from deplore
ing all that has been faid by my two Honourable Friends ;
(Mr. Dundas and the Speaker.) I rather rejoice that they
have now brought this subject to a fair issue—that something,
at least, is already gained, and that the argument has taken
altogether a new course this night. It is true, a difference
of opinion has been stated, and has been urged with all the
force of argument that could be given to it. But give me
leave to fay, that this difference has boen urged upon prineU
pies very far removed from those which were maintained:
by the epponents of my Honourable Friend when he first!
brought forward his motion. There are very sew of those
who have spoken this night, who have not thought it
their duty to declare their sull and entire concurrence with
my Honourable Friend in promoting the Abolition of
the Slave Trade, as their ultimate object : However we may
differ as to the time and manner of it, we are agreed in the
Abolition itself) and my Honourable Friends have expressed
their
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in this sentiment
does most
withundoubtedly
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require*
upon theI
do not, however, think they yet perceive what are the ne
their
cessary
own
consequences
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own
conclusion.
concession, or follow up
The
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The point now jn dispute between us, is, a disference
purely as to the period of time, at which the Abolition of the
Slave Trade ought to take place. I therefore congratulate
this House, the Country, and the World, that this great
point is gained; that we may now consider this trade as
having received its condemnation ; that its sentence is seal
ed ; that this Curse of mankind is seen by the House in its
true light ; and that the greatest stigma on our national charaster which ever yet existed, is about to be removed ! And,
Sir, (which is still more important) that MANKIND, I
trust, in general, are now likely to be delivered from the greatest
practical evil that ever has afflitled the human race* from the
severe/? andmost extensive calamity recorded in the History of the
world !
myInHonourable
proceedingFriend
to give
in his
mymotion,
reasonsI shall
for concurring
necessarily advert
with
to those topics which my Honourable Friends near me have
pouched upon; and which they stated to be their motives for
preserring a gradual, and in some degree, a distant Abolition of
the Slave Trade, to the more immediate and direct measure
now proposed to you. Beginning as I do. with declaring
fhat in this respect I differ completely from my Right
Honourable Friends near me. I do not, however, mean
to fay, that i differ as to one observation which has.
been pressed rather strongly by them. If they can shew
that their proposition of a gradual Abolition, is more
likely than ours to secure the object which we have in viewthat by proceeding gradually we shall arrive morespeedily at
our end, and attain it with more certainty, than by a dlrect vote immediately to abolish :—If they can shew to the
fatisfaction both of myself and the Committee, that our pro
position has more the appearance of a speedy Abolition, than
the reality ot it; undoubtedly they will in this case make a
convert of me, and my Honourable Friend who moved the
question; they will make a convert of every man among us,
who looks to thjs, which I trust we all do, as a question not
to be determined by theoretical principles or enthusiastic seel
ings, but considers the practicability of the measure—aiming
/
simply
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Imply to effect his object in the shortest time, and in the
surest possible manner.
If, however, I shall be able to shew that our measure pro-.
cecds more directly to its object, and secures it with more cer
tainty, and within a less dstant period; and that the Slava
Trade will on our plan be abolished sooner than on his ; may
I not then hope, that my Right Honourable Friends will be
as ready to adopt our proposition, as we should in the other
case be willing to accede to theirs ?
One of my Right Honourable Friends has stated, that an
Act passed here for the Abolition of the Slave Trade, would
not secure its Abolition. Now, Sir, I should be glad t©
know, why an Act of the British Legislature, enforced by all
those fanctions which we have undoubtedly the power and the
right to apply, is not to be effectual ; at least as to every mate
rial purpose? Will not the executive power have the fame ap
pointment of the ossicers and the courts ofjudicature, by which
all the causes relating to this subject must be tried, that it
has in other cases ? Will there not be the fame system of law
by which we now maintain a monopoly of commerce ? If the
fame law, Sir, be* applied to the prohibition of the Slaw 1radey
which is applied in the case of other contraband commerce,^ with
all the fame means of the country to back it, I am at a loss
to know why the actual and total Abolition is not as likely
to be effected in this way, as by any plan or project of my
Honourable Friends, for bringing about a gradual termination
of it. But my observation is extremely fortified by what sell
from my Honourable Friend who spoke last ; he has told you,
Sir, thatisyouwill have patience with it for a sew years, the Slave
Trade must drop of itself, from the increasing dearness of the
commodity imported, and the increasing progress, on the other
hand, of internal population. Is it true, then, that the impor
tations are so expensive and disadvantageous already, that the
internal population is even now becoming a cheaper resource?
I ask then, if you leave to the importer no means of importa
tion hut by smuggling, and if, bes.des all the fresnt disadvan
tages, you load him with all the charges and hazards of the
smuggler,
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smuggler, by taking care that the laws against smuggling aft
in this case watchsully and rigoroufly enforced, is there any
danger of any considerable supply of fresh Slaves being poured
into the islands through this channel ? And is there any real
ground of sear, because a sew Slaves may have been smugg
led in or out of the islands that a bill will be useless and in
essectual
cumstances
on will
any such
not bear
ground
a dispute.
? The question under these dr*
Perhaps, however, my Honourable Friends may take up
another ground, and fay, " It is true your measure would shut
tl out surther importations more immediately ; but we do not
*' mean to shut them out immediately. We think it right, on
" grounds of general Expediency, that they should not be im»
" mediately shut out." Let us therefore now come to this
question of the Expediency of making the Abolition distantand gradual, rather than immediate.
The argument of expediency in my opinion (like every
other argument in this disquifition) will not justify the con
tinuance of the Slave Trade for one unnecessary hour. Sup
posing it to be in our power (which I have (hewn it is) to
enforce the prohibition from this present time, the expediency of
doing it is to me so clear, that if I went on this principle alone
I should not seel a moment's hesitation. What is the argu
ment of expediency stated on the other side ? It is doubted
whether the deaths and births in the islands are as yet so nearly
equal as to ensure the keeping up a sufficient stock of labourers :
in answer to this I took the liberty of mentioning in a for
mer year, what appeared to me to be the state of population
at that time. My observations were taken from documents
which we have reason to judge authentic, and which carried
on the face of them the conclusions I then stated: they
were the clear, simple, and obvious result of a caresul exa
mination which I made into this subject, and any Gentleman
who will take the fame pains may arrive at the fame degree of
fatisfaction.
These calculations, however, applied to a period of time that
is how four or five yean past. The births were then in
X
the
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the general view of them, nearly equal to the deaths ; and, as
the state of population was shewn, by a considerable retros
pect, to be regularly increasing, an excess of births must
before this time have taken place.
Another observation has been made as to the disproportion
of the sexes: this, however, is a disparity which existed in
any material degree only in former years ; it is a disparity of
which the Slave Trade has been itself the cause; which will
gradually diminish as the Slave Trade diminishes^ and must
entirely cease, if the Trade shall be abolished ; but which,
nevertheless, is made the very plea for its continuance. I be
lieve this disproportion of the sexes, tailing the whole numberin the islands, Creole as well as imported Africans, the latter
of whom occasion all the disproportion, is not now by any
means considerable.
But, Sir, I also mewed, that the great mortality, which
turned the balance so as to make the deaths appear more nu
merous than the births, arose too from the imported Africans,
who die in extraordinary numbers in the seasoning. If, there
fore, the importation of Negroes should cease, every one of
the causes of mortality, which I have now stated, would cease
also. Nor cap I conceive any reason why the present number
of labourers should not maintain itself in the West Indies, ex
cept it be from some artificial cause, some fault in the islands ;
such as the impolicy of their governors, or the cruelty of the.
managers and ossicers, whom they employ.
I will not re-iterate all that I faid at that time, or go through
island by island. It is true, there is a difference in the ceded
islands ; and I state them possibly to be, in some respects, an
excepted case. But, if we are to enter into the subject of the
mortality on clearing new lands ; this, Sir, is undoubtedly
another question : the mortality here is tenfold ; and this is
to be considered, not as the carrying oh a trade, but as the set'
ting onfoot a Slave Trade for the purpose of peopling the Co
lony ; a measure which I think will not now be maintained,
I therefore desire Gentlemen to tell me fairly, whether the
period they look to is not now arrived? Whether, at this hour,
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the West Indies may not be declared to have actually attained
a state in which they can maintain their population ? and up
on the answer I must necessarily receive, I think I could
sasely rest the whole of the question*
served
One that
Honourable
one or other
Gentleman
of these two
has assertions
rather ingeniously
of ours, must
obr
necessarily be false : that either the population must be de
creasing, which we .deny ; or, if the population is increasing,
that the Slaves must be persectly well treated, (this being the
cause of such population) which we deny also. That the po
pulation is rather increasing than otherwise ; and also that the
general treatment is by no means so good as it ought to be,
are both points which have been separately prove4 by different
evidences ; nor are these two points so entirely incompatible.
The ill treatment must be very great indeed, in order to di
minish materially the population of any race of people. That
it is not so extremely great as to do this, I will admit.
I will even admit, if you please, that this charge may possibly
have been sometimes exaggerated; and I certainly think, that
it applies less and less as we come nearer to the present times.
But, let us see how this contradiction of ours, as it it
thought, really stands, and how the explanation of it will
completely settle our minds, on the point in question. Do
the Slaves diminish in numbers ? It can be nothing but /'//
treatment that causes the diminution. This ill treatment the
Abolition must and will restrain. In this case, therefore, we
ought to vote for the Abolition, On the other hand, Do you
chuse to fay that the Slaves clearly increase in numbers ? Then
you want no importations, and, in this case also, you may
fafely vote for the Abolition. Or, if you chuse to fay, as the
third and only other case which can be put, and which perhaps
is the nearest to the truth, that the population is nearly Jiationery, and the treatment neither fy bad norso good as it might be;
then surely, Sir, it will not be denied, that this of all others, is
on each of the two grounds, the proper period for stopping sur
ther supplies : for your population, which you own is already
stationary, will thus be made undoubtedly to increase-from theX 2
births,
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births; and the good treatment
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of your present Slaves, which
I am now supposing is but very moderate, will be necessarily
improved also by the fame measure of Abolition. I fay,
therefore, that these propositions, contradictory as they
may be represented, are in truth not at all inconsistent,
tut even come in aid of each other, and lead to a conclusion
that is decisive. And let it be always remembered, that in this
branch of my argument, I have only in view the well-being of
the West Indies, and do not now ground any thing on the
African part of the question.
But, Sir, I may carry these observations respecting the
islands much surther. It is within the power of the Colonists,
(and is it not then their indispenfable duty ?) to apply themselvas to the correction of those various abuses, by which po
pulation is restrained? The most important consequences
may be expected to attend Colonial regulations for this pur
pose. With the improvement of internal population, th«
condition of every Negro will improve also ; his liberty will
advance, or at least he will be approaching to a state of liberty.
Nor can you increase the happiness, or extend the freedom of
the Negro, without adding in an equal degree to the safety
ifthe islands, and of all their inhabitants. Thus, Sir, in the
place of Slaves, who naturally have an interest directly oppo
site to that of their masters, and are therefore viewed by them
with an eye of constant suspicion, you will create a body of
valuable citizens andfubjeils, forming a part of the fame com
munity, having a common interest with their superiors, in
the security and prosperity of the whole.
And, here let me add, that in proportion as you increase
me happiness of these unfortunate beings, you will undoubtedly
increase in effect the quantity of their labour also. Gentlemen,
talk of the diminution of the labour of the islands! I will ven
ture to assert, that, even if in consequence of the Abolition
there were to be some decrease in the number of hands ; the
quantity of work done, supposing the condition of the Slaves to
improve, would by no means diminish in the fame proportion ;
perhaps would be far from diminishing at all : For if you res. .'.'.
tore

tore to this degraded race the true seelings of men ; if you
take them out from among the order of brutes, and place
them on a level with the rest of the human species, they will
then work with that energy which is natural to men 5 and their
labour will be productive, in a thoufand ways, above what it
has yet been; as the labour of a man is always more produc
tive than that of a mere brute.
It generally happens that in every bad cause some in
formation arises out of the evidence of its desenders themselves,
which serves to expose in one part or other the weakness of
their desence. It is the characteristic of such a cause, that if
it be at all gone into, even by its own supporters, it is liable to
be ruined by the contradictions in which those who maintain
it are for ever involved.
The Committee of the Privy Council of Great Britain
sent over certain queries to the West India islands, with a view
of elucidating the present subject ; and they particularly in
quired, whether the Negroes had any days or hours allotted to
them, in which they might work for themselves. The As
semblies in their answers, with an air of great fatisfaction state
the labour of the Slaves to be moderate, and the West In
dia system to be well calculated to promote the domestic hap
piness of the Slaves : They add, " that proprietors are not
" compelled by law to allow their ' Slaves any part of the six
" working days of the week for themselves, but that it is the
" general practice to allow them one afternoon in every week
'' out of crop time, which, with such hours as they chuse to
" work on Sundays, is time amply susficient for their own pur" poses :" Now, therefore, will the Negroes, or I may rather
fay, do the Negroes work for their own emolument ? I beg
the Committee's attention to this point : The Assembly of
Grenada proceeds to state.—I have their own words for it—
" That though the Negroes are allowed the afternoons of only
11 one day in every weeky they will do as mush work in that af" ternoon, when employed for their own b-eneft, as in the whole
" day when employed in their mastersservice,"

Now,
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No*', Sir, I will desire you to burn all my calculations {
tft disbelieve, if you please, every word I have faid pn the
present state of population ; nay, I will admit, for the fake of
argument, that the numbers are decreasing, and the produc
tive labour at present insussicient for the cultivation of those
countries : And I will then ask, whether the increase in the
quantity of labour which is reasonably to be expected from the
improved condition of the Slaves, is not by the admission of
the iflands themselves, by their admission not merely of an
argument but a fact, far more than sussicient to counterba
lance any decrease which can be rationally apprehended from
a desective state of their population ? Why, Sir, a Negro if
he works for himself, and not for a master; will do double
work ! This is their own account. If you will believe the
planters, if you will believe the legislature of the islands, the
productive labour of the colonies would, in case the Negroes
worked as free labourers instead of Slaves, be literally doubled.
Half the present labourers on this supposition would sussice,
for the whole cultivation of our islands on the present scale.
I therefore, confidently ask the House, whether in consider
ing the whole of this question, we may not fairly look for
ward to an improvement in the condition of these unhappy
and degraded beings ; not only as an event desirable on the
ground of humanity and political prudence; but also as a
means of increasing, very considerably indeed, (even without
any increasing population,) the productive industry of the
Islands ?
When Gentlemen are so nicely balancing the past and fu
ture means of'cultivating the plantations, let me request them
to put this argument into the scale ; and the more they con
sider it, the more will they be fatisfied, that both the solidity of
the principle which I have stated, and the fact which I have just
quoted, in the very words of the Colonial Legislature, will
bear me out in every inserence I have drawn. I think they
will perceive also, that it is the undeniable duty of this House,
on the grounds of true policy, immediately to fanction and
carry into effect that system which ensures these important
advantages;
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advantages ; in addition to all those other inestimable blessings
.which follow in their train.
If, therefore, the argument of expediency as applying to
the West India Islands, is the test by which this question is
to be tried ; I trust I have now established this proposition,
namely, that whatever tends most speedily and effectually to
meliorate the condition of the Slaves, is, undoubtedly on the
ground of expediency, leaving justice out of the question, the
main object to be pursued.
That the immediate Abolition of the Slave Trade will
most eminently have this effect, and that it is the only mea
sure from which this effect can in any considerable degree be
expected, are points to which I shall presently come; but be
fore I enter upon them, let me notice one or two surther cir
cumstances.
We are told (and by respectable and well-informed persons)
that the purchase of new negroes has been injurious instead
of profitable to the planters themselves ; so large a proportion
of these unhappy wretches being found to perish in the sea
soning. Writers well versed in this subject have even ad
vised that, in order to remove the temptation which the Slave
Trade offers to expend large sums in this injudicious way,
the door of importation Jkould be shut. —This very plan which
we now propose, the mischief of which is represented to be
so great as to outweigh so many other momentous consider
ations has actually been recommended by some of the best
authorities, as a plan highly requisite to be adopted on the
very principle of advantage to the Islands ; nay, not merely
on that principle of general and political advantage on which
I have already touched, but for the advantage of the very
individuals who would otherwise be most forward in pur
chasing Slaves. On the part of the West Indians it is urged,
*' The Planters are in debt : They are already distressed ;
** if you stop the Slave Trade, they will be ruined." Mr.
Long, the celebrated historian of Jamaica, recommends the
stopping of importations, as a receipt for enabling the plan
tations which are embarassed to get out osdebt. I will quote his
words.
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words. Speaking of the usurious terms on which money is often
borrowed for the purchase of fresh Slaves, he advises " the
" laying a duty equal to a prohibition on all negroes imported
" for the space of four or five years, except for re-exporta" tion." " Such a law," he proceeds to fay, " would be at*' tended with the following good consequences. It would
*• put an immediate stop to these extortions ; it would. en" able the planter to retrieve his affairs by preventing him
" from running in debt-, either by renting or purchasing of ne*
*' groes ; it would render such recruits less necessary, by the
*' redoubled care he would be obliged to take of his present flock,
" the preservation of their lives and health : And lastly, it
** would raise the value of negroes in the island.—A North
*< American Province, by this Prohibition alone
" for a few Years, from being deeply plunged
*' in Debt, has become independent, rich, and
v flourishing."
On this authority of Mr. Long I rest the question, whether
the prohibition of surther importations is that rash, impolitic,
and completely ruinous measure, which it is so confidently
declared to be with respect to our West Indian Plantations.
I do not however mean in thus treating this branch of the
subject, absolutely to exclude the question of indemnification
on the supposition of pojjible disadvantages affecting the West
Indies through the Abolition of the Slave Trade. But
when Gentlemen set up a claim of compenfation merely on
those general allegations, which are all that I have yet heard
from them, I can only answer, let them produce their cafe in
a distinct and specific form ; and if upon any practicable or
reasonable grounds it shall claim consideration, it will then
be time enough for Parliament to decide upon it,
I now come to another circumstance of great weight, con
nected with this part of the question, I mean the danger to
which the Islands are exposed from those negroes who are
newly imported. This, Sir, like the observation which I
lately made, is no mere speculation of ours ; for here again I
reser you to. Mr, Long, the Historian of Jamaica. He treats
particularly
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particularly of the dangers to be dreaded from the introduction
of Coromantine negroes ; an appellation under which are
comprised several descriptions of Negroes obtained on the
Gold Coast, whose native country is not exactly known,
and who are purchased in a variety of markets, having been
brought from some distance inland. With a view of pre
venting insurrections, he advises, that " by laying a duty
" equal to a prohibition, no more of these Coromantines
" should be bought;" and after noticing one Insurrection
which happened through their means, he tells you of another
in the following year, in which thirty-three Coromantines,
*' most of whom had been newly imported, suddenly rose and in
" the space of an hour murdered. and wounded no less than
" nineteen white persons."
. To the authority of Mr. Long, both in this and other
parts of his work, I may add the recorded opinion of the
Committee ef the House of Assembly of Jamaica itself; who, in.
consequence of a rebellion among the Slaves, were appointed
to inquire into the best means of preventing suture Insur
rections. The Committee reported, " That the rebellion
" had originated (like most or all others) with the Coro*' mantines ; and they proposed that a bill should be brought in
"■.for laying a higher duty on the importation of these particular
** Negroes" which was intended to operate as a prohibition.
But the danger is not confined to the importation of Coro
mantines. Mr. Long, caresully investigating as he does the
causes of such frequent Insurrections, particularly at Jamaica,
accounts for them from the greatness' of it's general importa
tions. " In two year's and a half," fays he, " 7.7,000 Ne" groes have been imported."—" No wonder we have rebel" lions! Twenty-seven thoufand intwo years and a half?" Why,
Sir, I believe that in some late years there have been as many
imported into the fame Island within the fame period ! Sure
ly, Sir, when Gentlemen talk so vehemently of the safety of
the Islands, and charge us with being so indifferent to it;
when they speak of the calamities of St. Domingo, and of
similar dangers impending over their own heads at the present
*
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hour, it ill becomes them to be the persons who are crying out
forfurther importations. It ill becomes them to charge upon us
the crime of stirring up Insurrections—upon us who are only
adopting the very principles, which Mr. Long—which in part
even the Legislature of Jamaica itself, laid down in-the time
of danger, with an avowed view to the prevention of any such
calamity.
. The House, I am sure will easily believe it is no small
.. fatis. '
faction to me, that among the many arguments for prohibit
ing the Slave Trade which crowd upon my mind ; the se
curity of our West India possessions against internal commo
tions, as well as foreign enemies, is among the most promi
nent and most forcible. And here let me apply to my two
Right Honourable Friends, and ask them, whether in this part
of the argument they do not see reason for immediate Abo
lition ? Why should you any longer import into those coun
tries that which is the veryfeed of Insurrection and rebellion?
Why should you persist in introducing those latent principles
of conslagration, which if they should once burst forth, may an
nihilate in a single day the industry of an hundred years ?
Why will you subject yourselves, with open eyes, to the evi
dent and imminent risk of a calamity, which may throw you
back a whole century in your profits, in your cultivation, in
your progress to the emancipation of your Slaves^ and dis
appointing at once every one of these golden expectations,
may retard not only the accomplishment of that happy system
which I have attempted to describe, but may cut osf even
your opportunity of taking any one introductory step ? Let us
begin from this time ! Let us not commit these important
interests to any surther hazard ! Let us prosecute this great
object from this very hour ! Let us vote that the Abolition
of the Slave Trade shall be immediate^ and not left to I know
not what suture time or contingency ! Will my Right Hon.
Friends answer for the fasety of the Islands during any ima
ginable intervening period ? Or do they think that any little
advantages of the kind which they state, can have any weight
in
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in that scale cs expediency in which this great question ought
undoubtedly to be tried.
Thus stated, and thus alone, Sir, can it be truly stated, to
what does the whole of my Right Honourable Friend's argu
ments, on the head of expediency, amount ? It amounts
but to this : —The Colonies on the one hand would have to
struggle with some sew dissiculties and difadvantages at the
first, for the fake of obtaining on the other hand immediate
security to their leading interests ; of ensuring Sir ! even their
own political existence ; and for the fake also of immediately
commencing that system of progressive improvement in the
condition of the Slaves, which is neceslary to raise them from
the state of brutes to that of rational beings, but which never
can begin until the introduction of these new difassected and
dangerous Africans into the same gangs, shall have been
stopped.
' If any argument can in the slightest degree justify the
severity that is now so generally practised in the treatment of
the Slaves, it must be the introduction of these Africans. It
is the introduction of these Africans that renders all idea of
Emancipation for the present so chimerical ; and the very
mention of it so dreadsul. It is the introduction of these
Africans that keeps down the condition of all Plantation Ne
groes. Whatever system of treatment is deemed necesfary by
the Planters to be adopted towards these new Africans, extends
itself to the other Slaves also ; instead therefore of deserring
the hour when you will finally put an end to importations,
vainly purposing that the condition of your present Slaves
should previously be mended, you must, in- the very first
instance, stop your importations, if you hope to introduce any
rational or practicable plan, either of gradual emancipation,
or present general improvement.
Having now done with this question of expediency as affect
ing the Islands, I come next to a proposition advanced by my
Right Honourable Friend, (Mr. Dundas,) which appeared
to intimate, that on account of some patrimonial rights of th«
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West Indians, the prohibition of the Slave Trade might beconsidered as an invasion of their legal inheritance.
Now, in answer to this proposition, I must make-two or
three remarks, which I think my Right Honourable Friend
will find some considerable dissiculty in answering :
First, I observe that his argument, if it be worth any thing,
applies just as much to gradual as immediate Abolition.- I
have no doubt, that at whatever period he should be disposed
to fay, the Abolition should actually take place, this desence
will equally be set up ; for it certainly is just as good an argu
ment against an Abolition seven, or seventy years hence, as
against an Abolition at this moment. It supposes, we have
no right whatever to stop the importations ; and even though
the difadvantage to our plantations, which some Gentlemen
suppose to attend the measure of immediate Abolition, should
be admitted gradually to lessen by the lapse of a sew years, yet
in point of principle, the absence of all right of interserence
would remain the fame. My Right Honourable Friend,
therefore, I am sure will not press an argument not less hostile
to his proposition than to ours. But let us investigate the
foundation of this objection, and I will commence what I
have to fay, by putting a question to my Right Honourable
Friend. It is chiefly on the presumed ground of our being
bound by a parliamentary sanElion heretofore given to the African
Slave Trade, that this argument against the Abolition is
rested. Does then my Right Honourable Friend, or does
any
ceived
manany
in this
suc-h House
parliamentary
think, that
fanction,
the Slave
as Trade
must place
has re-t
it
more out of the jurisdiction of the legislature for ever aster,
than the other branches of our national commerce ? I ask,
is there any one regulation of any part of our commerce,
which, if this argument be valid, may not equally be ob
jected to, on the ground of its asfecting some man's patri
mony, some man's property, or some man's expectations ?
Let it never be forgotten that the argument I am canvassing
would be just as strong, if the possession affected were small,
and the possessors humble; for- on every principle of justice,
th«
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the property of any single individual, or small number of indi
viduals is as facred, as that of the great body of West In
dians. Justice ought to extend her protection with rigid im
partiality to the rich and to the poor, to the powersul and to
the humble. If this be the case, in what a situation does my
Right Honourable Friend's argument place the legislature of
Britain? What room is left for their interserence in the regu
lation of any part of pur commerce? It is scarcely possible to lay
a duty on any one article, which may not when first imposed,
be faid in some way to affect the property of individuals, and
even of some entire classes of the community. . If the laws
respecting the Slave Trade imply a contract for its perpetual
continuance, I will yenture to fay, there does not pass a year
without some act, equally pledging the faith of parliament to
the perpetuating of some other branch of commerce. In short,
I repeat my observation, that no new tax can be imposed,
much less can any prohibitory duty be ever laid on any branch
trade, that has before been regulated by parliament, if this
principle be once admitted.
Before I reser to the acts of parliament by which the public
faith is faid to be pledged ; let me remark also, that a contract
for the continuance of the Slave Trade, must on the principles
which I shall presently insist on, have been void, even from the
beginning; for if this trade is an outrage upon justice, and
only another name for fraud, robbery and murder ; will any
man urge that the legislature could possibly by any pledge
whatever incur the obligation of being an accessary, or I may
even fay, a principal in the commission of such enormities,
by fanctioning their continuance ? as well might an individual
think himself bound by a promise to commit an assassination.
I am confident, Gentlemen must see, that our proceeding on
such grounds, would infringe all the principles of law, and
subvert the very foundation of morality.
Let us now see, how far the acts themselves shew that there
is this sort of parliamentary pledge to continue the African
Slave Trade. The Act of 23. Geo. I. C. 31, is that by
which we are supposed to be bound up by contract to fanction
all
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all those horrors now so incontrovertiby proved. How sur
prised then Sir, must the House be to find, that by a clause of
their very act, some of these outrages are expressly forbidden !
it fay?, " No commander, or master of a ship trading to
" Africa, shall by fraud, force, or violence, or by any indi " rect practice whatsoever, take on board cr carry away from
" the coast of Africa, any Negro, or Native of the faid
M country, cr commit any violence on the Natives, to the pre" judice of the faid trade, and that every person so osfending,
" shall for every such offence forseit"—When it comes to
the penalty, sorry am I'to'fay, that we see too close a resem
blance to the West India law, which inflicts the payment of
30I. as the punishment for murdering a negro. The price
of blood in Africa is iool. but even this penalty is enough
to prove that the Act at least does not fanction, much less
does it engage' to perpetuate enormities ; and the whole trade
has now been demonstrated to be a mass, a system of enormi
ties ; of enormities which incontrovertibly bid defiance not
only to this clause, but to every regulation which our inge
nuity can devise, and our power carry into effect. Nothing
can accomplish the object of this clause but an extinction of
the trade itself.
But, Sir, let us see what was the motive for carrying on
the trade at all ? The preamble of the Act states it, " Whereas
K the trade to and from Africa is very advantageous to Great
" Britain, and nccejfary for the supplying the Plantations and
•* Colonies thereunto belonging with a sufficient number of
" Negroes at 'reasonable rates, and for that purpose the faid
*c trade should be carried on," &c. — Here then we see what.
the Parliament had in view when it passed this act ; and I have
clearly shewn that not one of the occasions on which it ground
ed its proceedings now exists. I may then plead, I think, the
very act itself as an argument for the Abolition. If it is shewn,
that instead of being " very advantageous," to Great Britain,
this trade is the most destructive that can well be imagined to
her interests ; that it is the ruin of our seamen ; that it stops
the extension of our manufactures.—If it is proved in the
second
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second place that it is not now necessary for the " supplying
** our Plantations with Negroes ." if it is surther established
that this trassick was from the very beginning contrary to the
first principles of justice, and consequently that a pledge for
its continuance, had one been attempted to have been given,
must have been completely and absolutely void—where then
in this Act of Parliament is the contract to be found, by which
Britain is bound, as she is faid to be, never to listen to her
own true interests, and to the cries of the Natives of Africa i
Is it not clear that all argument, founded on the supposed
pledged faith of Parliament, makes against those who employ
itr? I reser you to the principles which obtain in other cafes.
Every Trade Act shews undoubtedly that the Legislature is
used to pay a tender regard to all. claffus of the community.
But if for the fake of moral duty, of national honour, or even
of great political advantage, it is thought right, by authority
of Parliament, to alter any long establistied system, Parliament
is competent to do it. The Legislature will ' undoubtedly be
caresul to subject individuals to as little inconvenience as
possible ; and if any peculiar hardship should arise, that can
be distinctly stated, and fairly pleaded, there will ever, I am
sure, be a liberal seeling towards them in the Legislature of
this country, which is the guardian of all who live under its
protection. On the: present occasion, the most powersul
considerations call upon us to Abolish the Slave Trade ; and
if we resuse to attend to them on the alleged ground of
pledged faith and contract, we shall depart as widely from
the practice of Parliament, as from the path of moral duty.
If indeed there is any case of hardship, which comes within
the proper cognizance of Parliament, and calls for the exercise
of its liberality,—well ! But such a case must be reserved
for calm consideration, as a matter distinct from the present
question.
I beg pardon for dwelling so long on the argument of ex
pediency, and on the manner in which it affects the West
Indies. I have been carried away by my own seelings on
some .of these points into a greater length than I intended,
especially
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especially considering how sully the subject has been already
. argued. The result of all 1 have faid, is, that there exists no
impediment, no obstacle, no shadow of reasonable objection
on the ground of pledged faith, or even on that of national
expediency, to the Abolition of this trade. On the contrary, all
the arguments drawn from those sources plead for it, and they
plead much more loudly, and much more strongly in every
part of the question, for an immediate, than for a gradual
Abolition.
But now, Sir, I come to Africa. That is the ground on
which I rest, and here it is that I fay my Right Honourable
Friends do not carry their principles to their sull extent.—..
Why ought the Slave Trade to be abolished ? Because it
is incurable Injustice. How much stronger then is the
argument for immediate, than gradual abolition ! By allowing
it to continue even for one hour, do not my Right Honourable
Friends weaken—do not they desert, their own argument of
its injustice ? If on the ground of injustice it ought to be
abolished at last, why ought it not now ? Why is injustice
to be suffered to remain for a single hour ? From what I hear
without doors, it is evident that there is a general conviction
entertained of its being far from just, and from that very con
viction of its injustice, some men have been led, I sear, to
. the supposition, that the Slave Trade never could have been
permitted to begin, but from some strong and irresistible ne
cessity; a necessity, however,'' which if it was fancied to exist
at first, I have shewn cannot be thought by any man whatever
to exist now. This plea of necessity, thus presumed, and
presumed, as I suspect, from the circumstance of injustice
itself, has caused a sort of acquiescence in the continuance of
this evil. Men have been led to place it among the rank of
those necessary evih^ which are supposed to be the lot of
human creatures, and to be permitted to fall upon some coun
tries or individuals, rather than upon others, by that Being,
whose ways are inscrutable to us, and whose dispenfations, it
is conceived, we ought not to look into. The origin of evil
is indeed a subject beyond the reach of human understandings ;
and
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and the permission of it by the Supreme Being, is a subject
into which it belongs not to us to inquire. But where the
evil in question is a moral evil which a man can scrutinize,
and where that moral evil has its origin with ourselves., let us
not imagine that we can clear our consciences by this general,
not to fay irreligious and impious way of laying aside the ques
tion. If we reflect at all on this subject, we must see that every
necessary evil supposes that some other and greater evil would
be incurred were it removed : I therefore desire to ask, what
can be that greater evil, which can be stated to overbalance
the one in question ?—/ know of no evil that ever has exsted,
nor can imagine one to exifl, worse than the tearing of seventy
or eighty thousand persons annually from their native
land, by a combination of the civilized nations, inhabiting the
most enlightened quarter of the globe ; but more especially under
the sanction of the laws of that nation, which calls herself the
most free and the most happy of them all. Even if these
miserable beings were proved guilty of every crime before you
take them off, of which however not a single proof is adduced,
ought we to take upon ourselves the ossice of executioners ?
And even if we condescend so far, still can we be justified in
taking them, unless we have clear proof that they are
criminals ?
But if we go much surther,—if we ourselves tempt them to
sell thur sellow-creatures to us, we may rest assured, that they
will take care to provide by every method, bv kidnapping, by
tions,
village-breaking,
by renderingbyAfrica
unjusta scene
wars, of
by bloodshed
iniquitousand
condemnamisery, a
supply of victims increasing in proportion to our demand. —Can
we then hesitate in deciding whether the wars in Africa are
their wars or ours ? It was our arms in the River Cameroon
put into the hands of the Trader, that surnished him with the
means of pushing his trade ; and I have no more doubt that
they are British arms, put into the hands of Africans, which
promote univerfal war and desolation, than I can doubt their
having done so in that individual instance.
Z
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I have shewn how great is the enormity of this evil, even
on the supposition that we take only convicts and prisoners
of war. But take the subject in the other way ; take it on
the grounds stated by the Right Honourable Gentleman over
the way; and how does it stand? Think of eighty thou
sand persons carried away out of their country by we know not
what means ! For crimes imputed ! For light or inconsider
able faults ! For debt perhaps ! For the crime of witchcrast \
Or a thoufand other weak and scandalous pretexts ! Besides
all the fraud and kidnapping, the villainies and perfidy, by
which the Slave Trade is supplied. Reflect on these eightythoufand persons thus annually taken off! There is something
in the horror of it, that surpasses all the bounds of imagina
tion. Admitting that there exists in Africa something like
to Courts of Justice ; yet what an ossice of humiliation and
meanness is it in us, to take upon ourselves to carry into
execution the partial, the cruel, iniquitous sentences of such
Courts, as if we also were strangers to all religion, and to
the first principles of justice. But that country, it is faid,
has beea in some degree civilized, and civilized by us. It is
faid they have gained some knowledge of the principles of
iustice. What, Sir, have they gained principles of justice
from us? Is their civilization brought about by us ! ! ! —Yes,
we give them enough of our intercourse to convey to them the
means, and to initiate them in the study of mutual destruction..
We give them just enough of the forms of justice to enable
them to add the pretext of legal trials to their other modes of~
perpetrating the most atrocious iniquity. We give them
just enough of European improvements, to enable them the
more effectually to turn Africa into a ravaged wilderness.
Some evidences fay, that the Africans are addicted to the
practice of gambling; that they even sell their wives and
children,
gitimate sources
and ultimately
of Slavery
themselves.
? Shall weAre
pretend
these that
then we
the can
le thus acquire an honest right to exact the labour of these
people ? Can we pretend that we have a right to carry away
to distant regions, men of whom we know nothing by authen
tic inquiry.

Xic inquiry, and of whom there is every reasonable presumption
to think, that those who sell them to us, have no right to do so.
But the evil does not stop here. I seel that there is not
time for me to make all the remarks which the subject de
serves, and I refrain from attempting to enumerate half the
dreadsul consequences of this system. Do you think nothing
of the ruin and the miseries in which so many other indivi
duals, still remaining in Africa, are involved in consequence
of carrying off so . many myriads of people? Do you think
nothing of their families which are left behind ? Or the con
nections which are broken ? Of the friendships, attachments,
and relationships that are burst asunder ? Do you think no
thing of the miseries in consequence, that are selt from gene
ration to generation ? Of the privation of that happiness which
might be communicated to them by the introduction of civi
lization, and of mental' and moral improvement? A hap
piness which you with-hold from them so long as you permit
the Slave Trade to continue. What do you yet know of the
internal state of Afr'ca ? You have carried on a Trade to that
quarter of the globe from this civilized and enlightened coun
try ; but such a trade, that instead of diffusing either knowledge
or wealth, it has be-n the check to every laudable pursuit.
Instead of any fair interchange of commodities; instead of
conveying to them from this highly favoured land, any means
of improvement, you carry with you that noxious plant by
which every thing is withered and blasted; under whose
shade nothing that is usesul or profitable to Africa will ever
flourish or take root.
Long as that continent has been
known to navigators, the extreme line and boundaries of its
coasts is all with which Europe is yet become acquainted ;
while other countries in the fame parallel of latitude through
a happier system of intercourse have reaped the blessings of a
mutually beneficial commerce. But as to the whole interior
of that Continent you arc, by your own principles of com
merce, as yet entirely shut out : Africa is known to you
only in its skirts. Yet even there you are able to insuse a
poison that soreads its contagious effects from one end of
Z2
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whqle order of nature; you aggravate every natural barbari
ty, and surnish to every man living on that Continent, mo
tives for committing, under the name and pretext of Com
merce, acts of perpetual violence and perfidy against his
neighbour.
Thus, Sir, has the perversion of British commerce carried
misery instead of happiness to one whole quarter of the globe,
False to the very principles of trade, misguided in our policy,
and unmindsul of our duty, what astonishing—I had almost
faid, what irreparable mischief, have we brought upon that
Continent !
1 would apply this thought to the present
question —How shall we ever repair this mischief? How fliall
we hope to obtain, if it be possible, forgiveness from Heaven
for those enormous evils we have committed, if we resuse to
make use of those means which the mercy of Providence hath
still reserved to us for wiping away the guilt and shame with
which we are now covered. If we resuse even this degree of
compenfation, if knowing the miseries we have caused, we
resuse even now to put a stop to them, how greatly aggravated
will be the guilt of Great Britain ! and what a blot will the
history of these tranfactions for ever be in the history of this
country ! Shall we then delay to repair these injuries, and
to begin rendering this justice to Africa ? Shall we not count
the dap and hours that are suffered to intervene and to delay
the accomplifliment of such a work ? Reflect what an immense
object is before you —.what an object for a nation to have hi
view, and to have a prospect, under the favour of Providence,
of being now permitted to attain ! I think the House will
agree with me in cherishing the ardent wish to enter without
delay, upon the measures necessary for these great ends ; and
I am sure that the immediate Abolition of the Slave Trade
is the first, the principal, the most indispenfable act of policy,
of duty, and of justice, that the Legislature of this country
has to take, if it is indeed their wish to secure those important
objects
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objects to which I have alluded, and which we are bound to
pursue by the most solemn obligations.
There is, hovvever, one argument set up as an univerfal
answer to every thing that can be urged on our side ; whe
ther we address ourselves to Gentlemens understandings, or
to their hearts and consciences. It is necessary I should re
move this formidable objection ; for though not often stated
in distinct terms, I sear it is one which has a very wide in
fluence. The Slave Trade system, it is supposed, has taken
so deep root in Africa, that it is absurd to think of its beinoeradicated ; and the Abolition of that share of trade carried
on by Great Britain (and especially if her example is not fol
lowed by other powers) is likely to be of very little service.
Give me leave to fay in answer to so dangerous an argu
ment, that we ought to be extremely sure indeed of the as
sumption on which it rests, before we venture to rely on its
validity ; before we decide that an evil which we ourselves
contribute to inflict is incurable, and on that very plea, re
fuse to desist from bearing our part in the system which pro
duces it. You are not sure, it is faid, th.it other nations will
give up the trade, if you should renounce it. I answer, if
this trade is as criminal as it is asserted to be, or if it has in
it a thoufandth part of the criminality, which I, and others,
after thorough investigation of the subject, charge upon it ;
GOD forbid that we should hesitate in determining to relin
quish so iniquitous a trassic ; even though it should be re
tained by other countries. GOD forbid, however, that we
should f.iil to do our utmost towards inducing other countries
to abandon a bloody commerce which they have probably
been in good measure led by our example to puisue. GOD
forbid that we should be capable of wisliing to arrogate to
ourselves the glory of being singular in renouncing it !
selves
I tremble
in this atargument
the thought
(an argument
of Gentlemens
as pernicious
indulging
as it them
is su tile) which I am combating. " We are friends," fay they,
" to humanity. We are second to none of you in our zeal for
?' the good of Africa,— but the French will not abolish,—the
« Dutch
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" Dutch will not abolish. We wait therefore on prudential
" principles till they join us, or set us an example."
How, Sir ! Is this enormous evil ever to be eradicated,
if every nation is thus prudentially to wait till the concurrence;
of all the world shall have been obtained ? —Let me remark
too, that there isno nation inEurope that has, on the one hand,
plunged so deeply into this guilt as Britain ; or that is so
likely, on the other, to be looked up to as an example, if she
should have the manliness to be the first in decidedly renouncing
it. But, Sir, does not this argument apply a thousand times
more strongly in a contrary way ? How much mo/e justly may
other nations point to us, and fay, " Why should we abolish
" the Slave Trade, when Great Britain has not abolished?—
" Britain, free as she is, just and honourable as' she is, and
" deeply also involved as she is in this commerce above all
" nations, not only has not abolished, but has refused to
11 abolish. —She has investigated it well ; she has gained the
" completest insight into its nature and essects ; she has col" lected volumes of evidence on every branch of the subject.
" Her Senate has deliberated — has deliberated again and
" again—and what is the result ? She has gravely and solemnly
" determined to sanllion the Slave Trade. She fanctions it at
" least for a while—her Legislature therefore, it is plain, sees
" no guilt in it, and has thus surnished us with the strongest
" evidence that she can surnish,—of the justice unquestionably,
K —and of the policy also, in a certain measure and in certain
" cases at least, of permitting this trassick to continue."
This, Sir, is the argument with which we surnish the
other Nations of Europe, if We again resuse to put an end
to the Slave Trade. Instead therefore of imagining, that by
chusing to presume on their continuing it, we shall have
exempted ourselves from guilt, and have transserred the whole
criminality to them ; let us rather reflect that on the very
principle urged against us, we shall henceforth have to an
swer for their crimes, as well as our own. We have strong
reasons to believe that it depends upon us, whether other
countries will persist in this bloody trade or not. Already
we
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we have differed one year to pass away, and now that the
question is renewed, a proposition is mads for gradual, with
the view of preventing immediate abolition. I know the
dissiculty that exists in attempting to reform long-established
abuses ; and I know the danger arising from the argument in
favour of delay, in the case of evils which nevertheless are
thought too enormous to be borne, when considered as per
petual. But by proposing some other period than the pre
sent, by prescribing some condition, by waiting for some
contingency, or by refusing to proceed till a thoufand fa
vourable circumstances unite together ; perhaps until we
'obtain the general concurrence of Europe ; (a concurrence
which I believe never yet took place- at the commencement
of any one improvement in policy or in morals) year after
year escapes, and the most enormous evils go unredrefled.
We see this abundantly exemplified, not only in public, but
. in private lise. Similar observations have been often applied
to the case of personal reformation. If you go into the street
it is a chance but the first person who crosses you is one,
" Vivendi recte qui prorogat horam." We may wait ; we
may delay to cross the stream before us, till it has run down ;
but we shall wait for ever, for the river will still flow on,
without being exhausted. We shall be no nearer the object:
which we prosess to have in view, so long as the step, which.
alone can bring us to it, is not taken. Until the actual, the
only remedy is applied, we ought neither to slatter ourselves
that we have as yet thoroughly laid to heart the evil we
affect to deplore ; nor thai there is as yet any reasonable
assurance, of its being brought to an actual termination.
It has also been occasionally urged, that there is something
in the disposition and nature of the Africans themselves, which.
renders all prospect of civilization on that continent extremely
unpromising. " It has been known" (fays Mr. Frazer, in
his evidence) " that a boy has been put to death, who was
resused to be purchased as a slave." This single story was
deemed by that Gentleman a sussicient proof of the barbarity
of the Africans, and of the inutility of abolishing the Slave
Trade.
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Trade. My Honourable Friend, however, has toIJ yous,
that this boy had previously run away from his master three
fcveral times ; that tiie matter had to pay his value according
to the custom of his country, every time he was brought
back ; and that partly from anger at the boy for running
away so srequently, and pirily to prevent a still surther re
petition of the fame expense, he determined to put him to
death. — Such was the explanation of the story given in the
cross examination. This, Sir, is the signal instance that has
been dwelt upon of African bi' barky— Thi? African, we ad
mit, was unenlightened, and altogether barbarous : but let us
now ask what would a civilized and enlightened Wejl Indian, or
a body of West Indians, have don: in any case of a parallel
nature? —I will quote you, Sir, a law, passed in the West;
Indies, in the year 1722-, which, in turning over the book I
happened just now to cast my eye upon ; by which law, this
very fame crime of running away, is, by the legislature of the
island —by the grave and deliberate sentence of that enlighten
ed legislature, punifljed with death : and this, not in the case
only, of the third offence, but even in the very first instance.
It is enacted " that if any Negro, or other slave shall with" draw himself from his master, for the term of six months ;
" or any slave that was absent, shall not return within that time
" it shall be adjudged selony, and evervsuch person shall suffer
" death." There is also another West Indian law, by which
every Negro's hand is armed against his sellow-negroes, by his
being authorized to kill a runaway Slave, and even having
a reward held out to him for doing so. Let the House now
contrast the two cases. Let them ask themselves which of
the two exhibits the greater barbarity ? — Let them reflect,
with a little candor and liberality, whether on the ground of
any of those facts, and loose insinuations as to the facrifices
to be met with in the evidence, they can possibly reconcile
to themselves the excluding of Africa from all means of civi
lization ? Whether they can possibly vote for the continuance
of the Slave Trade upon the principle, that the Africans have
{hewn themselves to be a race of incorrigible barbarians ?
I hopej
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I hope, therefore, we shall hear no more of the moral im
possibility of civilizing the Africans, nor have our under
standings and consciences again insulted, by being called upon to
sanction the Slave Trade, until other nations shall have set
the example of abolishing it. While we have been deliberat
ing upon the subject, one nation, not ordinarily taking the
lead in politics, nor by any means remarkable for the boldness
of its councils, has determined on a gradual Abolition ; a
determination, indeed, which, since it permits for a time
the existence of the Slave Trade, would be an unfortunate
pattern for our imitation. France, it is faid, will take up the
Trade, if we relinquish it. What ? Is it supposed that in the
present situation of St. Domingo, of an Island which used to
take three-fourths of all the Slaves required by the Colonies
of France, (he, of all countries, will think of taking it up ?
What countries remain ? The Portuguese, the Dutch, and the
Spaniards. Of those countries let me declare it is my opinion,
that if they see us renounce the Trade, after sull deliberation,
th«y will not be disposed, even on principles of policy, to rush
surther into it.—But I fay more : How are they to surnish the
Capital necessary for carrying it on? Is there is any aggrava
tion of our guilt, in this wretched business, greater than
another, it is that we have stooped to be the carriers of these
miserable beings from Africa to the West Indies for all the
•ther powers of Europe. And now, Sir, if we retire from
the Trade altogether, I asle, Where is that sund which is to
be raised at once by other nation?, equal to the purchase of 30
or 40,000 Slaves ? A sund, which if we rate them at 40 1,
or 50 1. each, cannot make a capital of less than a million and
a half, or two millions of money. From what branch of
their commerce is it that these European nations will draw
together a sund tofeed this monster ?—lo keep alive this detestable
commerce?—And even if they should make the attempt, will
not that immense Chasm, which must instantly be created in
the other parts of their trade, from which this vast capital must
be withdrawn in order to supply the Slave Trade, be filled
up by yourselves?—Will not these branches of commerce
Aa
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which they must leave, and from which they must withdraw
their industry and their capitals, in order to apply them to the
Slave Trade, be then taken up by British merchants ?—Will
you not even in this case, sind your capital flow into these
deserted channels ?—Will not your capital be turned from the
Slave Trade to that natural and innocent commerce from which
they must' withdraw their capitals in proportion as they take up
th« trassick in the flesh and blood of their sellow-creatures ?
The Committee sees, I trust, how little ground of objec
tion to our proposition there is in this part of our adverfaries
argument:'
Having now detained the House so long, all that I will
further add, shall be on that important subject, the civi
lization of Africa, which I have already shewn that I con
sider as the leading seature in this question. Grieved am I
to think that there should be a single person in this coun
try, much more that there should be' a single member in
the British Parliament, who can look on the present dark
Uncultivated and uncivilized state of that continent, as tt
ground for continuing the Slave Trade,—as a ground not
only for resusing to attempt the improvement of Africa, but
even for hindering and intercepting every ray of light which
might otherwise break in upon her,—as a ground for re
fusing to her the common chance and the common means,
with which other nations have been blessed, of emerging from
their native barbarism.
' Here, as in every other branch of this extensive question,
the argument of our adverfaries pleads against them ; for,
surely, Sir, the present deplorable state <5f Africa, especially
when' we reflect that her chief calamities are to be ascribed
to ut, calls for our generous aid, rather than justifies any
despair on our part of her recovery, and still less any sur
ther repetition of our injuries.
'" I will not much longer fatigue the attention of the House.;
but this point has impressed itself so deeply on my mind, that I
must trouble the Committee with a sew additional observations,
.ftre we justified, I asle, on any one ground of theory, or
by
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by any one instance tQ be found in the history of the world,
from its very beginning to this day, in forming the suppo
sition which I am now combating ? Are we justified in sup
posing that the particular practice which we encourage in
Africa, of men's selling each other for slaves, is any symptom
of a barbarism that is incurable? Are we justified in. supposing that even the practice of offering up human facrifices
proves a total incapacity foj civilization ? I believe it will
be found (and perhaps much more generally than is sup
posed) that both the trade in slaves, and the still more fa
vage custom of offering human facrifices, obtained in former
periods, throughout many of those nations which now, by
the blessings of Providence, and by a long progression of im
provements, are advanced the farthest in civilization. I be-?
lieve, Sir, that, if we will reflect an instant, we fliall find
that this observation comes directly home to our own selves j
and that, on the fame ground on which me now are disposed
to proscribe Africa for ever, from all possibility of improve
ment, vie ourselves might, in like manner, have been pro
scribed and for ever shut out from all the blessings which we
now enjoy.
There was a time, Sir, which it may be sit sometimes t»
revive in the remembrance of our countrymen, when even
human facrifices are faid to have been offered in this islandBut I would peculiarly observe on this day, for it is a cafe
precisely in point, that the very practice of the Slave Trade
once prevailed among ut. Slaves, as we may read in Henry's
History of Great Britain, were formerly an ejlablished article of
our exports. " Great numbers," he soys, " were exported like
" cattle, from the British coast, and were to be seen exposed
" for fale in the Roman market." It does not distinctly ap
pear, by what means they were procured ; but there was un
questionably no small resemblance, in this particular point, be
tween the case of our ancestors and that of the present wretched
nastves of Africa-~ter the historian tells you that " adultery,
" witchcraft and debt were probably some of the chief sources
" of supplying the Roman market with British Slaves—that
*' prisoners taken in war were added to the number—and that
A a 2
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" there might be among them some unfortunate "gamesters
" who, after having lost all their goods, at length staked
" themselves, their wives, and their children." -Every one of
these souices of slavery has been stated, and almost precisely
in the fame terms, to be at this hour a source of slavery in
Africa. And these circumstances, Sir, with a solitary instance
or two of human facrifices, surnish the alleged prooss, that
Africa labours under a natural incapacity for civilization ;
that it is enthusiasm and fanaticism to think that she can ever
enjoy the knowledge and the morals of Europe ; that Provi
dence never intended her to rise above a state of barbarism ;
that Providence has irrevocably doomed her to be only a nursery
for Slaves for us free and civilized Europeans. Allow of this
principle, as applied to Africa, and I should be glad to know
why it might not also have been applied to ancient and uncivi
lized Britain. Why might not some Roman Senator, reasoning
on the principles of some Honourable Gentlemen, and point
ing to Britijh Barbarians, have predicted with equal boldness
*l There is a people that will never rise to civilization—there
"
"
*'
**
tc

is a people destined never to be free—a people without the
understanding necessary for the attainment of usesul arts ;
depressed by the hand of nature below the level of the
human species ; and crated to form a supply of Slaves for
the rest of the world." Might not this have been faid,

according to the principles, which we now hear stated in all
respects as falr'y and as truly of Britain herself, at that period
of her history, as it can now be faid by us of the inhabitants
of Africa?
We, Sir, have long since emerged from barbarism—we have
almost forgotten that we were once barbarians— we are now
raised to a situation which exhibits a striking contrast to every
circumstance, by which a Roman might have characterised us,
and by which we now characterize Africa. There is indeed
one thing wanting to complete the contrast, and to clear us
altogether from the imputation of acting even to this hour as
Barbarians ; for we continue to this hour a barbarous traf
fics in Slaves : we continue it even yet in spite of all our
.-•'
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great and undeniable pretensions to civilization. We were
once as obscure among the nations of the earth, as favage
in our manners, as debased in our morals, as degraded in
our understandings, as these unhappy Africans are at pre
sent. But in the lapse of a long series of years, by a pro
gression flow, and for - a time, almost imperceptible, we
have become rich in a variety of acquirements, favoured
above measure in the gifts of Providence, unrivalled in com
merce, pre-eminent in arts, foremost in the pursuits of phi
losophy and science, and established in all the blessings of
civil society: We are in the possession of peace, of happiness,
and of liberty ; we are under the guidance of a mild and be
neficent religion ; and we are protected by impartial laws, and
the purest administration of justice : we are living under a
system of government, which bur own happy experience leads
us to pronounce, the best and wisest which has ever yet been
framed ; a system which has become the admiration of the
world. From all these blessings, we must for ever have been
shut out, had there been any truth In those principles which
some Gentlemen have not hesitated to lay down as applicable
to the case of Africa.—-Had those principles been true, we
ourselves had languished to this hour in that miserable state of
ignorance, brutality, and degradation, in which history provesour ancestors to have been immersed. Had other nations
adopted these principles in their conduct towards us ; had other
nations applied to Great Britain the reasoning which some of
the Senators of this very Island now apply to Africa,—ages
might have passed without our emerging from barbarism ; and
we who are enjoying the blessings of British civilization, os
British laws, and British liberty, might, at this hour, have
been little superior, either in morals, in knowledge, or re
sinement, to the rude inhabitants of the Coast of Guinea.
If then we seel that this perpetual confinement in the setters
ef brutal ignorance, would have been the greasest calamity
which could have befallen us ; if we view with gratitude and
exultation the contrast between the peculiar blessings we enjoy,
and
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and the wretchedness of the ancient inhabitants of Britain,—if we shudder to think of the misery which would still have
overwhelmed us, had Great Britain continued to the present
times to be the mart for Slaves to the more civilized nations
of the world, through some cruel policy of theirs, GOD for
bid that we should any longer subject Africa to the fame dread
sul scourge, and preclude the light of knowledge, which has
reached every other quarter of the globe, from having ac
cess to her coasts.
I trust we shall no longer continue this commerce, to the
destruction of every improvement on that wide Continent; and
{hall not consider ourselves as conserring too great a boon, in
restoring its inhabitants to the rank of human beings. I trust
we shall not think ourselves too liberal, if, by Abolishing the
Slave Trade, we give them the fame common chance of
civilization with other parts of the world, and that we shall now
allow to Africa the opportunity-—the hope — the prospect of
attaining to the fame blessings which we ourselves, through the
favourable dispenfations of Divine Providence, have been per
mitted, at a much more early period, to enjoy. If We listen.
to the voice of reason and duty, and pursue this night the line
of conduct which they prescribe, some of us may live to see
a reverse of that picture, from which we now turn our eyes
with shame and regret. We may live to behold the Natives of
Africa, engaged in the calm occupations of industry, in the pur
suits of a just snd legitimate commerce. We may behold the
beams of science and philosophy breaking in upon their land,
which at some happy period in still later times may blaze with
full lustre i and joining their influence to that of pure re
ligion,
tremitiesmay
of illuminate
that immense
and continent.
invigorate the
Then
mostmay
distant
we hope
exr
' that even Asrica (though last of all the quarters of the globe)
shall enjoy at length in the evening of her days, those bles
sings which have descended so plentisully upon us in a much
earlier period of the world. Then also will Europe, partici
pating in her improvement and prosperity, receive an ample
recompense for the tardy kindness, (if kindness it can be
called)
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called) of no longer hindering that continent from extricating
herself out of the darkness which, in other more fortunatt
regions, has been so much more speedily dispelled.
Nos primus equis oricns ajflavit anhelis ;
Illi sera rubens accendit lumina vesper.
Then, Sir, may be applied to Africa, those words originally
used indeed with a difserent view :
His demum exailis—
Devenere locos latos,
Fortunatorum nemcrum, fedesque beatas ;
Largior hie campos Æther it lumine vestit
Purpureo :
*
It is in this view, Sir,—it is an atonement for our long and
cruel injustice towards Africa, that the measure proposed by
my Honourable Friend most forcibly recommends itself to my
mind. The great and happy change to be expected in the
state of her inhabitants, is of all the various and important
benesits of the Abolition, in my estimation, incomparably the
most extensive and important.
I shall vote, Sir, against the adjournment; and I shall also
oppose to the utmost every proposition, which in any way may
tend either to prevent, or even to postpone for an hour, the
total Abolition of the Slave Trade: a measure which, on all
the various grounds which I have stated, we are bound, by
the most pressing and indispensible duty, to adopt.
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Sir William Dolben, Chairman of the Committee,
then faid, that the Motion originally made, was, " That it is
" the opinion of this Committee, that the Trade carried on by
** British subjects for the purpose of obtaining Slaves on the
' * Coast of Africa, ought to be abolished s" since which it
had
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had been moved, that the word, " gradually," should be in
serted after the words, " ought t» be," and before the word,
** abolished ;" and that since moving the above amendment,
a motion had been made for the Chairman now to leave the
Chair. The question which he had to put therefore, was,
" That the Chairman should now leave the Chair.*' Ob
which the Committee having divided,
The Ayes were
Noes

-

i

-

-

-

87

--------

234

Majority against Mr. jenkinfon's Motion, that
the Chairman should leaVe the Chair, -

147

Sir William Dolben then put the Question, that tbe
word, " gradually," should be inserted in Mr. Wilberforce'sMotion. The Committee having divided,
The Ayes, (for inserting the word
" gradually,") were - - The Noes, (against agreeing that the Abo
lition should be gradual) weie

125

Majority in favour of gradual Abolition, rather
than an immtdiatt one, - - * - -

68

193

The Chairman then put the amended Question, vii.
" That it is the opinion of this Committee, that the Trade
t' carried on by British Subjects for the purpose of obtaining
*' Slaves on the Coast of Africa, ought to be gradually
" abolished." The Committee having divided,
The Ayes (for a gradual Abolition,) were
The Noes (against any Abolition,) were

-

238
85

Majority for agreeing to a gradual Abolition,

-

145
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*^he House haying on the 25th of April resolved itself in
to the same Committee) Sir WilLiam Dolben being in.
:he Chair, the Right- Honourable Mr. Dundas moved,
That it slialPnot be lawsul to import any African Ne
groes into any British Colonies or Plantation's, in Ships
*6wrÆd or' navigated by British1 Subjects, at any time after
**&e First Day if January, 1800;" "
" '
Upon which Lord MorninGton moved, as an Amend
ment, that the year <{ 1 793," be substituted in the place of
the year " xBco."
After a long debate, the Committee having divided, the
Ayes in favour of Lord Mornington's amendment were, 109
Noes, -..---i---_.-_ 158
Majority against abolishing the Slave Trade
on January 1, 1793, - - -

-

-

-
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On the 28th of April, the House having again resolved
itself into the fame Committee, Mr. Beaufoy being in the
Chair, the Right Honourable Mr. Dundas again moved,
" That it shall not be lawsul to import any African Negroes
" into any British Colonies or Plantations, in Ships owned
" or navigated by British Subjects, at any time after the
" First Day of January, 1800,"
Upon which Lord Mornington moved as an amendment,
That the vear " 1795" be substituted in the place of the
year 1800.

• The Committee, after a long debate having divided, the
Ayes, in favour of Lord Mornington's amendment, were 121
Noes, -------------- 161
Majority against abolishing the Slave Trade
in the year 1795,
----Bb

49
Sir

Sir Edward Knatchbull then moved, that- the year
V J79|6>" should be substituted in the placei of the year
« 1800."

.'i.' ;.."-

' '.":.''"'"':i "

The Committee having divided, tb« "'

''.•!! -.'

. ;_

Ayes, in favour of Sir E. Knatchbull's amendments were 151
Noes

---—i_

y- --,»-_

m- »' -..

Majority in favour of Sir E. KJnatchbuH's amend
ment for abolishing the Slave Trade on she
First of .January,. 1 796, -. - --- -
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